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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable is an update of the deliverable D2.3 [3] and the final report on the validation of installation 

and deployment procedures (from October 2014 to March 2015) of all XIFI software components. 

As described in the previous version (D2.3 [3]) the definition of the XIFI architecture model has been key 

factor for organizing the testing activities. Basing on the final XIFI architecture model - which defines the 

architecture by dividing it into subsystems - four (sub) groups of components were identified and called 

subsystems; those four subsystems were already introduced in the deliverables D2.5 [10], D1.5 [4], D1.6 [7] 

and D5.2 [6]):  

 Security Subsystem - includes all security components, with and without the federation (components 

having security functionalities and components enabling security at the federation level); 

 Monitoring Subsystem - includes all monitoring functionalities  

 User oriented and GUI Subsystem - includes all components that are user oriented and GUI 

services;  

 Deployment and Operations Subsystem - includes all components services and tools for the setting 

up, the deploying and the operating of the Federation.  

The report describes the component testing focusing on the installation tests. This means to consequently 

verify also the correctness of the installation procedure described and provided for each XIFI component 

within the related official documentation (namely the XIFI Handbook [5] or the component installation 

manual) and published to the dedicated XIFI project wiki page [6]. 

The test plan provided a set of guideline for executing the installation tests as follows:  

 The current release of the component to be tested (based on the release plan published for each XIFI 

components [7]). 

 Component owner and developer responsible to support the testers to solve bugs or issues (if any) 

related to the component.  

 Infrastructure owner responsible to support the testers to solve bugs or issues (if any) related to the 

test environment (e.g.: connection to the test environment, creation of the VM where to execute the 

tests). 

 An average time needed for installing the component and, thus, for executing the test and verify the 

correctness of the installation procedure (three days were foreseen for each component, except for 

the ITBox that requires 4 days due to its complexity). 

In order to monitor the testing activities but also to understand the test results reported within this 

deliverable, two statuses were identified: 

 PASSED - if the test was executed without problem (from the beginning to the final phase,). 

 FAILED - if the test was interrupted due to one blocking errors. 

All XIFI components developed within the XIFI project and published to the XIFI page [7]were tested, 

except for: 

 The FILAB-App Template, which was tested within the Federation Manager Test; 

 The Security (Keystone) Proxy, which was tested within the Federated Identity Manager GE. 

Four testbed environments were identified to execute the component testing activities: Trento, Lannion, 

Waterford and Vicenza.  

This deliverable also reports updates and additional details on the automation of the Continuous Integration 

(CI) Process (initial details already provided in the previous version, D2.3 [3]) through the use of the ETICS 

tool. All XIFI components were involved in this activity, which consists in the automation of compiling, 

building, packaging, unit test and static code testing. 
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The test case categories, described in the context of the CI automation, subsume single test cases under one 

common set; test cases are grouped on the basis of common requirements that must be met in order to 

conduct these tests. Thus, it is within each test case that must be specified the success conditions of the test 

case itself, through quantifiable metrics. Each type of test is executed both in automatic and manual ways: 

manual and validation tests are described in the section “Subsystem Testing”, automate tests are reported in 

the section “Continuous Integration Processes”. 

In each testing section these deliverable reports feedbacks provided by the testers during the test execution, 

lessons learned by the Infrastructure Owners and comments made by the coordinators of the Continuous 

Integration Process as well. 

The management and coordination of the testing activities were carried out as suggested by the “Agile-like” 

methodology (already detailed in the previous version of this deliverable, D2.3 [3]): a strong collaboration 

was fostered among testers, components owners, developers and infrastructure owners and their activities 

supported by the use of the specific management and communication tools (e.g.: tools for monitoring 

activities as RedMine). This collaboration led to the definition and identification of: 

 The test scenario and the requirements;   

 The component software integration tests; 

 A set of minimum system requirements to produce guidelines for installation and usage; 

 A system integration test in collaboration with the Infrastructure Owner, necessary due to the 

variations of physical hardware deployment, network topology, etc. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

This document provides the updating of the previous version of Test and Validation Report V1 [3]and 

completes the set of tests (on deploy and sanity check) needed for validating the correctness of the 

installation process of the new federation nodes in FIWARE Lab [13]. 

This deliverable is based on the real experience of the testers and reports not only the testing results, but also 

feedback and comments gathered from the testers on how to improve the procedures for the deployment of a 

XIFI component and a FIWARE GE to a new node. 

1.1 Architecture Overview 

As described in the "Architecture Overview" of the deliverable D2.3 [3], the list of XIFI components to setup 

a XIFI node (slave and master node) is represented in the figure "Architecture Federation Logical Model " 

provided in the deliverable D1.5 - Federated Platform Architecture v2 ("UPDATES ON FEDERATION 

ARCHITECTURE (D1.3)"', page 14,[4]). An update of this architecture is reported in the D1.6 final version 

of the "Federated Platform Architecture V3" [figure 2, " Federation Architecture ver. 2.0", page 13] where is 

clarified and highlighted the architecture and the XIFI components deployed on each FIWARE Lab node 

based on the different functional parts for the cloud computing components (yellow), monitoring 

functionalities (red), security functionalities (blue), user oriented services (green), services and tool for 

setting up, deploying and operating the Federation (grey) , security components at federation level (orange) 

and user applications components (white):  
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Figure 1: From D1.6 [7], Figure 2, Federation Architecture ver.2.0 

 

For any other details refer to "Architecture Overview, page 7, of the "D2.3 - Test and Validation Report v1” 

[3]. 
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1.2 Scope 

The scope of this deliverable is to report on the testing activities carried out within XIFI project on the XIFI 

components.   

1.3 Document Convention 

The formatting of the document is compliant with the deliverable template provided by the XIFI project. No 

other specific convention has been applied (cf. D2.3 [3]). 

1.4 Intended Audience 

As provided in the paragraph Intended Audience (page19, Chapter 1 - Introduction) of the deliverable D2.3 

[3], the intended audience of this document comprises: 

 XIFI partners involved in development activities to be able to improve components and subsystems 

based on the testing activities.  

 XIFI partners involved in operational activities to be able to understand the current maturity of 

components and subsystems and reproduce test for their environments.  

 All the XIFI partners and third parties in general to have a summary of the maturity of the deployed 

system.  

1.5 How to Read 

This report is structured as follows:  

  A short introduction (Introduction) and an update of the traceability matrix (Test purpose), an 

update of the test scenario [1] used for the subsystem testing already provided in the D2.3 [3]; 

 The description of the execution of all XIFI components testing and their results (Chapter 4); 

 An update of the testbed environment identified (paragraph 4.2); 

 The results of the functional component testing (Chapter 5); 

 An update of the continuous integration processes (Chapter 6) and their results;  

 Chapter 7 provides the Conclusion;  

 The Annex includes:  

o The templates (Appendix A) used to report the results of the testing activities;  

o An example of the results of the Continuous Integration Process (A.3.1); 

o Additional information regarding the XIFI Software Repository provided within WP2 

(Appendix B); 

o The list of the test cases published in order to validate and verify the correctness of the 

procedures for the installation and deployment of the XIFI nodes (Appendix C); 

o Additional information about the FIWARE GEs used in the XIFI project (Appendix D). 

1.6 Changes and Additions in the New Version 

The main changes and updates with respect to the previous version of this deliverable (D2.3 [3]) are:  

 All XIFI components, developed and integrated in the Federation, were tested (as reported in 

deliverable D2.4 [5]) on different testbed environments, on the basis of the architecture of the XIFI 

components (components for the master and slave node). 

 The test plan for executing the installation tests and results of these tests are provided (Chapter 4).  
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 Provided the scenario for the User Oriented and GUI subsystems and Deploy and Operations 

subsystems (Chapter 3). 

 Provided the results for the automated build and test using the software integration tool ETICS 

(Chapter 6). 

 Updated the description of the testbed environment used to execute the testing activities: 

o Trento as master node, Lannion as slave node, Vicenza as slave node (paragraph 4.2). 

o On the Waterford node were tested the basic components for the XIFI Federation 

Infrastructure toolbox (paragraph 4.2). 

o Berlin node hosts theXIFI server repository for the software packages provided within the 

XIFI Federation (Appendix B).  
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2 TEST PURPOSE 

This section is an update of the “Test purpose” chapter of the deliverable D2.3 [3]. 

As reported in the previous report (D2.3 [3]), the test purpose is mainly to validate the correctness of the 

installation and tools procedure used for a new XIFI node. The test purposes are classified into 

interoperability, functional, conformance and performance. Following this approach, the assumption in this 

report is to consider only interactions of components and not to cover functional testing of single 

components. Each test case is focused on the testing of “sub-systems”. The decision to use the concept of  

sub-system  to simplify the system testing  activities is in the   subsystem's definition as reported in D2.5 

[10]:  

<< The subsystem is a self-contained unit consisting of one or more components …. and zero or more third-

party tools or products that are mandatory for implementing all mandatory functions and interfaces of a sub-

system. A sub-system implements some useful (potentially minimum) functionality. A sub-system may have 

different configurations (e.g. realized through optional components) or might provide baseline functionality 

through mandatory components and may add enhanced functionality through the use of optional 

components.>>.   

The test environment is provided by a single infrastructure (for example a master node) or a federated 

infrastructure (for example a master node and one or more other nodes). 

The scope of the test cases provided in this deliverable is to verify the readiness of XIFI components to be 

deployed to the XIFI federation connected to the FIWARE Lab.  

In this deliverable test cases are presented on the basis of the real impact of their requirements (as provided 

in the section 3) on the testbed environment chosen and used to test them. This is important if the testbed 

node can be offered as service to the FIWARE developers. The following table is an update of the table 

provided in D2.3 [3] and provides information about: (a) the XIFI components, (b) platform 

requirements, (c) applicable test case categories defined and provided in the deliverable D2.3 [3] and (d) 
test cases defined and referred to a traceability matrix.  
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Sub-system 
Mandatory 

components 

Optional 

components 

Third-party 

components 

required 

Infrastructures 

components 

required 

Test case categories Reference Test  

Monitoring  

Context Broker 

(Master node)  

Context Broker 

(Other node)  

NGSI Adapter  

 

At least one of:  

NAM,  

NPM,  

DEM  

 

If NAM:  

PerfSONAR,  

Iperf,  

QWAMP  

If NPM:  

Nagios,  

Nagira  

If DEM:  

Nagios  

* DCRM GE  

OpenStack (nova, 

glance, neutron, 
keystone, swift)  

 

* All components tests - from 
TCC-01, TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional - from 

TCC-03.2, TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with 

monitoring client - from 

TCC-05, TCC-06 [16] 

Real-time performance, 

Impact on platform - from 

TCC-08.2 [16] 

Interoperability with XIMM - 

from TCC-09, TCC-10 [16] 

NOTE: Non-intrusive tests 
may be possible but require 

clearing the Context Broker 
instances.  

Table 2: 

Monitoring 

Inter-Domain 

(Inter-Region) 

Connectivity 

Table 4: 

Monitoring 

number of VMs 

Table 6: 

Monitoring 

User  

Table 8: 

Monitoring 

Free Resource 

per Node 

  

At least one of:  

NAM  

NPM  

DEM  

Big Data GE 
(COSMOS, 

Master Node)  

Big Data GE 
(COSMOS, 

Other Node)  

 

If NAM:  

PerfSONA  

Iperf  

QWAMP  

If NPM:  

Nagios,  

Nagira  

If DEM:  

 

Nagios  

 

* DCRM GE  

OpenStack (nova, 

glance, neutron, 

keystone, swift)  

Hive Storage  

 

* All components tests from 
TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional from 

TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with 

monitoring client fromTCC-

06 [16] 

Real-time performance, 

Impact on platform from 

TCC-08.2 [16] 

Interoperability with XIMM - 

from TCC-10 [16] 

NOTE: Only intrusive tests 
due to the persistence of Hive 

storage.  

Table 2: 

Monitoring 

Inter-Domain 

(Inter-Region) 

Connectivity 

Table 4: 

Monitoring 

number of VMs 

Table 6: 

Monitoring 

User  

Table 8: 

Monitoring 

Free Resource 

per Node 

Security  

* Security Proxy 

(Keystone 
proxy, Other 

node)  

Identity 
Management GE 

(KeyRock, 

Master node)  

Access Control 

GE (Master 

node)  

 

None  

* Galera  

MySQL  

 

* Federation 

Manager  

Quick Online Test  

Infrastructure 

Toolbox  

OpenStack 

(keystone)  

DCRM  

 

* All components tests from 

TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional - from 

TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with Quick 
Online Test client APIs, 

Infrastructure Toolbox APIs, 

Cloud Portal as a client from 
TCC-06.2 [16] 

Authentication response time, 

robustness, resilience against 
attacks from TCC-08.2 [16] 

Interoperability with Quick 

Online Test and Cloud Portal 
from TCC-10.2 [16]  

NOTE: Only intrusive tests 

due to the persistence of the 
database.  

Table 16: IdM 

User 

Authentication 
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Sub-system 
Mandatory 

components 

Optional 

components 

Third-party 

components 

required 

Infrastructures 

components 

required 

Test case categories Reference Test  

 

* Security 
Monitoring GE 

(Master node)  

Service Level 
SIEM (Master 

node)  

SIEM agent 
(Master node)  

SIEM agent 

(Security probes, 

Other node)  

 

None  

* OSSIM  

Storm  

MySQL  

 

* Rsyslog  

Nagios  

Snort  

Security sub-

system (Identity 

Management)  

 

* All components tests from 

TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional from 
TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with Access 

Control APIs, Security 
Dashboard as a client from 

TCC-06.2 [16] 

Detection delay, False alarm 
probability from TCC-08.2 

[16] 

Interoperability with Access 
Control GE and other system 

services from TCC-09.2 [16] 

Interoperability with system 
Firewall configuration and 

intrusion prevention sub-

systems from TCC-10.2, [16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests due to 

attack simulation, non-

intrusive test possible 
regarding interoperability 

with Access Control and 
some other system services 

due to read-only access.  

Table 16: IdM 

User 

Authentication 

Table 18: IdM 

User 

Authentication 

Failed 

Table 20: IdM 

Delegation. 

User 

Authentication 

on the other 

specific domain 

User Oriented 

and GUI 
Subsystems -

Monitoring 

Dashboard  

* Monitoring 
Dashboard GUI 

(Master node)  

Monitoring 
Resources 

Manager 

(Master node)  

Monitoring 

Resources 

Manager agents 
(Other node)  

Monitoring 
Configuration 

and Control 

tools (Master 
node)  

Monitoring 

Configuration 
and Control 

tools agents 

(Other node)  

 

None  

GUI framework,  

Web interface  

 

* Security sub-

system (Identity 
Management)  

Monitoring sub-
system  

 

All components tests – from 

TCC-01, TCC-02, [16] 

Sub-system functional – from 
TCC-04.2, [16] 

Conformance with Security 

sub-system APIs, Monitoring 
sub-system APIs, Cloud 

Portal APIs – TCC-05.2, [16] 

Presentation delay – from 
TCC-07.1 [16] 

Interoperability with Security 
sub-system, Monitoring sub-

system services and Cloud 

Portal – from TCC-10.2, [16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests due to 

modification of Monitoring 

sub-system operational 
parameters and introduction 

of a test user to the identity 

management.  

Table 22: 

Availability of 

the Services on 

the XIFI Portal  

Table 24: 

Accountability 

events. 

Monitoring of 

possible 

violation on the 

XIFI Portal 

User Oriented 

and GUI 

Subsystems –
Security 

Dashboard  

Monitoring 

Dashboard GUI 
(Master node)  

Accountability 

Module (Master 
Node)  

None  
GUI framework, 

Web interface  

Security sub-

system (Identity 
Management)  

Security sub-

system (Security 
Monitoring)  

All components tests - from 

TCC-01, TCC-02, [16] 

Sub-system functional - from 

TCC-04.2, [16] 

Conformance with Security 

sub-system APIs, Cloud 
Portal APIs - TCC-05, [16] 

Presentation delay - from 

TCC-07.1 [16] 

Interoperability with Security 

sub-system and Cloud Portal - 

Table 22: 

Availability of 

the Services on 

the XIFI Portal 

Table 24: 

Accountability 

events. 

Monitoring of 

possible 

violation on the 
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Sub-system 
Mandatory 

components 

Optional 

components 

Third-party 

components 

required 

Infrastructures 

components 

required 

Test case categories Reference Test  

from TCC-10.2 [16]  

NOTE -- Intrusive tests due 

to introduction of a test user 
to the identity management 

and to attack simulation.  

XIFI Portal 

User Oriented 
and GUI 

Subsystems -

Infographics 
and status 

pages  

* GUI  

 
None  

* GUI 

framework,  

Web interface  

 

* Security sub-

system (Identity 
Management)  

Monitoring sub-

system  

Federation 

Manager  

 

* All components tests from 

TCC-01, TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional from 
TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with Security 

sub-system APIs, Monitoring 
sub-system APIs, Federation 

Manager APIs, Cloud Portal 

APIs - TCC-05 [16] 

Presentation delay from TCC-

07.1 [16] 

Interoperability with Security 
sub-system, Monitoring sub-

system, Federation Manager, 

Cloud Portal from TCC-10.2 
[16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests due to 

introduction of a test user to 
the identity management, and 

to modifying Monitoring sub-

system operational 
parameters.  

Same as for the 

monitoring sub-

system test cases 
given above when 

presenting monitoring 

data and for the 
security sub-system 

test cases when 

presenting security-
relevant data.  

User Oriented 

and GUI 

Subsystems -
Cloud Portal  

* GUI  

 

* May use other 

Dashboards 
through a plug-

in mechanism or 

by sub-system 
interfaces  

Monitoring 

Dashboard  

Security 

Dashboard  

 

* GUI 

framework,  

Web interface  

 

* Security sub-

system (Identity 

Management)  

 

* All components tests from 
TCC-01, TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional from 

TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with Security 

sub-system APIs - TCC-05 

[16] 

Presentation delay from TCC-

07.1 [16] 

Interoperability with Security 
sub-system and other plug-ins 

from TCC-10.2 [16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests due to 
introduction of a test user to 

the identity management.  

Same test case for the 

security subsystems 

when user access to 
XIFI Portal, and  

Table 24: 

Accountability 

events. 

Monitoring of 

possible 

violation on the 

XIFI Portal 

User Oriented 

and GUI 

Subsystems -

SLA Manager  

* SLA Manager 
GUI  

SLA 

negotiation, 

enforcement and 

decision 

components  

 

None  

* GUI 

framework,  

Web interface  

 

* Monitoring sub-

system  

 

* All components tests - from 

TCC-01, TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional - from 
TCC-04.2  

Conformance with 

Monitoring sub-system APIs 
- TCC-05 [16] 

Presentation delay - from 

TCC-07.1 [16] 

Interoperability with 

Monitoring sub-system - from 

TCC-10.2 [16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests due to 

potential modifications of 

monitoring sub-system 

Table 22: 

Availability of 

the Services on 

the XIFI Portal 
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Sub-system 
Mandatory 

components 

Optional 

components 

Third-party 

components 

required 

Infrastructures 

components 

required 

Test case categories Reference Test  

settings.  

    

* Monitoring sub-

system  

Security sub-
system (Identity 

Management)  

 

Same as above plus  

Conformance with Security 

sub-system APIs - TCC-05 

[16] 

Interoperability with Security 

sub-system - from TCC-10.2 

[16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests further 

due to introduction of a test 

user to the identity 
management.  

Table 24: 

Accountability 

events. 

Monitoring of 

possible 

violation on the 

XIFI Portal 

User Oriented 
and GUI 

Subsystems -

Federation 
Manager  

* Federation 
Manager GUI  

Federation 

Manager Core  

 

None  

* GUI 

framework,  

Web interface  

 

* Security sub-

system (Identity 
Management)  

Infrastructure 

Toolbox  

Quick Online Test  

 

* All components tests from 
TCC-01, TCC-02 [16] 

Sub-system functional from 

TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with Security 

sub-system API, 

Infrastructure Toolbox API, 
and Quick Online Test API 

from TCC-05 [16] 

Presentation delay from TCC-
07.1 [16] 

Configuration delay from 

TCC-07.2 [16] 

Interoperability with Security 

sub-system, Infrastructure 

Toolbox, and Quick Online 
Test from TCC-10.2 [16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests due to 

potential modifications of 
identity management database 

and federation configuration 

database. Potential side 
effects may cause impact on 

other sub-systems also 

depending on obtaining the 
federation configuration.  

Same as for the 

Deployment and 

Operation Subsystems 
sub-system test cases 

given below when 

presenting hoe to join 
the federation and for 

the security sub-

system test cases 
when presenting the 

accessibility on the 

node. 

Deployment & 
Operations 

Subsystems - 

Infrastructure 
Toolbox  

* IT Box 
Interface  

IT Box 

Middleware  

 

Since this tool 
deploys 

configurations 

to bear metal 
servers it relies 

upon all 

available 
components 

(own and third 

party). 
Nevertheless it 

does not utilize 

these and 

consequently 

does not rely on 

their particular 
function.  

* Mirantis Fuel 

3.2.1  

 

None, this tool 

deploys to bare 
metal servers and 

is self-contained.  

* All components tests from 
TCC-01 [16]  

Sub-system functional from 

TCC-03.2 [16] 

Duration of an install process 

from TCC-07.2 [16] 

Interoperability with 
OpenStack APIs to start-up 

the system installed from 

TCC-10.2 [16] 

NOTE: Non-intrusive tests by 

default since the ITBox create 

a configuration. Intrusive 
tests may be needed to test 

the correctness of a 

deployment update / 
modification in a later stage.  

Table 10: Join 

the 

FederationTable 

12: GE  

Table 15: GE 

Discovery 

Deployment & 

Operations 
Subsystems -

* DCA 

component  

* Client GUI 

(Marketplace)  

* GUI 

framework,  

* DCRM GE  

OpenStack (nova, 

* All components tests from 

TCC-01, TCC-02 [16] 

Table 10: Join 

the Federation 
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Sub-system 
Mandatory 

components 

Optional 

components 

Third-party 

components 

required 

Infrastructures 

components 

required 

Test case categories Reference Test  

Deployment 

and 

Configuration 
Adapter  

Internal 

Information 

Repository  

 

 Web interface 

(if client GUI)  

 

glance, neutron, 

keystone, swift)  

GE Catalog  

PaaS GE  

 

Sub-system functional from 

TCC-04.2 [16] 

Conformance with OpenStack 
APIs, PaaS GE and GE 

Catalog APIs - TCC-05 [16] 

Deployment turnaround times 
from TCC-08.2 [16] 

Interoperability with 

OpenStack, PaaS, DCRM, 
GE Catalog from TCC-10.2 

[16] 

NOTE: Intrusive tests due to 
modifications of the target 

that this sub-system deploys 

to.  

Table 12: GE 
deployment 

Table 15: GE 

Discovery 

Table 1: Table Traceability Matrix 
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3 TEST SCENARIO 

3.1 Introduction 

This section is an update of the previous version reported in D2.3, providing the test scenario for 

all subsystems defined in the D2.5 [10], D1.6 [7] and published in the Software Component wiki 

page [12].  

Below are listed the test scenarios identified for each subsystem. 

o Deployment and Operations Subsystem, three test scenario are identified: 

 1 - Join the Federation Test Scenario 

 2 - GE Deployment Test Scenario 

 3 GE Discovery Test Scenarios 

o User-Oriented and GUI subsystem, two test scenario are identified: 

 1 – Availability of the services on the XIFI Portal 

 2 – Accountability events – Monitoring of possible violation on the XIFI 

portal 

o Security Sub-system, four test scenario are identified: 

 1 - IdM User Authentication 

 2 - IdM User Authentication Failed 

 3 - IdM Delegation: User Authentication on the other specific domain 

 4 - IdM Delegation: Use of the resources on the other specific domain 

o Monitoring Sub-system, four test scenario are identified: 

 1 - Monitoring Inter-Domain (Inter-Region) Connectivity 

 2 - Monitoring Number of VMs 

 3 - Monitoring User Resource Performance 

 4 - Monitoring Free Resources per Node 

The template used for the test scenario is an update of the template used in the D2.3 [3]improved also 

on the basis of the FIWARE template [21]. The new template includes the associated macro group 

showcases developed within the XIFI project (the showcases are provided by the deliverable D6.3 [9]) 

and associates these showcases to the use cases provided within the deliverable D1.1b – XIFI core 

concepts, requirements and architecture draft [6]. 

3.2 Monitoring  

XIFI should provide monitoring of: a) network devices, b) end to end network connectivity, c) servers 

(both physical and virtual) and d) services in order to gather data for Fault Management, Performance 

Management and SLA Management. Monitoring data should be collected either directly by XIFI or 

gathered through an infrastructure proprietary monitoring system. (This description is taken from the 

deliverable D1.4- Analysis of UC, Infrastructures and Enablers v2- paragraph 3.4 Requirement List, 

page 37 published at [1]) 

The following requirement (provided by D1.6 – Final Report on Architecture, Requirements and 

Specification [7]) is associated to this scenario:  

 REQ-9 - Monitoring and SLA Management 
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1-Monitoring Inter-Domain (Inter-Region) Connectivity 
Scope Monitoring 

Reference 

Scenario 

SLA Monitoring - MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S 

AVAILABLE [cf. [D6.3 XIFI Showcases Design v2] / (UC5: Network and Data 

Centre Operations and UC4: User Support) [cf. [D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

Goal 

As a XIFI granted admin I want to ensure the connectivity between my resources 

deployed across the federation. Furthermore, as a federation admin or a new node 

provider I want to check the inter-domain connectivity between nodes. 

Rationale 
This test is executed in order to validate the inter-domain connectivity as well as the 

proper integration between the individual monitoring components. 

Pre- 

conditions 
XIFI user has the credentials to access the monitoring data 

Components 

NAM Adapter 

NGSI Adapter 

Context Broker 

Context Broker at Federation 

BigDataGE at Federation 

Monitoring Dashboard 

Requirement 

Identifier 
REQ-9 - Monitoring and SLA Management, (see RedMine ticket# 861)  

Notes  

Table 2: Monitoring Inter-Domain (Inter-Region) Connectivity 

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 

The granted admin checks the latency and 

bandwidth between its newly joined node 

and the others 

The monitoring dashboard shows 

measurements, e.g. 

network_latencey_nodeA_nodeB 

2 
The granted adminchecks the latency or the 

bandwidth between any pair of nodes 

The monitoring dashboard shows 

measurements, e.g. 

network_latencey_nodeA_nodeB 

3 
The user checks QoS/SLA related 

parameters any time in an on-request basis 

The monitoring dashboard provides the 

measurements any time in an on-request basis, 

e.g. OWD_nodeA_nodeB 

Table 3: Monitoring Inter-Domain (Inter-Region) Connectivity – Test Steps 

  

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/861
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2 - Monitoring Number of VMs 

Scope Monitoring 

Reference 

Scenario 

SLA Management – MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S 

AVAILABLE [cf. [D6.3 XIFI Showcases Design v2] / (UC2: Setup and use of 

development environment) [cf. [D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

Goal 
As a XIFI user I want to add new VM so that I can see the total number of VMs 

updated accordingly 

Rationale 
This test is executed in order to validate the proper integration between the DCRM 

and the monitoring components. 

Pre- 

conditions 

Valid credentials for the DCRM 

XIFI user has the credentials to access the monitoring data 

Components 

Cloud Portal (or Horizon to simplify) 

DEM Adapter 

NGSI Adapter 

Context Broker 

Context Broker at Federation 

BigData at Federation 

Monitoring Dashboard 

Requirement 

Identifier 
REQ-9 - Monitoring and SLA Management (see RedMine ticket # 861) 

Notes During the execution of this test no other VMs should be created or deleted. 

Table 4: Monitoring number of VMs 

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 
The user checks the current number of VMs instantiated 

in the selected node 

The initial number of VMs is: 

INITIAL_VMS 

2 Log into the Cloud Portal (or Horizon to simplify) 
The user enter the personal private 

area 

3 
The user creates a new VM by launching the existing 

template image named … 

The new VM is listed in the ones 

owned by the user 

4 
The user checks the current number of VMs instantiated 

in the selected node 

The initial number of VMs is: 

INITIAL_VMS + 1 

Table 5: Monitoring number of VMs – Test Steps 

  

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/861
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3 – Monitoring User Resource Performance 

Scope Monitoring 

Reference 

Scenario 

SLA Monitoring - MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S 

AVAILABLE [cf. [D6.3 XIFI Showcases Design v2] / (UC5: Network and Data 

Centre Operations and UC4: User Support) [cf. [D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

Goal 
As a XIFI user (UC project or a developer) I want to check the performance of my 

resources (e.g. VMs). 

Rationale 
This test is executed in order to validate the proper integration between the individual 

monitoring components. 

Pre- 

conditions 
XIFI user has the credentials to access the monitoring data 

Components 

DEM Adapter 

NGSI Adapter 

Context Broker 

Context Broker at Federation 

BigData at Federation 

Monitoring Dashboard 

Requirement 

Identifier 
REQ-9 - Monitoring and SLA Management 861 

Notes  

Table 6: Monitoring User Resource Performance 

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 

The user checks the CPU load, RAM or Disk 

consumption of any of his/her resources at any 

point of time 

The monitoring dashboard shows 

measurements, e.g. initial_percCPULoad, 

initial_percRAMUsed, initial_ 

percDiskUsed 

2 

The user do any artificial changes in any of his 

machines that induce significant changes (e.g. 

overload the CPU load) 

The monitoring dashboard shows different 

results measurements, e.g. 

new_percCPULoad, new_percRAMUsed, 

new_ percDiskUsed 

Table 7: Monitoring User Resource Performance – Test Steps 

 
4 - Monitoring Free Resources Per Node 

Scope Monitoring 

Reference 

Scenario 

SLA Management - MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S 

AVAILABLE [cf. [D6.3 XIFI Showcases Design v2] / (UC5: Network and Data 

Centre Operations) [cf. [D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/861
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
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Goal 
As a Federation Admin I want to see the free resources of a given Node before 

and after VM instantiation 

Rationale 
This test is executed in order to validate the correctness of node information on 

federation level 

Pre- conditions 
Master and Slave Node up and running 

Monitoring Components installed 

Components 

DEM Adapter 

NGSI Adapter 

Context Broker 

Context Broker at Federation 

BigData at Federation 

Monitoring Dashboard 

Cloud Portal 

Requirement 

Identifier 
REQ-9 - Monitoring and SLA Management 861 

Notes No other VMs should be instantiated during the test 

Table 8: Monitoring Free Resource per Node 

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 

The Federation Admin checks the free resources 

(CPU/RAM) on a certain slave node on the Monitoring 

Dashboard 

Initial CPU load: 

initial_percCPULoad  

Initial RAM: initial_nb_ram 

2 
The user instantiates new VMs on the slave node via 

Cloud Portal 

New VMs on Node with 

Selected CPUs and RAM 

3 

The Federation Admin rechecks the free resources (e.g. 

CPU, RAM) on the slave node that can be assigned for 

future created VMs. 

The percCPULoad and percRAM 

should increase 

Table 9: Monitoring Free Resource per Node – Test Steps 

3.3 Deployment and Configuration  

The scope of this test scenario is to check whether a node has successfully joined the federation after 

the deployment of the mandatory operational software. 

The following requirements (provided by D1.6 – Final Report on Architecture, Requirements and 

Specification [8]) are associated to this scenario:  

 REQ-1: Provide tools to support the minimal set up of new infrastructures joining the 

federation starting from bare metal to an up and running federation node where software 

enabling cloud computing, monitoring and security functionalities has been (almost) 

automatically installed. 

 REQ-2: FIWARE Lab should provide a marketplace/portal where the users can access 

http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/861
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FIWARE Lab offer, search and reserve resources and services, provided by the FIWARE Lab 

federated nodes, in order to create their own development environments. Services and 

resources can be provisioned and accessed through a SaaS or PaaS model transparently, with 

respect to the node they belong to or the site where they are located. 

 

1 - Join the Federation Test Scenario 

Scope Join the federation 

Reference 

Scenario 

MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S AVAILABLE [cf. [D6.3 

XIFI Showcases Design v2] /  

UC1: Joining the Federation scenario[cf. [D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

Goal Check whether a node is already part of the federation 

Rationale 

As an infrastructure owner I want to ensure that my node become already part of the 

federation after I deploy the entire operational software to run my node so that I can 

see it as well as its resources listed through the portal 

Pre- 

conditions 
Infrastructure owner has already installed the mandatory operational layer software 

Components 

ITBox 

IdM 

Portal 

Federation Manager 

Requirement 

Identifier 
REQ-1 - Tools to set-up a new infrastructure, (see RedMine ticket #847) 

Notes  

Table 10: Join the Federation  

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 
Node owner logs in as a normal user 

through the portal 

Through the portal the node as well as its 

resources are listed 

2 

Node owner checks through the portal 

whether his node as well as its capacity are 

known to the federation 

The status availability as well as the capacity of 

the node are displayed through the Infographics 

and status pages 

3 
Node owner logs in as a normal user and 

provision VMs in his node 
VMs are created 

Table 11: Join the Federation  - Test Steps 

  

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenario
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/847
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2 - GE Deployment Test Scenario 

Scope Deployment & Operations 

Reference 

Scenario 

MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S AVAILABLE [cf. [D6.3 

XIFI Showcases Design v2] / UC2: Setup and use of development environment[cf. 

[D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

Goal Initiation of VMs in the newly federated node.  

Rationale 
As a XIFI user I want to create an instance with a specific GEi through the DCA so 

that I can then access the VM  

Pre- 

conditions 
XIFI user has the XIFI credentials to access to the new node.  

Components 

Cloud Portal, 

PaaS, 

OpenStack (DCRM, Quantum, etc.), 

IdM 

Requirement 

Identifier 

REQ-1 - Tools to set-up a new infrastructure (see RedMine ticket #847) & REQ-3 - 

Set up of development environments (see RedMine ticket #853). 

Notes  

Table 12: GE Deployment  

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 The user logs in through the portal 

He sees available nodes and 

able to launch virtual 

machines and GEis 

2 

The user requests a VM instance to be deployed on a newly 

federated node using any of the provided images (an image 

can be any GEi) 

The instance is deployed and 

the user is able to access his 

VM either through a VNC 

terminal or even via SSH 

Table 13: GE Deployment – Test Steps 

4 GE Discovery Test Scenarios 

Scope Deployment & Operations 

Reference 

Scenario 

MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S AVAILABLE [cf. [D6.3 

XIFI Showcases Design v2] / UC2: Setup and use of development environment[cf. 

[D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

Goal Discovery of a GEi and user’s deployed GEs via DCA 

Rationale 
As a XIFI user I want query the available, deployed GEis so that I can find a specific 

GEi 

Pre- 

conditions 

GEi instances available and the XIFI user has the XIFI credentials to access to the 

specific domain 

Components DCA, 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/847
https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/853
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
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PaaS 

Requirement 

Identifier 

REQ-1 - Tools to set-up a new infrastructure (see RedMine ticket# 847) & REQ-3 - 

Set up of development environments (see RedMine ticket# 853) 

Requirement 

Description 

REQ-1: Provide tools to support the minimal set up of new infrastructures joining the 

federation starting from bare metal to an up & running federation node where 

software enabling cloud computing, monitoring and security functionalities has been 

(almost) automatically installed. 

REQ-2: FIWARE Lab should provide a marketplace/portal where the users can access 

FIWARE Lab offer, search and reserve resources and services, provided by the 

FIWARE Lab federated nodes, in order to create their own development 

environments. Services and resources can be provisioned and accessed through a SaaS 

or PaaS model transparently with respect to the node they belong to or the site where 

they are located. 

Notes  

Table 14: GE Discovery 

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 
The user authenticates himself with 

the DCA 
His XIFI authentication is accepted 

2 

The user queries the DCA API 

asking for the available GEs on a 

node 

The user gets the results back including his 

available GEs 

Table 15: GE Discovery – Test Steps 

3.4 Security Test Scenario  

The requirements identified (provided by D1.6 – Final Report on Architecture, Requirements and 

Specification [7]) for this scenario are: 

 REQ-8: It may be based on the re-use of the technologies developed in the FI-PPP, as existing 

FI-WARE technology. 

 REQ-9: XIFI should provide monitoring of: a) network devices, b) end to end network 

connectivity, c) servers (both physical and virtual) and d) services in order to gather data for 

Fault Management, Performance Management and SLA Management. Monitoring data should 

be collected either directly by XIFI or gathered through an infrastructure proprietary 

monitoring system. (This description is taken from the deliverable D1.4- Analysis of UC, 

Infrastructures and Enablers v2- paragraph 3.4 Requirement List, page 37 published at [1]). 

1 - IdM User Authentication 

Scope User want to access to the services with the XIFI credentials 

Reference 

Showcase/Scenario 

MG3: HOW DO I PROTECT THE SERVICES I’M RUNNING? (Refer D6.3: 

XIFI Showcases Design v2))/ UC2 - Set-up and use of development 

environment (refer D1.4 Analysis of UC, Infrastructures and Enablers v2). 

Goal 
As a XIFI user I want to access on the XIFI portal so that I can access to the 

services offered on the organization (specific region. 

https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/847
https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/853
https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/bscw/bscw.cgi/d91708/XIFI-D6.3-XIFI_Showcases_Design_v2.pdf
https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/bscw/bscw.cgi/d91708/XIFI-D6.3-XIFI_Showcases_Design_v2.pdf
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
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Rationale 
This test is executed in order to validate the interaction from Access Control 

GE and IdM GE in order to authenticate the credentials of XIFI user 

Pre-conditions XIFI user has the XIFI credentials to access to the specific region. 

Components 

OpenStack 

Network Controller 

Federation Manager 

Security Dashboard 

IdM GE 

Security Proxy 

Access Control GE 

SAML Authentication 

KeyRock 

Requirement 

Identifier 

REQ-8 – Security, see RedMine ticket #860 

REQ-9 - Monitoring and SLA Management, RedMine Ticket #861 

Notes  

Table 16: IdM User Authentication 

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 

The user insert on 

the XIFI portal his 

credentials (email 

address and 

password) 

The credentials are showed in the specific box (login box and password 

box). The user's password is protected and is showed as score ("..."). The 

password is encrypted at the local web-browser and is sent to the Service 

Provider for the verification of them. 

2 

The user click the 

login button and 

the credential are 

validate 

The user's credential is sent as a REST file sends for the authentication of 

them. After the validation of the user credential, the user accesses in the 

Identity Manager home page.[27] 

Table 17: IdM User Authentication – Test Steps 

2 - IdM User Authentication Failed 
 

Scope User wants to access to the XIFI services but fails his authentication. 

Reference 

Showcase/Scenario 

MG3: HOW DO I PROTECT THE SERVICES I’M RUNNING? (Refer D6.3: 

XIFI Showcases Design v2))/ UC2 - Set-up and use of development 

environment (refer D1.4 Analysis of UC, Infrastructures and Enablers v2). 

Goal 

As a XIFI user I want to access on the XIFI portal so that I can access to the 

services offered on the organization (specific domain) but my authentication 

failed. 

Rationale This test is executed in order to validate the interaction from Access Control 

GE and IdM GE in order to authenticate the credentials of XIFI user when the 

http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/860
http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/861
https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/bscw/bscw.cgi/d91708/XIFI-D6.3-XIFI_Showcases_Design_v2.pdf
https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/bscw/bscw.cgi/d91708/XIFI-D6.3-XIFI_Showcases_Design_v2.pdf
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
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user wrong to insert his credential. 

Pre-conditions XIFI user has the XIFI credentials to access to the specific region. 

Components 

OpenStack 

Network Controller 

Federation Manager 

Security Dashboard 

IdM GE 

Security Proxy 

Access Control GE 

SAML Authentication 

Requirement 

Identifier 

REQ-8 – Security, RedMine ticket #860 

REQ-9 - Monitoring and SLA Management, RedMine ticket #861 

Notes  

Table 18: IdM User Authentication Failed 

The requirements described in the table are based on the table of D1.1b and the requirement 

description as described in D1.3.  

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 

The user 

insert on 

the XIFI 

portal his 

credentials 

(email 

address 

and 

password) 

The credentials are showed in the specific box (login box and password box). 

The user's password is protected and is shown as score ("..."). The password is 

encrypted at the local web-browser and is sent to the SAML2.0 

2 

The user 

verify 

your 

credentials 

and click 

the login 

button 

(Sign In) 

The user's credential is sent to the SP for the verification. A REST file sends to 

the Security Authority in order to validate the credentials. 

3 

The 

credentials 

are not 

validated. 

The IdM sends to the MySQL database the user's credential to verify their 

correctness and return NO to IDM. No action is taken. If the email address s 

wrong, after clicked on the login button (Sign In), the cursor returns on the login 

field and the following message is showed ("Insert email address"). If the 

password is wrong the page returns in the XIFI portal and doesn't anything. The 

user can try to enter his login and password again). 

Table 19: IdM User Authentication Failed – Test Steps 

http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/860
http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/861
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3 - IdM Delegation: User Authentication and Authorization on the other specific region 

Scope User access in other region with his credential 

Reference 

Showcase/Scenario 

MG1: HOW DO I LET “CUSTOMERS” KNOW WHAT’S AVAILABLE? 

D6.3: XIFI Showcases Design v2 / UC2 - Setup and use of development 

environment (refer D1.4 Analysis of UC, Infrastructures and Enablers v2). 

Goal 
As a XIFI user I want to use the same credential of my specific domain so that I 

can enter in other region 

Rationale 

This test is executed in order to validate the ability for a user belonging to a 

specific region (e.g. XIFI node A) to use his credentials to access of the other 

specific regions (e.g. XIFI Node B) (this include the authorization and 

authentication). 

Pre-conditions The SSO A has a SSO credentials to access of the other specific regions. 

Components 

Federation Manager 

Keystone Proxy 

IdM GE 

Security Dashboard 

Requirement 

Identifier 
REQ-8 - Security 860/745 

Requirement 

description 

REQ-8: It may be based on the re-use of the technologies developed in the FI-

PPP, as existing FI-WARE technology. 

Notes  

Table 20: IdM Delegation. User Authentication on the other specific domain 

Test Steps 

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 
The user access into the specific 

region with his credentials.  

The IdM home page of this specific region is showed 

to the user. 

2 
The user insert the URL for the 

other specific region 

The IdM provides SSO credentials after authenticating 

and then the Identity Provider authorized the user to 

access to a remote region.[10] 

Table 21: IdM Delegation. User Authentication on the other specific domain – Test Steps 

 

  

https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/bscw/bscw.cgi/d91708/XIFI-D6.3-XIFI_Showcases_Design_v2.pdf
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/860
http://redmine.create-net.org/issues/745
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3.5 User Oriented and GUI Subsystem  

The XIFI portal should provide the federation resources and services (as requested by the user) 

through a resource catalogue of FIWARE LAB. 

FIWARE Lab should provide: 

 A marketplace/portal where the users can access FIWARE Lab offer, search and reserve 

resources and services, provided by the FIWARE Lab federated nodes. Services and resources 

are provisioned and accessed through a SaaS or PaaS model transparently (refer to RedMine 

description). 

 Monitoring of services in order to gather data. 

The following requirements (provided by D1.6 – Final Report on Architecture, Requirements and 

Specification) are associated to this scenario:  

 REQ-3 - Set up of development environments.  

 REQ 9 - Monitoring and SLA Management. 

 

1 - Availability of the services on the XIFI Portal 

Scope The user wants to know the services accessing a web page with his browser 

Reference 

Showcase/Scenario 

MG1: HOW DO I LET "CUSTOMERS" KNOW WHAT'S AVAILABLE [cf. 

[D6.3 XIFI Showcases Design v2] / UC-5 - Network and Data Centre 

operations [cf. [D1.1b and published at http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios]. 

Goal 
As a Developer, I want to find FIWARE resource catalogue GE so that I can 

find the XIFI federation resources/services. 

Rationale 

This test is executed to validate the interaction to the Resource Catalogue, PaaS 

Manager, PaaS Catalogue and FIWARE Catalogue (ref. to D4.1 Services and 

tools specification- page 45, paragraph 3.3.1.1 "the user finds the 

services/resources”, paragraph 3.3."Resource Catalogue", Chapter 3 

"Component Specification". 

Pre-conditions 
The user has the XIFI credentials to access a web page with his browser and 

access to the resource catalogue services available in the XIFI portal. 

Components 
Infographics and Status Pages, Federation Manager, Identity Manager, 

OpenStack Data Collector 

Requirement 

identifier 
REQ-3 - Set up of development environments [853] 

Notes  

Table 22: Availability of the Services on the XIFI Portal 

Test Steps  

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 

The user access 

to the catalogue 

of the services 

When the user click on the catalogue a web browser showed the list of the 

services or the following message is showed "No offering: your search has 

not produced any results". 

3 The user choose The user looks the information service. When the user clicks on the 

https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/853
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Network_and_Data_Centre_Operations
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Network_and_Data_Centre_Operations
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Scenarios
https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/pub/bscw.cgi/d44635/XIFI-D4.1-Services_and_tools_specification.pdf
https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/pub/bscw.cgi/d44635/XIFI-D4.1-Services_and_tools_specification.pdf
https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/853
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Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

the type of the 

service 

services its page is showed.  

Table 23: Availability of the Services on the XIFI Portal – Test Steps 

 

2 - Accountability Events - Monitoring of Possible Violation on the XIFI Portal 

Scope Monitor of the resource to avoid internal attack 

Reference 

Scenario 

MG3: HOW DO I PROTECT THE SERVICES I’M RUNNING? D6.3 XIFI 

Showcases Design v2 D6.3 - XIFI Showcases Design v2 / UC5 - Network and Data 

Centre Operations. 

Goal 
As a user I want to monitor the resource so that to understand if there had been a 

violation of that resource. 

Rationale 
The test is executed in order to validate the interaction from SLA Dashboard, SLA 

Client, IdM 

Pre- 

conditions 

The user is identified and access to the SLA Dashboard and the service/resource are 

provisioned (a SLA agreement has been created referred to D4.1 - Chapter 3 - 

paragraph 3.4.1.3 Scenario 3 - SLA Monitoring and Violation Scenario) 

Components 
SLA Management, Big Data GE, Context Broker GE, Security Dashboard, Federated 

Identity Manager, SLA Monitoring 

Requirement 

identifier 
REQ 9 - Monitoring and SLA Management 861 

Notes  

Table 24: Accountability events. Monitoring of possible violation on the XIFI Portal 

Test Steps  

Test 

Steps 
Action Expected Result 

1 

The user 

look the 

violation 

GET request retrieves the information through uuid and sent the details of 

information as date-time, contract uid, service scope, metric name actual value. 

The response will be provided in the XML or JSON format 

Table 25: Accountability events. Monitoring of possible violation on the XIFI Portal – Test Steps 

 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Main_Page
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Network_and_Data_Centre_Operations
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Network_and_Data_Centre_Operations
https://bscw.fi-xifi.eu/pub/bscw.cgi/d44635/XIFI-D4.1-Services_and_tools_specification.pdf
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/861
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4 SUBSYSTEM TESTING  

The subsystem testing was revised in order to simplify the test cases. It was defined a procedure to 

validate the correctness of the procedures and tools used for installing and deploying  a XIFI node.  

Consequently, the following tests were identified: 

1) Installation test to verify and validate the correctness of the tools and procedure for a new 

XIFI node. 

2) Sanity check to verify that the results expected from Component Owners are the same results 

obtained from the testers  

3) Documentation test, executed during the installation test, to verify the correctness of the 

information provided by the official XIFI documentation published to the XIFI wiki ([7]). 

4) Test to verify that the XIFI components developed within the XIFI project are conformant 

with their functionalities (the results of these tests are provided in Chapter 5). 

Installation test  

The installation test is executed together a sanity check and a documentation test.  The definition of 

the testing process includes:  

a) Assignment of the role and responsibility to the XIFI partners involved in this process (see the 

below section “Role and responsibility”); 

b) Check list to verify and validate the installation test;  

c) Definition of the test plan, including the time foreseen to be spent for each installation test;  

d) Actions to perform before start the test case;  

e) Test procedures to be followed by the testers;  

f) Template used to report the results of the installation test and the test to validate the 

installation and configuration procedure (sanity check test).  

Role and responsibility  

The XIFI Stakeholders involved in the installation tests are: 

 Tester - responsible of the testing activities.  

 Infrastructure Owner - to give support to the tester (e.g.: deciding how to deploy a component, 

usage of the instances as controller, vm, etc).  

 Component Owner - to give support to the tester for the documentation or bug fixing or to 

communicate a new release to be tested.  

 Developer - to give support to the tester for the bug fixing.  

Check list  
The scope of the installation test is to verify and validate the following items:  

  All information to install the component are provided in the official documentation (XIFI 

Handbook v2[5]) or published in the XIFI wiki [5]. 

 What happens if some changes are reported in the installation steps (for example simplify the 

installation steps through the use of script);  

 Wrong or missing reference from/to other documentation (as FIWARE documentation [14]).  

 Testing of the testbed environment, which includes:  

o Verifying that the documentation about how to connect the test node is clear; 
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o Verifying the connectivity to the testbed node and  the access to the testbed node with 

the use of the graphical interface. 

 Check the download of the components packages. 

 Installing the component following the steps described in the public wiki page or the official 

XIFI documentation.  

 

Release Plan Diagram 

The following table provided the release plan from the start of the project to the end (April 2013 – 

March 2015). 
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2.0 
       

1.3 
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October 
              

2.0 1.3 
  

November 
                  

December 
         

1.2 
        

2015 
                  

January 
                  

February 
     

2.5 
          

2.5 
 

March 
               

2.0 
  

Table 26: Table of the XIFI Component Release 

 

Test Plan 

For all XIFI components was tested the last version, released and/or available from October 2014 to 

March 2015. 

Only for three XIFI components was scheduled a new release from October 2014 to March 2015: 

DEM, DCA and Infographics and Status Pages.  

The following table provides the test plan that testers updated after having executed their testing 

activities: 

 Subsystems is the name of subsystem of the XIFI component  

 Components is the name of XIFI component  

 Component owner is the name of partner in charge of that Component (company and contact 

person)  

 Node is the name of node where the XIFI component was tested  

 Release to test is the version of the component to test  

 Assigned to is the name of the tester (company name and contact person)  

 Estimated effort is the (average) number of days foreseen to be spent for the testing  

 Section refers to  

o Installation test section provided within this deliverable. 

o Sanity check reference section provided within this deliverable. 
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Subsystems Components Component Owner 

(contact person) 

Node Release to 

be tested 

planned  

Assigned to Estimated 

effort 

 Section 

Monitoring Federation 

Monitoring 

CREATE-NET 

(abroglio@create-

net.org) 

Lannion 4.0 CREATE-

NET 

3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.2.1 for the 

installation test, sanity check 

and their results. 

 

OpenStack Data 

Collector  

CREATE-NET 

(attilio.broglio@create-
net.org) 

Lannion 1.0 THALES-S 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.2.3 for the 

installation test and section 

Errore. L'origine 

riferimento non è stata 

trovata. to test the 
functionalities of the 

component 

 

NGSIAdapter TID 

(pablo.rodriguezarchilla

@telefonica.com) 

Lannion 1.1 TUB 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.2.2 for installation 

test and section  5.4 to test the 

functionalities of the 
component 

 

Network Active 
Monitoring 

UPM-SSR 
(jge@gatv.ssr.upm.es; 

fgp@gatv.ssr.upm.es; 

fag@gatv.ssr.upm.es) 

Lannion 3.1 CREATE-
NET 

3 working 
days 

Section 4.1.2.4 for installation 
test, and to test the 

functionalities of the 

component 

 

DEM SYNELIXIS 

(ptrak@synelixis.com; 

papadakis@synelixis.co
m; 

pkarkazis@synelixis.co

m) 

Lannion 2.0 / 2.5 TUB 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.2.5 for the 

installation test, section 5.5 to 

test the functionalities of the 
component 

Security Federated 

Identity 
Management 

GE  

ENG/UPM-DIT 

(aalonsog@dit.upm.es; 
mirko.ardinghi@resilte

ch.com; 

francesco.rossi@resilte
ch.com; 

federico.facca@create-

net.org) 

Trento 1.2 ENG 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.3.1 for the 

installation test, sections  5.6 
to test the functionalities of 

the component 

 

Security 

Monitoring 
(Service Level 

SIEM) 

ATOS 

(susana.gzarzosa@atos.
net; 

cristo.reyes@atos.net) 

Lannion 1.5 ENG 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.3.2 for the 

installation test. Sections 5.7 
to test the functionalities of 

the component 

 

Security 

Dashboard 

ATOS 

(susana.gzarzosa@atos.

net; 
cristo.reyes@atos.net) - 

THALES 

(pascal.bisson@thalesg
roup.com; 

daniel.gidoin@thalesgr

oup.com; 
kreshnik.musaraj@thal

esgroup.com; Cyril 

Dangerville) 

Trento 1.5 ENG 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.3.3 for the 

installation test. Sections 5.8 

to test the functionalities of 
the component 

 

Federated 

Access Control 
GE  

THALES-S (Cyril 

Dangerville) 

Trento 1.2 THALES 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.3.4 for the 

installation test. Section 5.9 to 
test the functionalities of the 

component 

User 

Oriented & 

GUI 
Subsystems 

Cloud Portal UPM-DIT 

(aalonsog@dit.upm.es) 

Trento 1.2 TUB 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.4.1 for the 

installation test. Section 5.10 

to test the functionalities of 
the component 

 

SLA_Manager ATOS 
(roman.sosa.external@a

tos.net; 

Joaquin.iranzo@atos.ne

Trento 2.1 TUB 3 working 
days 

Section 4.1.4.2 for the 
installation test. Section 5.11 

to test the functionalities of 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Monitoring
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Monitoring
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:OpenstackDataCollector
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:OpenstackDataCollector
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:NGSIAdapter
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:NAM
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:NAM
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:DEM
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federated_Identity_Management
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federated_Identity_Management
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federated_Identity_Management
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federated_Identity_Management
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Security_Monitoring_GE
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Security_Monitoring_GE
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Security_Dashboard
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Security_Dashboard
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Access_Control_GE
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Access_Control_GE
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Access_Control_GE
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Cloud_Portal
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:SLA_Manager
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Subsystems Components Component Owner 

(contact person) 

Node Release to 

be tested 

planned  

Assigned to Estimated 

effort 

 Section 

t; 

elena.garrido@atos.net; 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net
; 

papadakis@synelixis.co

m; 
ptrak@synelixis.com) 

the component 

 

Federation 
Manager 

TUB (daniel.nehls@tu-
berlin.de; 

alexander.willner@tu-

berlin.de) 

Trento 1.4 TUB 3 working 
days 

Section 4.1.4.3 for the 
installation test.  Section 5.12 

to test the functionalities of 

the component 

 

Infographics and 

Status Pages 

CREATE-NET 

(katarzyna.dimeo@crea
te-net.org) 

Trento 1.3 TUB 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.4.4 for the 

installation test.  Section 5.13 
to test the functionalities of 

the component 

 

Interoperability 

tool  

IT-INNOV (pjg@it-

innovation.soton.ac.uk) 

Trento 1.1 / 2.0 TUB 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.4.5 for the 

installation test. Section 5.14 

to test the functionalities of 
the component 

 

Resource 

Catalogue & 
Recommender 

ATOS 

(joaquin.iranzo@atos.n
et; 

jvr@gatv.ssr.upm.es; 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net
) 

Trento 1.3 TUB 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.4.6 for the 

installation test. Section 5.15 
to test the functionalities of 

the component. 

Deployment 
& 

Operations 

Subsystems 

Infrastructure 
Toolbox 

(infrastructure 

component) 
(infrastructure 

component) 

CREATE_NET 
(amartellone@create-

net.org) 

Waterford 2.1.4.0(30-
10-2014); 

2.2.4.0(30-

12-2014); 
2.3.4.0(28-

02-2014) 

WIT 4 working 
days 

 Section 4.1.5.1 installation 
test. Section 16 to test the 

functionalities of the 

component 

 

Deployment and 

Configuration 

Adapter (DCA)  

SYNELIXIS 

(ptrak@synelixis.com; 

papadakis@synelixis.co
m; 

pkarkazis@synelixis.co

m; 
voulkidis@synelixis.co

m) 

Trento 2.0 ATOS 3 working 

days 

Section 4.1.5.2 for the 

installation test. Section 17 to 

test the functionalities of the 
component 

Table 27: Test Plan Diagram 

Resolution of the issue 

The following types of “blocking error” were identified, together with their priority level: 

 Technical - failure or bug (HIGH). 

 Documentation - missing important information; wrong or missing installation instruction, 

missing URL download of third party basic software. (HIGH if the test cannot continue the 

test, LOW if the tester can continue the test) 

 General - although is not considered blocker, the time is considered as part of the fail for the 

test in order to: 

o Have correct indications about the time to execute the installation and deploy 

procedure for a new XIFI node.  

o Understand the complexity of the issue and how many time is spent to resolve it 

If an issue blocked the testing activity, the tester opened a ticket using the RedMine tool filling the 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Manager
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Manager
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Infographics_and_Status_Pages
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Infographics_and_Status_Pages
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Interoperability_Tool
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Interoperability_Tool
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Resource_Catalogue%26Recommender
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Resource_Catalogue%26Recommender
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Resource_Catalogue%26Recommender
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:InfrastructureToolbox
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:InfrastructureToolbox
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:InfrastructureToolbox
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:InfrastructureToolbox
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Deployment_and_Configuration_Adapter
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Deployment_and_Configuration_Adapter
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Deployment_and_Configuration_Adapter
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following fields: 

Tracker:  

 General issue (e.g. missing URL download)  

 Bug (for the code of XIFI component or in the installation script) 

 Deliverables (e.g. missing information in the official XIFI documentation published in the 

wiki page)  

 Support (request to support to components owner, infrastructure owner or developer)  

Status: New  

Priority: Normal (if it’s urgent High)  

Assignee: CO for problems with documentation or the installation component); IO (if the problem 

regarding the test environment) 

Category:  

 Installation Test (for the installation process)  

 XIFI Handbook v2 [5] or the Official XIFI documentation published in the wiki page [12] 

Executing the installation test 
Before starting the installation test, the following pre-requisites should be verified by the tester:  

1. Send an email to the Infrastructure Owner to get the grant from the test node to access the 

infrastructure.  

2. Open the browser and digit the IP address of the test environment. If the connection to the 

dashboard of the test node does work, then go on to the step 2 otherwise open an issue ticket 

and contact to the IO.  

3. Insert the user name and password into the homepage of OpenStack Dashboard of the testbed 

environment. If the access to the Dashboard does work , then go on to the steps 3, otherwise 

open an issue ticket and contact to the IO.  

4. Fill-in the table of the installation result (as described in the annex A.1) To start with the 

installation test create an instance based on the prerequisites provided in the documentation 

(installation of the components). If the new instance is created, go on to the step 4), otherwise 

open an issue ticket and contact to the IO.  

5. Connection to the created instance does work. If so, start with the installation test, otherwise 

open an issue ticket and contact to the IO.  

Steps to be followed for the installation test:   

1. Download the component package as described in the documentation. If the download of the 

packages fails, then open an issue ticket and report the correct error message. Contact the IO 

and fill-in the table with the result of this test; otherwise go to the step 2.  

2. Unpack the component file. If this operation fails, then open an issue ticket and contact the IO, 

fill-in the table with the results of this test (it's important to report the correct error message). 

Otherwise go to the step 3.  

3. Start with the installation test following step by step the documentation. Should occur any bug 

or issue, then open a ticket and contact the IO and fill-in the table with the result of this test 

(it’s important to report the correct error message), otherwise go to the step 4.  

4. Validate the installation and execute the test cases provided in the wiki public page ([6]) of the 

component. Should occur any bug or issue, then open a ticket and fill-in the table with the 
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results of this test (it's important to report the correct error message) and repeat the test (after 

the resolution of the issue). 

4.1 Component Installation Test 

The following section provides:  

 Description of the tests performed  

 Test results  

 Lessons learned by testers including comments and feedback (if any) on how to improve the 

tools and procedures of the installation tests components of a XIFI node.  

The status of a test is considered as: 

 PASSED when the test is executed without occurring any failure or bug (installation, 

configuration, sanity check).  

 FAILED when the tester is not able to continue the test due to one or more problems (missing 

important information in the manual documentation as the download url, or how to install 

third party mandatory packages, or incomplete procedures of installation, and/or 

configuration).  

 ON GOING when the test is still in progress. 

 ON-HALT/PENDING when the test is failed and the tester have to wait for bug fixing.  

4.1.1 Implementation of Installation Component Testing  

As reported in D2.3 [3], the installation test is considered validated when all components involved in 

that test have passed the test.  

If one of the XIFI components involved in the installation test fails, the tester will contact the 

Component Owner in order to check and implement the correct to strategy to resolve the problem as 

reported in the previous step of installation test: “Resolution of the issue”. 

The template used for the installation component test result is provided in the Annex A.1 

The name of table is defined as: NameOfComponent TI_XXX where TI_XXX is the test identifier: 

 TI is the acronym of the Test Installation  

 XXX identifies the number of the installation for the XIFI component. 

The table should be created for all test installation done for that component. 

For example: if the tester repeat three time the installation test of the Security Dashboard, the tester 

will create three table called: Security Dashboard TI_1, Security Dashboard TI_2, Security Dashboard 

TI_3.  

Below are reported the installation test results where all XIFI components are grouped for subsystem 

as provided in the Table 27: Test Plan Diagram. 

4.1.2 Monitoring Sub-system 

4.1.2.1 Federation Monitoring  

Federation Monitoring TI_1: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  
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Components  Federation Monitoring  

Release  4.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE-NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Local Trento node / Lannion tested  

Assigned to  CREATE-NET, Attilio Broglio  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-FAILED-

On-going, pending)  
Yes - 2015/02/27 - (PASSED local Trento - 

PASSED Lannion)  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a  

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a  

RedMine Ticket  N/a  

Notes  N/a  

Table 28: Federation Monitoring TI_1 

The federation monitoring installation test has been performed on two different testbeds: Lannion and 

Trento node. They are performed from bare Ubuntu 12.04 (64bit) images and all these tests have been 

successfully passed. These tests needed a complete monitoring environment with a lot of 

dependencies:  

 Context Broker v.13  

 Ngsi_adapter v1.1.1  

 PepProxy  

 Nagios  

 Event_broker  

 Nrpe agent (installed in host_controller, host_compute)  

 ODC (installed in the host_controller)  

In order to install and then perform also a sanity check of the component, we used some emulators that 

populate the CB (context Broker) with fake data about VMs. The additional steps related to the 

federation monitoring are easy and require the installation of:  

 MonitoirngAPI.js: a nodejs program  

 Ambari-master.vdi, ambari-datanode.vdi: two VM images with a pre-installed suite of 

programs (ngsi2cosmos, ambari)  

The further configurations that an installer has to follow are well explained in the public wiki page 

[10]. The execution of the test required only some iteration with the component owner in order to 

obtain some credentials (username/password), which are not published for security reasons. Finally a 

sanity check has been performed verifying that the Federation monitoring APIs provide the right live 

and historical data.  

Note: Information about the test cases used to verify the correctness of this test is provided in the 

Appendix C. 

4.1.2.2 NGSI Adapter  

NGSI Adapter TI_1: 

http://nodejs.org/
http://ambari.apache.org/
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Monitoring
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Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NGSI Adapter  

Release  1.1.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  TID (pra@tid.es, fla@tid.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
Yes - FAILED - 2014/12/03  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1579  

Notes  
Many dependencies couldn’t found. 

Documentation is out of date  

 Table 29: NGSI Adapter TI_1 

NGSI Adapter TI_2: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NGSI Adapter  

Release  1.1.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  TID (pra@tid.es, fla@tid.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
Yes - FAILED - 2014/12/22  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1579  

Notes  
After the documentation is updated. The test is 

repeated and there is a failure while installing the 

component.  

Table 30: NGSI Adapter TI_2 

NGSI Adapter TI_3: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NGSI Adapter  

Release  1.1.1  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1579
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1579
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Component Owner (person contact)  TID (pra@tid.es, fla@tid.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
Yes - FAILED - 2015/02/03  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1579  

Notes  
The component couldn't be run. Port is used by 

another process  

Table 31: NGSI Adapter TI_3 

NGSI Adapter TI_4: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NGSI Adapter  

Release  1.1.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  TID (pra@tid.es, fla@tid.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
Yes - FAILED - 2015/02/18  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1579  

Notes  

The component can be run. However, following 

the handbook a new entity can't be registered in 

the Context Broker. Not clear how to test the 

defined test cases.  

Table 32: NGSI Adapter TI_4 

NGSI Adapter TI_5: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NGSI Adapter  

Release  1.1.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  TID (pra@tid.es, fla@tid.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1579
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1579
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Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  

Yes - PASSED - 2014/02/27.  For results / 

recommendations / countermeasure please see 

subsection Errore. L'origine riferimento non è 

stata trovata.  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  
Please extend the wiki and explain how to test 

defined test cases.  

RedMine Ticket  # 1579  

Notes  

Documentation is updated regarding context 

broker. Still not able to register a new entity in 

Context Broker. At the moment the editor write 

only official documentation was out-of-date.  

Table 33: NGSI Adapter TI_5 

Installation test of NGSI adapter has been performed on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, 4 GB RAM machine on 

testbed of Lannion. Component owner provides two ways to install NGSI adapter and event broker:  

 Manual guide: a tester has to follow installation guide step for step.  

 Automated installation process by using deb packages for both NGSI Adapter and Event 

Broker. A tester is recommended to use the automated way, which is easier and faster.  

The component has dependency on java and FI-WARE Context Broker. A tester has to install Context 

Broker version 0.13 [11] and java before starting the test. A tester has to use root privileges on testbed 

instance for installing and running NGSI Adapter.  

A tester required approximately 7 days to reach the current status of the installation test:  

 Out of dated public wiki page  

 Access problems to testbed  

 Contacting with component owner to solve various issues  

 Not enough clear installation and testing procedures  

 Test cases defined by component owner couldn't be tested due to lack in the description.  

It’s worth to note that taking into account the updated XIFI public wiki, the testers’ feedbacks and 

availability of testbed environment, in addition to a clear explanation that is available for test cases, 

nowadays a new tester may spend only one day to execute the test.  Defined test cases have to be 

improved by adding a description about how they can be performed by a tester (this is a 

countermeasure to overcome the issue and pass the test). 

4.1.2.3 OpenStackDataCollector  

OpenStack Data Collector TI_1: 

Subsystems  Monitoring  

Components  OpenStack Data Collector  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE-NET (attilio.broglio@create-net.org)  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1579
http://repositories.testbed.fi-ware.org/repo/rpm/x86_64/
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Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  THALES-S  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - PASSED - 2014/01/07  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a  

Feedback for manual documentation  
Refer to RedMine Ticket field for detail about 

manual documentation  

RedMine Ticket  #1592  

Notes  N/a  

Table 34: OpenStack Data Collector TI_1 

The overall installation took longer than expected - about 4 days - because of the preliminary effort to 

get access to the testbed. In particular, it requires establishing an SSL VPN between the client and the 

testbed, which is difficult to integrate due to Thales security policy. There are also extra steps to get 

proper credentials, and then to learn to use the testbed. Fortunately, the testbed owners are quite 

responsive and helpful to get over those issues.  

An extra effort is necessary to meet the system requirements, especially provide a few dependencies: 

OpenStack Nova, the FIWARE Orion Context Broker and the NGSI Adapter components. As they are 

not available on the testbed at the time of testing, their installation is required as well, moreover on 

multiple VMs. Indeed, the OpenStack Data Collector requires Ubuntu OS whereas Orion Context 

Broker requires CentOS or Red Hat distribution (RHEL, Fedora...). As a result, an extra step consisted 

to import a CentOS or Red Hat image in the testbed, which is not initially available.  

After installing the requirements, the installation manual for the OpenStack Data Collector could be 

improved on the following aspects:  

 Installation Requirements section should also mention FIWARE Context Broker and 

FIWARE NGSI Adapter from the start;  

 Minor typos are found on filenames (e.g. openstackDataCollector.py);  

 Installation steps 3 to 6 could be merged into one command;  

The use of certain parameters is ambiguous, e.g. regionId and regionName. It is not clear whether both 

are needed, since there is a one-to-one mapping. One could expect that only one of the two be actually 

used.  

Besides these minor issues, help from the component owner is hardly necessary and the installation 

succeeded.  

4.1.2.4 Network Active Monitoring  

NAM TI_1: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NAM  

Release  3.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE-NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1592
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Assigned to  CREATE-NET, Alessandro Martellone  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
Yes - 2015-02-19 - PASSED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a  

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a  

RedMine Ticket  N/a  

Notes  The wiki page about the component is up-to-date.  

Table 35: NAM TI_1 

The NAM installation test has been performed on Trento node. They are performed from bare Ubuntu 

12.04 (64bit) and the test has been successfully passed.  

The configuration to be followed is well explained in the public wiki page [12].  

Finally a sanity check has been performed verifying that the NAM component is working properly.  

4.1.2.5 DEM  

DEM TI_1: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  DEM  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  
SYNELIXIS (ptrak@synelixis.com, 

papadakis@synelixis.com, 

pkarkazis@synelixis.com)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
Yes - FAILED - 2015/02/02  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1601  

Notes  
The installation has crashed the testbed due to not 

enough description about how to access the 

testbed and run a test. 

Table 36: DEM TI_1 

The DEM component version 2.0 has been tested on testbed of Lannion. The test is performed 

following the long provided steps. The component owner updated later the public wiki page and made 

installation steps shorter. The test of this version has been stopped because the installation has crashed 

the testbed and a new release is scheduled. The description about how to access the testbed has been 

extended and made clear to avoid any further potential problems by new testers. 

DEM TI_2: 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:NAM
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1601
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Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  DEM  

Release  2.5  

Component Owner (person contact)  
SYNELIXIS (ptrak@synelixis.com, 

papadakis@synelixis.com, 

pkarkazis@synelixis.com)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
Yes - PASSED - 2015/03/03  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  
Changing the name of the file to be extracted in 

order to meet the current version. Location of log 

file  

RedMine Ticket  # 1601  

Notes  
Contacted CO for simple modifications in the 

documentation.  

Table 37: DEM TI_2 

The DEM installation test version 2.5 has performed on testbed of Lannion. A tester has to be sure that 

the following points are met on an instance created on the used testbed:  

 Java installation 6 or 7 or 8.  

 OpenStack Metadata Service is enabled on the testbed.  

A tester can follow easily the configurations described in the public wiki page of this version [13]. 

During the installation a tester has to be aware of the following points:  

 The version of the installed component when extracting it.  

 The location of the application's log file should be /var/log/monitoring.log  

The component owner is noticed to update the wiki page regarding the mentioned notes.  

The installation test of this component has required from the tester around 5 days for both versions. 

Considering the updated wiki page, our feedback about the test and availability of testbed a new tester 

requires around one day to test version 2.5. 

Note: Information about the test cases used to verify the correctness of this test is provided in the 

Annex Appendix C. 

4.1.3 Security Subsystem 

4.1.3.1 Federated Identity Manager  

The tester starts with the installation test and find connectivity problem due to the own company proxy 

but this is not considered blocked or FAILED the test. Based on his experience the first step for the 

use is to verify if your company have a proxy and read how to configure it for your instance.  

Federated IdM TI_1: 

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1601
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:PDEM
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Subsystems  Security  

Components  Federated Identity Management GE  

Release  1.2  

Component Owner (person contact)  ENG / UMP-DIT  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento/Vicenza 

Assigned to  ENG - Maria Di Girolamo  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  
Yes- FAILED (on Trento), PASSED (on 

Vicenza) – 2015/02/03 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  Bug # 1602  

Feedback for manual documentation  
I cannot launch new Instances. Unavailable 

networks  

Notes  
Send request to verify this issue to the 

Infrastructure Owner  

Table 38: Federated IdM TI_1 

Federated IdM TI_2: 

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Federated Identity Management GE  

Release  1.2  

Component Owner (person contact)  ENG / UMP-DIT  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trent) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  ENG - Alfonso Pietropaolo  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - PASSED 2015/03/04  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  

Following the guide at this link 

https://gist.github.com/dirkk0/7377880 you 

should pay attention at row 51 because you 

have to connect to MySQL and create the 

database for the development environment 

before the rake command.  

Notes  
 

Table 39: Federated IdM TI_2 

The effort estimated for the execution of the test is 3 days.  

Security Proxy (Keystone proxy)  

The test of Keystone Proxy is executed during the installation test of Federated IdM GE [ref. section 

4.1.2.1 Federated Installation IdM].  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1602
https://gist.github.com/dirkk0/7377880
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4.1.3.2 Security Monitoring  

Security Monitoring TI_1: 

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Security Monitoring  

Release  1.5  

Component Owner (person contact)  
ATOS (susana.gzarzosa@atos.net; 

cristo.reyes@atos.net)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion /Vicenza  

Assigned to  ENG - Alfonso Pietropaolo  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  
FAILED (2015/02/04)  - Incomplete FIWARE 

documentation 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  Ticket number: #1609  

Notes  
The error is referred to the Service Level SIEM 

part of the test  

Table 40: Security Monitoring TI_1 

Security Monitoring TI_2: 

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Security Monitoring  

Release  1.5  

Component Owner (person contact)  
ATOS (susana.gzarzosa@atos.net; 

cristo.reyes@atos.net)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion /Vicenza 

Assigned to  ENG - Alfonso Pietropaolo  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  PASSED – (2015/02/26) 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  
No ticket. The tester contacts directly the 

component owner (by Skype). 

Notes  

The test is repeated after the resolution of 

few bugs as defined in the table TI_1 and is 

passed. But the eight days effectively spent 

on the installation activities is more than the 

original estimate of three days (as provided 

in the Table 27: Test Plan Diagra). This extra 

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/#1609
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time is due to manual installations of 

mandatory dependencies like Ossim, Storm 

and Access Control. 

Table 41: Security Monitoring TI_2 

Security Monitoring TI_3: 

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Security Monitoring  

Release  1.5  

Component Owner (person contact)  
ATOS (susana.gzarzosa@atos.net; 

cristo.reyes@atos.net)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion /Vicenza 

Assigned to  ENG - Alfonso Pietropaolo  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes 15/02/27 PASSED 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  

The official documentation is not updated on the 

fiware page, but with the help of Susana and 

some notes passed the test.  

In my opinion the installation's procedure should 

be clearer. Security Probe, Access Control and 

SIEM components compose this component 

with a lot of dependencies described in different 

Fiware documentation. A more clear and step-

by-step documentation or a package with pre-

build scripts would be very appreciated.  

RedMine Ticket  
 

Notes  

Repeat the test after the resolution of bug fixing 

as defined in the table TI_1 and consider the 

right/real number of days (eight) as reported in 

the note of the table TI_2. 

Table 42: Security Monitoring TI_3 

4.1.3.3 Security Dashboard  

Security Dashboard TI_1: 

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Security Dashboard  

Release  1.5  

Component Owner (person contact)  

ATOS (susana.gzarzosa@atos.net; 

cristo.reyes@atos.net) - THALES 

(pascal.bisson@thalesgroup.com; 

daniel.gidoin@thalesgroup.com; 
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kreshnik.musaraj@thalesgroup.com; Cyril 

Dangerville)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion, Vicenza 

Assigned to  Alfonso Pietropaolo (ENG)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  
Yes. FAILED (on Lannion, PASSED on 

Vicenza)  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  
 

RedMine Ticket  Ticket numb. 1631  

Notes  
Test failed due to dependencies errors: security 

monitoring (#1609) and IdM  

Table 43: Security Dashboard TI_1 

Security Dashboard TI_2: 

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Security Dashboard  

Release  1.5  

Component Owner (person contact)  

ATOS (susana.gzarzosa@atos.net; 

cristo.reyes@atos.net) - THALES 

(pascal.bisson@thalesgroup.com; 

daniel.gidoin@thalesgroup.com; 

kreshnik.musaraj@thalesgroup.com; Cyril 

Dangerville)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion, Vicenza 

Assigned to  Alfonso Pietropaolo (ENG)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes, PASSED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  Ticket numb. 1631  

Notes  
 

Table 44: Security Dashboard TI_2 

4.1.3.4 Federated Access Control GE 

Federated Access Control TI_1  

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Federated Access Control  

Release  1.2  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1631
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1631
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Component Owner (person contact)  THALES-S (Cyril Dangerville)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  THALES  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - PASSED - 2014/12/19  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  

First part of installation on certificates and 

RBAC/directory setup (sec. 3.2-3.7) is difficult 

because requires some background in 

PKI/LDAP, although not required except for 

production; so there should be some Quick Start 

guide skipping/simplifying it to do much easier 

and quicker install/testing  

RedMine Backlog  #1591  

Notes  
 

Table 45: Federated Access Control GE TI_1 

The installation process lasted 3 days. 

The first part of the installation, related to security setup, is considered quite tedious because it 

involves a significant number of steps that require strong security awareness. In short, it deals with 

issuing and configuring server and client public key certificates for mutual authentication between the 

Access Control server and the clients; then configure a LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 

Protocol) directory for controlling user access on the RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) model. The 

feedback mentions mainly the following:  

1. As the preliminary security setup part is necessary mostly for production environment, it may 

be skipped for basic functional testing or evaluation purposes, and therefore moved to a 

separate "Advanced" installation section or appendix, and replaced by a "Quick Start Guide”;  

2. Most of the manual steps could and should be automated as much as possible.  

3. The High-Availability setup part of the installation manual is not detailed enough, and requires 

some help from the component owner or some expert in file system replication.  

Overall, the tester is able to finish the installation of an Access Control component instance, with 

some help from the component owner. The issues are mostly on understanding of the installation 

manual. There are no blocking issue with the component software itself during installation. However, 

the final recommendation is to make a Debian package to automate the installation as much as 

possible, therefore improve the installation manual, and, in fine, get the user started quickly with a 

functional component instance. 

4.1.4 User Oriented and GUI Subsystems 

4.1.4.1 Cloud Portal 

Cloud Portal TI_1: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Cloud Portal  

Release  1.2  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1591
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Component Owner (person contact)  UPM-DIT (aalonsog@dit.upm.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - FAILED- 2014/11/19  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  # 1572  

Notes  
 

 Table 46: Cloud Portal TI_1 

Cloud Portal TI_2: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Cloud Portal  

Release  1.2  

Component Owner (person contact)  UPM-DIT (aalonsog@dit.upm.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - FAILED- 2014/11/19  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  # 1572  

Notes  
Waiting for response regarding OpenStack 

credentials  

Table 47: Cloud Portal TI_2 

Cloud Portal TI_3: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Cloud Portal  

Release  1.2  

Component Owner (person contact)  UPM-DIT (aalonsog@dit.upm.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  
2015/03/23 Yes – PASSED (For results / 

recommendations / countermeasure please see 

subsection) 

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1572
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1572
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Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  
 

Feedback for manual documentation  
 

RedMine Backlog  
 

Notes  
Test of Library was successful (Unit Test1 in the 

Cloud Portal documentation). From Portal Test 

3 out of 50 tests fail. (#1, #2, #50) 

Table 48: Cloud Portal TI_3 

4.1.4.2 SLA Manager 

SLA Manager TI_1: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  SLA_Manager  

Release  2.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  

ATOS (roman.sosa.external@atos.net; 

Joaquin.iranzo@atos.net; 

elena.garrido@atos.net; 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net; 

papadakis@synelixis.com; 

ptrak@synelixis.com)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - 

(PASSED/FAILED)  
Yes - FAILED- 2014/11/19  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  
 

RedMine Ticket  # 1569  

Notes  Contacted component owner. 

Table 49: SLA_Manager TI_1 

  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1569
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SLA Manager TI_2: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  SLA_Manager  

Release  2.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  

ATOS (roman.sosa.external@atos.net; 

Joaquin.iranzo@atos.net; 

elena.garrido@atos.net; 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net; 

papadakis@synelixis.com; 

ptrak@synelixis.com)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - 

(PASSED/FAILED)  
Yes - PASSED- 2014/11/28  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1569  

Notes  Contacted responsible  

Table 50: SLA_Manager TI_2 

The installation test took 4 days to be performed due to time required to solve errors while installing 

the component. Considering the updated wiki page after our test and feedback, a new tester requires 

about one day to perform the test.  

4.1.4.3 Federation Manager 

Federation Manager TI_1: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystems  

Components  Federation Manager  

Release  1.4  

Component Owner (person contact)  
TUB (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de, 

alexander.willner@tu-berlin.de)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASSED-

FAILED)  
Yes - PASSED - 2015/02/17  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  
Installation test requires a database in MySQL 

called “registry”. CO has updated wiki page and 

added a step to create the required database. 

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1569
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RedMine Ticket # 1610  

Notes  

Executions of some test cases don’t make sense 

because other test cases should be executed 

before them. CO has been noticed to change the 

order of test cases. CO has updated wiki page 

with a new order of test 

Table 51: Federation Manager TI_1 

The Federation Manager installation test has been performed on Trento testbed node. The installation 

test of this component requires a UNIX machine with the following:  

 Java 7  

 Maven  

 MySQL Database up & running.  

A tester can follow the well-described configurations in the public wiki page. All defined test cases 

have been successfully passed.  

 The installation process took about 4 days. In addition to the spent time regarding solving access 

problems to the testbed, the Internet connection of the created instance was too slow. Thus, long time 

was spent to install required packages and dependencies. Considering the updated wiki page and the 

availability of a testbed, the new estimated time to run the test by a new tester is one day.  

4.1.4.4 Infographics and Status Pages 

Infographics and Status Pages TI_1 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Infographics and Status Pages  

Release  1.3  

Component Owner (person contact)  
CREATE-NET (katarzyna.dimeo@create-

net.org)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - PASSED- 2014/12/1  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  Callback URL missing in documentation  

RedMine Ticket # 1571  

Notes  
Contacted component owner regarding 

documentation  

Table 52: Infographics and Status pages TI_1 

The test took from the tester 4 days to be performed due to solve problems related to configure 

database, starting rails server. A new tester may require about a day to perform the test considering our 

feedback and the updated wiki page.  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1610
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1571
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4.1.4.5 Interoperability Tools 

Interoperability tools TI_1: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Interoperability Tool  

Release  1.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  IT-INNOV (pjg@it-innovation.soton.ac.uk)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - FAILED- 2014/11/19  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1570  

Notes  
Contacted component owner for the resolution 

of the bug. 

Table 53: Interoperability tools TI_1 

Interoperability tools TI_2: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Interoperability Tool  

Release  1.1  

Component Owner (person contact)  IT-INNOV (pjg@it-innovation.soton.ac.uk)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  
Yes - PASSED- 2014/11/25 – It re-executed because a 

new version with new installation has been released. 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Ticket  # 1570  

Notes  
After the update of the documentation the test passed 

[ref. Interoperability tool TI_1]  

Table 54: Interoperability tools TI_2 

Interoperability Tools v1.1 installation test has been performed on Trento node. A tester has to install 

the following dependencies before starting the test:  

 Java Development Kit (JDK 7 and later)  

  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1570
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1570
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 Maven (Version 2 and later)  

 Subversion  

All defined tests have been successfully passed. The installation test has required 4 days to be 

performed. After the public wiki page has been updated a tester can follow easily the configurations. 

However, a tester should have a FI-WARE account and use a valid token to complete the installation. 

The estimated time for a new tester to perform the test is one day.  

Interoperability tools TI_3: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Interoperability Tool  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  IT-INNOV (pjg@it-innovation.soton.ac.uk)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes- FAILED 2015/03/06 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  
 

Feedback for manual documentation  
Interoperability properties file can be found in this 

folder: Interoperability Tool/src/main/resources 

RedMine Ticket  # 1672  

Notes  Error by installing the component. 

Table 55: Interoperability tools TI_3 

Interoperability tools TI_4: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Interoperability Tool  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  IT-INNOV (pjg@it-innovation.soton.ac.uk)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes- FAILED 16/03/2015 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  
 

Feedback for manual documentation  
 

RedMine Ticket  
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Notes  

After solving the issue in TI_3 the component has been 

successfully installed. However, the tester couldn't 

perform the first and the second test cases because the 

mentioned URL is not reachable. The tester contacted 

the infrastructure owner to solve this issue. The third 

test case has been successfully performed. 

Table 56: Interoperability tools TI_4 

Interoperability tools TI_5: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Interoperability Tool  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  IT-INNOV (pjg@it-innovation.soton.ac.uk)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush (alaa.alloush@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes- PASSED 25/03/2015 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  
 

Feedback for manual documentation  
 

RedMine Ticket  
 

Notes  
After contacting infrastructure owner of Trento testbed, 

the issue in TI_4 has been solved. The test cases 1 & 3 

have been successfully performed.  

Table 57: Interoperability tools TI_5 

4.1.4.6 Resource Catalogue and Recommender  

Resource Catalogue TI_1: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Resource Catalogue  

Release  1.3  

Component Owner (person contact)  
ATOS (joaquin.iranzo@atos.net, 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net), UPM-SSR 

(jvr@gatv.ssr.upm.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - FAILED- 2014/11/28  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 
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RedMine Backlog  # 1578  

Notes  Error when installing dependencies  

Table 58: Resource Catalogue TI_1 

Resource Catalogue TI_2: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Resource Catalogue  

Release  1.3  

Component Owner (person contact)  
ATOS (joaquin.iranzo@atos.net, 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net), UPM-SSR 

(jvr@gatv.ssr.upm.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - FAILED- 2014/11/28 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  
 

Feedback for manual documentation  
 

RedMine Backlog  # 1578  

Notes  Error when installing dependencies  

Table 59: Resource Catalogue TI_2 

Tester opens the ticket and the status of the test pass from FAIL to On-halt. 

Resource Catalogue TI_3: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Resource Catalogue  

Release  1.3  

Component Owner (person contact)  
ATOS (joaquin.iranzo@atos.net, 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net), UPM-SSR 

(jvr@gatv.ssr.upm.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - FAILED- 2015/03/19 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  N/a 

  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1578
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/1578
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Notes  
Due to Firewall-Rules from OpenStack there was no 

access from outside possible 

Table 60: Resource Catalogue TI_3 

Resource Catalogue TI_4: 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Resource Catalogue  

Release  1.3  

Component Owner (person contact)  
ATOS (joaquin.iranzo@atos.net, 

omer.ozdemir@atos.net), UPM-SSR 

(jvr@gatv.ssr.upm.es)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls (daniel.nehls@tu-berlin.de)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes - PASSED- 2015/03/27 

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  N/a 

Notes  N/a 

Table 61: Resource Catalogue TI_4 

4.1.5 Deployment and Operations Subsystems 

4.1.5.1 Infrastructure Toolbox  

Infrastructure Toolbox TI_1: 

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystems  

Components  Infrastructure Toolbox  

Release  2.0b (2.0.0-beta1)  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE_NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Waterford  

Assigned to  WIT - Ian Mills (imills@tssg.org)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
10/02/2015 FAILED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  
Due to network issues with iptables manual editing of 

this information must occur (See bug below)  

RedMine Backlog  https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/1637  

https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/1637
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Notes  N/a 

Table 62: Infrastructure Toolbox TI_1 

Infrastructure Toolbox TI_2: 

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystems  

Components  Infrastructure Toolbox  

Release  2.0-dev-168ac53  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE_NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Waterford  

Assigned to  WIT - Ian Mills (imills@tssg.org)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
FAILED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  N/a 

Notes  N/a 

Table 63: Infrastructure Toolbox TI_2 

Infrastructure Toolbox TI_3: 

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystems  

Components  Infrastructure Toolbox  

Release  2.0-dev-168ac53-20150217  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE_NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Waterford  

Assigned to  WIT - Ian Mills (imills@tssg.org)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
FAILED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  N/a 

Notes  N/a 

Table 64: Infrastructure Toolbox TI_3 
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Infrastructure Toolbox TI_4: 

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystems  

Components  Infrastructure Toolbox  

Release  2.0-dev-168ac53-20150219  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE_NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Waterford  

Assigned to  WIT - Ian Mills (imills@tssg.org)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
PASSED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  N/a 

Notes  N/a 

Table 65: Infrastructure Toolbox TI_4 

Infrastructure Toolbox TI_5: 

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystems  

Components  Infrastructure Toolbox  

Release  2.0(Stable)  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE_NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Waterford  

Assigned to  WIT - Ian Mills (imills@tssg.org)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
05/03/2015 PASSED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a 

RedMine Backlog  N/a 

Notes  N/a 

Table 66: Infrastructure Toolbox TI_5 

All of the installation tests are carried out on a DELL PowerEdge R420, 8GB of RAM and 1.86TB 

storage. The ITBox ISO file is virtual mounted using its idrac controller and drives wiped between 

tests.  

This recommended instillation is to deploy the disk in the same procedure as Mirantis FUEL 

instillation. Automated deployment failed due to network issues regarding iptables for TC_1. TC_4 

and TC_5 succeeded in automated deployment to the desired node. This testing took 4 days.  
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4.1.5.2 DCA (Deployment and Configuration adapter) 

DCA TI_1: 

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystem  

Components  Deployment and Configuration Adapter (DCA)  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  
SYNELIXIS (ptrak@synelixis.com; 

papadakis@synelixis.com; pkarkazis@synelixis.com; 

voulkidis@synelixis.com)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trent  

Assigned to  ATOS - Susana Gonzalez (susana.gzarzosa@atos.net)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes (2015/02/09) - FAILED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  N/a 

Feedback for manual documentation  

The Operating System in testbed is Ubuntu whereas 

the Prerequisites in the manual say CentOS. JRE not 

installed in the testbed, found problems to install it. No 

information or reference/link about how to do it in the 

manual.  

RedMine Ticket  
Access to testbed node 1603 (closed); Execution of 

MySQL script as root 1605 (closed); Installation of 

Oracle JRE 1.7 or above 1608 (open)  

Notes  
Issue found to login into Trento testbed node with 

user/password provided. It seems they had to give us 

access for a console account to solve it.  

Table 67: DCA TI_1 

DCA TI_2: 

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystem  

Components  Deployment and Configuration Adapter (DCA)  

Release  3.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  
SYNELIXIS (ptrak@synelixis.com; 

papadakis@synelixis.com; pkarkazis@synelixis.com; 

voulkidis@synelixis.com)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  ATOS - Susana Gonzalez (susana.gzarzosa@atos.net)  

Test done (Yes/No - (YY/M/DD) - Notes  Yes (2015/02/24) - PASSED  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  
The DCA v3 is released to solve a bug found and has 

been tested successfully.  

Feedback for manual documentation  N/a  

RedMine Ticket  N/a  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/#1603
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/#1605
https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/#1608
https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/wp3/software/DCA/DCA_v3
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Notes  

The following lines need to be added to the new script 

dcadb_v3.sql  

DROP DATABASE IF EXISTS dca; 

CREATE DATABASE dca; 

USE dca; 

Table 68: DCA TI_2 

The DCA installation test process is quite simple and should not take more than one day to be 

performed (without counting the time to get credentials for the access to the testbed node). The main 

issues that have delayed this process have been due to the requirements, because the testing node is 

with a different operating system and the required Java version is not installed, and some bugs in the 

software which needed to be solved with a new release. On the other hand the test cases should be 

more carefully reviewed in the wiki page so the tester can follow them directly to test the DCA API 

functionality. 

 

4.2 TESTBED ENVIRONMENT 

This section provides updates to the section reported in the previous version of this report, in D2.3 [3].  

The testbed environments identified were: Trento, Lannion, Waterford and Vicenza. 

Trent testbed environment 

 The controller Node IP is (Horizon Dashboard of OpenStack): 193.205.211.161 

 To gain access (user name and password) writes a mail: support-xifi@trentinonetwork.it. 

 Task Id: [https://redmine.create-net.org/issues/1559] 

 The three test-bed nodes (Lannion, Trento and Waterford nodes) performs complementary 

tests and the results are summarized in the following tables: 

The following table summarizes the results of the tests executed for the XIFI components at the Trento 

test environment. 

 

Subsystems  Components  Version  
Test 

executed 

by  
Result  Comments  

Security 

Subsystem 
Federated Identity 

Management GE  
1.2  ENG  PASSED 

Test failed on the first 

round and passed on 

the second round 

 
Security Dashboard  1.5  ENG  PASSED 

Test failed on the first 

round and passed on 

the second round 

 

Security 

Monitoring 
1.5  ENG  PASSED 

Test failed on the first 

round and passed on 

the second round  
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Subsystems  Components  Version  
Test 

executed 

by  
Result  Comments  

 

Federated Access 

Control GE  
1.2  THALES-S  PASSED 

Test passed on the first 

round  

Deployment & 

Operations 

Subsystem 

Deployment and 

Configuration 

Adapter  
2.0 ATOS  FAILED  

Test failed on the first 

round  

  
2.0 ATOS  PASSED  

And passed on the 

second round 

  3.0 ATOS PASSED 
Test passed on the first 

round 

User Oriented and 

GUI Subsystem 
SLA_Manager 2.1 TUB  FAILED  

Test failed on the first 

round  

  
2.1 TUB  PASSED  

And passed on the 

second round 

 
Federation Manager 1.4 TUB  PASSED  

Test passed on the first 

round  

 

Infographics and 

status pages 
1.3 TUB  PASSED  

Test passed on the first 

round 

 
Interoperability tool 1.1 TUB  FAILED  

Test failed on the first 

round  

  
1.1 TUB  PASSED  

And passed on the 

second round 

  2.0 TUB FAILED 
Test failed on the first 

round 

  2.0 TUB FAILED 
Test FAILED on the 

second round. 

  2.0 TUB PASSED 
Test passed on the 

third round 

 Cloud Portal 1.2 TUB  FAILED 
Test failed on the first 

round 

  1.2 TUB FAILED 
Test on halt on the 

second round. 

  1.2 TUB PASSED  
Test failed on the third 

round 
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Subsystems  Components  Version  
Test 

executed 

by  
Result  Comments  

 

Resource Catalogue 

and Recommender 
1.3 TUB  FAILED  

Test failed on the first 

round  

  1.3 TUB FAILED 
Test on halt on the 

second round. 

  1.3 TUB FAILED 
Test failed on the third 

round 

  1.3 TUB PASSED
2
 

Test passed on the 

fourth round 

Table 69: Results of the Tests at the Trento Node 

Lannion testbed environment 

The Lannion Testbed is a High Availability OpenStack node running on grizzly with 2 controllers and 

1 Compute. Its architecture is already described in the D2.3. 

In the following table are provided the information about the MDVPN IPs of the node's servers: 

Node MDVPN IP Address 

Controller - VIP 10.0.49.10 (Horizon Dashboard of OpenStack)  

Controller 1 - Node34 10.0.49.12  

Controller 2 - Node33 10.0.49.11  

Compute - Node36 10.0.49.13  

Table 70: Lannion Node 

The node is accessible for Tester by a VPN access based on OpenVPN. With this access developers 

can connect to the servers listed above. Mainly this access provided them an access to the web portal 

of OpenStack and then they can create their tenants, networks, instances that they need to install and 

test the components developed by the federation. 

Prior to install this OpenVPN on his personal computer, a tester must contact ImaginLab, using the 

mail engineering@imaginlab.fr. Someone from ImaginLab will reply and provide to the tester:  

 An account to connect the web portal of OpenStack  

 The certificates to install the VPN connectivity  

With this information, a tester can install OpenVPN on his personal computer:  

 If PC is running on Linux, refer to this link: 

https://help.ubuntu.com/12.04/serverguide/openvpn.html#openvpn-simple-server-

configuration.  
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 If PC is a Windows 7, read the following simple tasks: 

 Install the software from http://www.openvpn.net/index.php/open-source/downloads.html  

 Go to the directory: C:\Program Files\OpenVPN\config\  

 Install the compress files provided by ImaginLab into this directory. This file contains 

Imaginlab_Client.crt, Imaginlab_Client.key, and ca.crt.  

Then, launch the OpenVPN client, but sure to launch it with administrator rights as it will need to 

create some route and need admin right for this. 

The following table summarized the results of the XIFI components tested on Lannion environment: 

Subsystems  Components  Version  
Test 

executed by  
Result  Comments  

Monitoring 

Subsystem 
Federation 

Monitoring  
4.0 

CREATE-

NET  
PASSED  

The test passed on the 

first round  

 

OpenStack Data 

Collector 
2.0  THALES-S  PASSED  

The test passed on the 

first round  

 
NGSI Adapter 1.1.1 TUB  FAILED  

The test failed on the 

first round  

  
1.1.1 TUB  FAILED  

Test failed on the 

second round 

  1.1.1 TUB FAILED 
Test failed on the 

third round 

  1.1.1 TUB FAILED 
The test failed on the 

fourth round 

  1.1.1 TUB PASSED 
And passed on the 

fifth round 

 

Network Active 

Monitoring  
3.1  

CREATE-

NET  
PASSED  

The test passed on the 

first round  

 
DEM  2.0 TUB  FAILED  

The test failed on the 

first round  

  
 

2.5 TUB  PASSED  
And passed on the 

second round 

Security 

Subsystem 
Security Monitoring  1.5  ENG  FAILED  

The test failed on the 

first round  

  
1.5  ENG  PASSED  

The test passed on the 

next round 

Table 71: Results of the Tests at the Lannion Node 
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Waterford environment 

Its architecture is already described in the D2.3. 

The following table summarized the results of the XIFI components tested on Waterford environment: 

 

Subsystem

s  
Components  

Component Owner 

(contact person)  
Version  

Test executed 

by  
Result  

Comment

s  

Deploymen

t & 

Operations 

Subsystems 

Infrastructure 

Toolbox 

(infrastructur

e component) 

CREATE_NET 

(amartellone@creat

e-net.org) 

2.0.0-

beta1 

(Feb 

2nd) 

Ian Mills 

(imills@tssg.org

) 
FAILED 

The test 

FAILED 

on the 

first 

round. 

 

Infrastructure 

Toolbox 

(infrastructur

e component) 

CREATE_NET 

(amartellone@creat

e-net.org) 

2.0-dev-

168ac53 

(Feb 

12th) 

Ian Mills 

(imills@tssg.org

) 
FAILED 

The test 

FAILED 

on the 

first 

round. 

 

Infrastructure 

Toolbox 

(infrastructur

e component) 

CREATE_NET 

(amartellone@creat

e-net.org) 

2.0-dev-

168ac53-

2015021

7 (Feb 

17th) 

Ian Mills 

(imills@tssg.org

) 
FAILED 

The test 

FAILED 

on the 

first 

round; 

 

Infrastructure 

Toolbox 

(infrastructur

e component) 

CREATE_NET 

(amartellone@creat

e-net.org) 

2.0-dev-

168ac53-

2015021

9 (Feb 

19th) 

Ian Mills 

(imills@tssg.org

) 

PASSE

D 

And 

passed on 

the 

second 

round. 

 

Infrastructure 

Toolbox 

(infrastructur

e component) 

CREATE_NET 

(amartellone@creat

e-net.org) 

2.0 

(Stable) 

Ian Mills 

(imills@tssg.org

) 

PASSE

D 

The test 

passed on 

the first 

round. 

Table 72: Results of the Tests at the Waterford Node 

Vicenza environment 

The architecture of the testbed environment set up in Vicenza was already described in the previous 

version of this report, D2.3. 

This is a XIFI testbed environment where XIFI components were tested. Additional tests were carried 

out on all FIWARE GEi  (https://fiware.eng.it,) from which the XIFI components depended. The XIFI 

components tested were: Federation Identity Management, Security Monitoring and Security 

dashboard.  The GEs tested were: the IdM GE (which within the XIFI project is federated through an 

implementation of the High Availability and SAML extension and multi-region) and the Context 

Broker GE or the Big Data GE (which are basic GEis for the XIFI Federation Monitoring component).  

The list of the FIWARE GEs tested and the results of those test are provided in the Appendix D. 

https://fiware.eng.it/
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The following table summarizes the results of the tests executed for the XIFI components tested at the 

Vicenza testbed environment. 

 

Subsystems  Components  Version  
Test 

executed 

by  
Result  Comments  

Security 

Subsystem 
Federated Identity 

Management GE  
1.2  ENG  PASSED 

Test passed on the first 

round 

 
Security Dashboard  1.5  ENG  PASSED 

Test passed on the first 

round 

 

Security 

Monitoring 
1.5  ENG  PASSED 

Test failed on the first 

round and passed on the 

second round 

Table 73: Results of the tests at Vicenza 

4.2.1 Lesson learned  

Below are reported some recommendation (on usage of the testbed environment) based on the real 

experience of the Infrastructure Owner during their support in the testing activities.  

Recommendation on testbed usage:  

The servers used to build the testbed fit the WP2 requirements that are defined at M6 of the project: a 

minimum of 2-3 servers, with 8 CPUs, etc. But testbed is not comparable to a XIFI Production node. 

Then, IOs had to give attention to the resources that are used by the component testers during their 

tests.  

It depends of each test bed, but we can give an average of 10-15, the max number of VMs with 

1VCPU, 1024MB of RAM and 5GB of disk, that can be instantiated on a node with one compute. The 

number of tester that can be connected to their VMs on the same time can be way higher. The quality 

of services on these VMs depends on how many of these VMs are going to be used on the same time. 

During the test time frame, it happens that some test bed run out of disk and some urgent instance 

cleaning had to be performed. This problem happened in this case also because flavours are not well 

sized.  

Recommendation on testbed maintenance:  

Throughout the time, we saw that it is timesaving to apply on a test bed the same work that is done on 

a node in production. Patch level, monitoring and backup are the 3 mains aspects of work where what 

has been said before should be considered. The level of security should not differ so much in between 

these 2 types of nodes. At the end, Infrastructure owners are always the responsible of their node. This 

point is not respected for all the test bed but we learned it. During the test timeframe, it happens that 

some component was mistakenly installed on the OpenStack controller instead of instances. It 

corrupted some package of the controller and made it unavailable for some days. Foremost, access to 

OpenStack servers should not be allowed and infrastructure owners should do all components that 

need to be installed on them.  

4.2.2 Monitoring Sub-System Testing 

An additional testing was provided in order to complete the monitoring subsystem testing: the 

Infrastructure Owner of the testbed in Lannion installed and integrated 2 monitoring environments. 
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One of these environments was installed as a Master node and the other one as a Slave Node. These 2 

environments were then integrated to work together representing a complete monitoring subsystem. 

For this test the Lannion node was considered the tester of the Monitoring Subsystem. 

. 

On the “slave node”, it was installed: 

- On the controllers of the testbed: 

o  The ODC version 2.0 (installed on the controllers of the node) 

- On one instance, we hosted: 

o The Context Broker with the Pep Proxy version 0.13 

o The NGSI adapter version 1.1.1 

- On second one, we hosted: 

o The DEM version 2.5 

o The NAM version 3.1 

- On 2 other instances, we installed the BigData version 1.6.1composed of: 

o The ambari-master 

o The ambari-datanode. 

On the “master node”, it was installed: 

- One instance for the federation Context Broker with the Pep Proxy version 0.13 

- On 2 other instances, we installed the BigData version 1.6.1composed of: 

o The ambari-master 

o The ambari-datanode. 

- And on a last instance (it’s on the master node), we installed the Federation monitoring API 

Server version 2.0. 

4.2.3 Test result for the Monitoring Sub-System  

Name of 

Subsystem 
Monitoring Sub-System 

Name of 

Subsystem owner 
Maria Antoinetta Di Girolamo 

List of software 

OpenStack Data Collector 

NAM Adapter 

DEM 

NGSI Adapter 

Context Broker 

Context Broker at Federation 

Big Data GE 

Federation monitoring API 
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Table 74: Test Result for the Monitoring Sub-System 

As defined in the Monitoring Test scenario [3.2], are identified four test cases: 

 Monitoring Inter-Domain (Inter-Region) Connectivity 

 Monitoring Number of VMs 

 Monitoring User Resource Performance 

 Monitoring Free Resources per Node 

The template used for the results of the subsystem testing is provided in the Annex A.4. 

For each test case is reported the following results: 

1- Monitoring Inter-Domain (Inter-Region) Connectivity Results 

 Status: FAILED 

Assumptions: 

- NAM API IP: 10.0.48.73 

- NAM API Port: 3000 

- Master Region Name: MasterNode 

- Master NAM instance name: msm-dem-nam-npm 

- Slave Region Name: SlaveNode 

- Slave NAM instance name: ms-dem-nam-npm 

To test the NAM functionalities (latency and bandwidth tests), we trigger the NAM API with the 

commands below: 

Reference 

Architecture 
All architecture respecting the one described here [10] 

Release plan  

Name of tester Riwal Kerherve (ILB), Anthony Balan (ILB) 

Date validation 25 March 2015 

List of updated 

components 

List of components and release numbers: 

 OpenStackDataCollector-2.0 

 NAM-Adapter-3.1 

 DEM-2.5 

 NGSIAdapter-1.1.1 

 ContextBroker-0.13 

 BigDATA-1.6.1 

 FederationMonitoringAPI-4.0 

List not updated 

components 
NA, not available because is the first subsystem release 

Test-bed 

environment 

No specific needs. Any testbed available that fit WP2 T2.3 testbed requirements 

can be used. 

How to upgrade Not available because is the first Subsystem release 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Monitoring#Architecture_design
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Latency tests: 

# curl -i 
"http://10.0.48.73:3000/monitoring/host2host/owd/MasterNode-msm-dem-
nam-npm;SlaveNode-ms-dem-nam-npm" 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

X-Powered-By: Express 

Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8 

Content-Length: 22 

Set-Cookie:connect.sid=s%3AL75RtWAg6A8dEIJ8-iE0V-
FF.TodZJJooOZ%2B4W5fXpZ4qQ41B7QhxDOh82GB%2F1tO1Snk; Path=/; HttpOnly 

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 2015 12:31:01 GMT 

Connection: keep-alive 

 

Region Source no found 

 

Bandwidth tests: 

# curl  -i 
"http://10.0.48.73:3000/monitoring/host2host/bdw/MasterNode-msm-dem-
nam-npm;SlaveNode-ms-dem-nam-npm" 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

X-Powered-By: Express 

Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8 

Content-Length: 22 

Set-Cookie: 
connect.sid=s%3ACcG6ceOgFzhBxvFNwOR6EiVH.2DqaRzaeeFrtoAJz0LUOKVsg6M7
4aGUL%2BjmwE4K2uGM; Path=/; HttpOnly 

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 2015 12:42:59 GMT 

Connection: keep-alive 

 

Region Source no found 

We can see that the API is returning an error message and we are still investigating with the 

developers what could be the issue. At this point of time, the test is considered as “FAILED”, but 

mainly due to missing time to debug this issue. 

 

2- Monitoring Number of VMs Results 

 Status: PASSED 

Assumptions: 

- Federation monitoring API IP: 10.0.48.70 

- Federation monitoring API Port: 1336 

Before to create a new VM on the dashboard, we interrogated the federation monitoring API to check 

the numbers of VMs present on the testbed: 
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$ curl -H 'accept':'application/json' 
http://10.0.48.70:1336/monitoring/region/RegionOne 

{"_links":{"self":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne"},"hosts":{
"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/hosts"}},"measures":[{"timesta
mp":"2015-03-27T10:35:35.000Z", 

… 

"nb_vm":15, 

… 

 

Then we created a new VM using the dashboard and we interrogated again the federation monitoring 

API to check the numbers of VMs present on the testbed: 

$ curl -H 'accept':'application/json' 
http://10.0.48.70:1336/monitoring/region/RegionOne 

{"_links":{"self":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne"},"hosts":{
"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/hosts"}},"measures":[{"timesta
mp":"2015-03-27T10:40:23.000Z", 

… 

"nb_vm":16, 

… 

 

We can see that the number of VMs as increased by one, we can consider the test “PASSED”. 

 

3- Monitoring User Resource Performance Results 

 Status: PASSED 

Assumptions: 

- Federation monitoring API IP: 10.0.48.70 

- Federation monitoring API Port: 1336 

Before to check the CPU load or the free memory on an instance, we trigger the federation monitoring 

API with the command below to list the instances present on the node: 

# node testAPI.js myemail mypassword 
/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/vms 

… 

{"_links":{"self":{"href":""}},"measures":[{}],"vms":[{"_links":{"se
lf":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/vms/241af177-b660-4418-
889a-1335d2021106"}},"id":"241af177-b660-4418-889a-1335d2021106"} 

… 

 

We select one of these instances listed upper and interrogate the federation monitoring API to have 

more information about it: 

# node /etc/PEP_proxy/testAPI.js myemail mypassword 
/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/vms/241af177-b660-4418-889a-
1335d2021106 

… 
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{"_links":{"self":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/241af177-
b660-4418-889a-
1335d2021106"},"services":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/vms
/241af177-b660-4418-889a-
1335d2021106/services"}},"measures":[{"timestamp":"","percCPULoad":{
"value":0,"description":"desc"},"percRAMUsed":{"value":"20","descrip
tion":"desc"},"percDiskUsed":{"value":32,"description":"desc"},"host
Name":{"value":"vmtest","description":"desc"},"sysUptime":{"value":"
","description":"desc"}}]} 

 

We see that the percCPULoad is 0  

If we make some load on this instance by launching some processes and we re-interrogate the 

federation monitoring API to have more information about it: 

# node /etc/PEP_proxy/testAPI.js myemail mypassword 
/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/vms/241af177-b660-4418-889a-
1335d2021106 

… 

{"_links":{"self":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/vms/241af17
7-b660-4418-889a-
1335d2021106"},"services":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/vms
/241af177-b660-4418-889a-
1335d2021106/services"}},"measures":[{"timestamp":"","percCPULoad":{
"value":9,"description":"desc"},"percRAMUsed":{"value":"20","descrip
tion":"desc"},"percDiskUsed":{"value":32,"description":"desc"},"host
Name":{"value":"vmtest","description":"desc"},"sysUptime":{"value":"
","description":"desc"}}]} 

We can that the value of percCPULoad has increased a little bit. Then we can consider the test as 

“PASSED”. 

4- Monitoring Free Resources per Node Results 

 Status: Passed 

Assumptions: 

- Federation monitoring API IP: 10.0.48.70 

- Federation monitoring API Port: 1336 

Before we create a new VM on the dashboard, we interrogate the federation monitoring API to check 

resources used on the node: 

$ curl -H 'accept':'application/json' 
http://10.0.48.70:1336/monitoring/region/RegionOne 

{"_links":{"self":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne"},"hosts":{
"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/hosts"}},"measures":[{"timesta
mp":"2015-03-27T13:31:12.000Z", 

… 

"percRAMUsed":1.0654986480946178,"percDiskUsed":0.21521154316458793 

… 

Then we create a new VM using the dashboard and we interrogate again the federation monitoring 

API to check how these 2 parameters have evolved: 

 

 

http://10.0.48.70:1336/monitoring/region/RegionOne
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$ curl -H 'accept':'application/json' 
http://10.0.48.70:1336/monitoring/region/RegionOne 

{"_links":{"self":{"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne"},"hosts":{
"href":"/monitoring/regions/RegionOne/hosts"}},"measures":[{"timesta
mp":"2015-03-27T13:41:53.000Z", 

… 

"percRAMUsed":1.0840983751187134,"percDiskUsed":0.22010271460014674 

… 

We can see that these 2 numbers have a bit increased that shows more occupation on the node than 

before creating the VM. We can consider the test as passed. 

4.2.3.1 Conclusion and Lesson Learned 

With 3 tests passed over 4, the monitoring subsystem could not be seen as validated. Mainly, if we had 

the chance to have a couple of days more to complete the task, this subsystem would have reach the 4 

tests passed over 4.  

This testing permits us to see that even if the federation monitoring API component is functional, it 

needs some good improvement on its documentation. A constant help from developers was needed in 

order to succeed to its installation and configuration and it could not be without it. 

http://10.0.48.70:1336/monitoring/region/RegionOne
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5 FUNCTIONAL TESTING 

In the previous section were provided the tests and test results to verify the correctness of the 

installation documentation and the procedures for the installation and deployment of a new XIFI node. 

The following step before releasing the component is to verify the basic functionalities of the 

developed components and possible critical issues (as reported in the Chapter 4) that have been fixed
3
.  

Component Owners provided the list of test cases as reported in the Appendix C. 

Generally speaking a test is considered as “PASSED” after the successful execution of all the test 

cases associated to each component. If no critical issue (for example crash of the test environment) 

were reported the test was considered as PASSED (for example NGSI Adapter is considered PASSED 

because the failure of the test is due to out-of-dated documentation but in any case some 

recommendations were provided in the section 5.4 to solve this minor issue). 

Below is reported the work done by testers and the results of the deployment of a full node. 

The details of the template used to report these results are described in the Appendix A. 

5.1 Test Result for Federation Monitoring  

 Status: PASSED 

For more details refer to the session 4.1.2.1 “Federation Monitoring”: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  Federation Monitoring  

Release  4.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE-NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Local Trento node / Lannion tested  

Assigned to  CREATE-NET, Attilio Broglio  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - (PASS-

FAILED-On-going, pending)  
PASSED for all test cases 

Notes  n/a 

Table 75: Test result for Federation Monitoring 

5.2 Test result for the OpenstackData Collector  

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  OpenStack Data Collector  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner(person contact)  CREATE-NET (Attilio Broglio)  

                                                      

 

3
 The tester will try to understand through the execution of the test what is the real result obtained 

respect the results expected). If no critical issue has reported the test is considered like PASSED. 
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Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  THALES-S - Cyril Dangerville  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED  

Notes  
Tested on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. After installation of 

this component, the unit test is executed on 

19/12/2014 .  

Table 76: Test result for OpenStackDataCollector 

Tested on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. After installation of this component, the unit test is executed on 

19/12/2014. 

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Below the result of the test: 

 

$ python openstackDataCollector.py dump 

 

As a result, a file results.dumped is produced with following content:  

Dummy file generated for test pourpose 

on: 2014-12-19 13:57:04 

#================================# 

Region id        : MyTestRegion; 

VM active/tot     : 0/0 

Core used/tot     : 0/0/0 

RAM used/tot [MB] : 0/0 

HD used/tot [GB]  : 0/0 

timestamp         : 1420675024 

Images            : 

VMs               : 

#================================# 

5.3  Test Result for NAM  

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED, more details 

published in the wiki page [12]. 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NAM  

Release  3.1  
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Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE-NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  CREATE-NET, Alessandro Martellone  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED) PASSED  

Notes  The wiki page about the component is updated.  

Table 77: Test result NAM 

5.4 Test Result for NGSI Adapter  

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  NGSI Adapter  

Release  1.1.1  

Component Owner(person contact)  TID  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  
PASSED (the discription of  the defined use cases needs 

to be extended and made clearer) 

Notes  

Following steps in Handbook, a new Entity should 

be registered in Context Broker, but it couldn't be 

connected to context broker. It is not clear how to 

test the defined test cases. Therefore, NGSI Adapter 

installation test has been considered as PASSED , 

the out-date-of documentation is not considered as 

block error. The only recommendation have a better 

description of test cases would help a new tester to 

execute test cases. 

Table 78: Test result for NGSI Adapter 

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Recommendation: Following steps in Handbook, a new Entity should be registered in Context Broker, 

but it couldn't be connected to context broker. It is not clear how to test the defined test cases. 

Therefore, NGSI Adapter installation test has been considered as FAILED. The test will be performed 

again as soon as the public wiki page is updated. A better description of test cases would help a new 

tester to execute test cases (countermeasure to resolve the issue). 

5.5 Test result for DEM  

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  DEM  

Release  2.0  
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Component Owner(person contact)  SYNELIXIS  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  FAILED for the only one test case  

Notes  

Alaa Alloush (TUB) executes the test for DEM 

component on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine offered by 

Lannion testbed. The test has been performed on 

02/02/2015. The test is failed. 

Table 79: Test result for Monitoring Subsystem_1 

 Status: FAILED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Below the results of the test. 

The following command is executed: 

curl http://169.254.169.254/openstack/latest/meta_data.json 

 

The response is not as expected by the component owner. It couldn't be connected to the host. T 

The test is stopped, because the installation of this component crashed the testbed.  

 

Test result for v2.5: 

Subsystems  Monitoring Subsystem  

Components  DEM  

Release  2.5  

Component Owner(person contact)  SYNELIXIS  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED for the only one test case  

Notes  

Alaa Alloush (TUB) executes the test for DEM 

component on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine offered 

by Lannion testbed. After installation of this component 

the only defined test case are executed on 03/03/2015 .  

Table 80: Test result for Monitoring Subsystem_2 

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Below the result of the test. 

The following command is executed:  
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curl http://169.254.169.254/openstack/latest/meta_data.json 

The returned response:  

{"random_seed": 

"La8OCy2thBtcEbmUu9OgdNIvTapQlXuB6V7EZkpa69dpyUeFdwbcj8jA9edsipfQwVByTS3fgq

kQerlAcWMJQ4sa02HKvPvFoVWcMFgD2slNkl/ 

6zmjdxrFQ5YiZLX4xQ50EnqdzGqVZ1ueNsQ6Zq5IJYOYC2PM/+JLB2CXio2BU5FAw3WU6Q7syed

nzKAeN0V14iQhbBksEylllaHvwjZw+DMPpKCzLt3GmuhOF+ 

1OCnB6tQdCncx0LmwwhiOQC757Tcg7/bMZfcagmyp+BBCSa03wUoTQwvBcwvy7GscFQ0MpAAZKR

5vc0bwOD6jQbhJbfebtp2WGGMgrQHscBYS+ 

YZjl4JoMJPH5weZOh2twX3VYdzd4GcVqaXS3BEGKXgrAFPhNii9ffjyC/aYqwLxMOW6Ylznh2Uy

tGQbEt+8r/zw+kGpAKylCskmDSPQB4xt7hO3KQKAC8vuQrvGqlr 

TnddwFxMzZuJ4DzARVkIPGKunItWB0sr2uQQPs0pzG48DKdev68W1jxtEzcSX6b7AgzgadV0AJc

x2czMmMsExhq8n1BwLk3A30NVhcJ22XnQpPPaM8gG+ 

DrPXpw5ACzZWc9NfoHrN38CK7tdC6O9of4BWcvD8+BI9x3+KRDswpUdVi2i3yxS44aUBKTW6L1H

yO3qkRHPnOw/9yUvwQyjmY=",  

"uuid": "90fcd58f-4b94-4216-96ae-f90177faa824",  

"availability_zone": "nova",  

"hostname": "dem-test1.novalocal",  

"launch_index": 0,  

"public_keys":  

{"id_rsa": "ssh-rsa 

AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAADAQABAAABAQDa6JqlE8UOyTagtS91f2Z5DtamUgyMnRZdyliZDXoL6O3 

jdoVPnernYvrzaRlW1YBPiuPxmv/S7Q7fvXL8CY3ntxGpOHER6EZIUOdHVp/Nu3BFhjJ40Zk/y5

geQeJy6NXMqzATkmGGGV9QlGzirC5z2aUHY1UQhWmsE 

+3zUbw0P6Ic5tH0TcO/zDLY9L5MQwjx5537Q7mskeNaiTLjDZ2jD5wFEQAfNmYJydyyNzwvTNov

Egkk2R8usaxH2qtBmmvkkrWdzgOQYsaCGEeHCm 

SP3FNKyxzymdQnPQetu/BpyBT3YU7zE04HA44Uua4+AjbhDBofPjK89uI1gxQ7a5rh 

alaa.alloush@air"},  

"name": "DEM_test1"} 

5.6 Test result for Federated Identity Management  

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Subsystems Security 

Components Federated Identity Management 

Release 1.2 

Component owner (person contact) Alvaro Alonso [UPM-DIT ],Alfonso PietroPaolo 

[ENG],Federico M. Facca [CREATE-NET]. 

Assigned to Alfonso PietroPaolo 

Test done (PASSED/FAILED) PASSED 

Notes N/a 

Table 81: Test result for Federated IdM GE 
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Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test Case 1 - Test Galera Cluster 

 Status : PASSED 

 

For testing the Galera cluster execute the following query on both node [10.0.49.41/10.0.49.43] 

 

Figure 2: Test Galera Cluster 

 

Test Case 2 - Test user synchronization across multiple nodes 

 Status: PASSED 

For testing the synchronization, change the logo in one node: 

cd config/inizializers cp 0fiware.rb.example 0fiware.rb 

 

Figure 3: Test user synchronization across multiple nodes 

Then, test the two logos (FIWARE Lab and FIWARE-Lab): 
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Figure 4: FIWARE LAB logo 

 

And the login created on the first node: 

 

Figure 5: Identity Manager login 
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Test Case 3 - Test IdM App failover 

 Status: PASSED 

Test that opening the browser on the second node, the same logo of the first node is showed: 

 

Figure 6: Test IdM App failover 

5.7 Test Result for the Security Monitoring  

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Security Monitoring  

Release  1.5  

Component Owner(person contact)  
Susana González Zarzosa [ATOS] , Cristo 

Reyes [ATOS]  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion , Vicenza 

Assigned to  ENG - Alfonso Pietropaolo  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 82: Test result for Security Monitoring 

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test Case 1 - Verification of the Security Probe installation 

 Status: PASSED 

For testing the security probe, start the ossim-agent and check the status of rsyslog and snort: 
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 Figure 7: Verification of the Security Probe Installation 

Test Case 2 - Verification of the Service Level SIEM installation  

 Status: PASSED 

 

In order to test the SIEM installation, start these services: 

 

    service alienvault-idm start 

    service ossim-server start 

    service ossim-framework start 

    service ossim-agent start 

    service ossim-socat start  

 

And executed these queries: 

 

 

Figure 8: MySQL queries 1 

 

Figure 9: MySQL queries 2 

 

Test Case 3 - Connectivity between SecurityProbes and Service Level SIEM  

 Status: PASSED. 
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The Connection Test for the tcp 40001 port (on the same host) : 

 

 

Figure 10: Connection TCP  

5.8 Test result for the Security Dashboard  

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

 

Subsystems  Security 

Components  Security Dashboard 

Release  2.0 

Component Owner(person contact)  Susana González Zarzosa [ATOS] , Cristo 

Reyes [ATOS], Pascal Bisson [THALES], 

Daniel Gidoin [THALES], Kreshnik 

Musaraj [THALES], Cyril Dangerville 

[THALES] 

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Lannion, Vicenza 

Assigned to  ENG - Alfonso Pietropaolo 

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED 

Notes  n/a 

Table 83: Test result for Security Dashboard 

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test Case 1 - Verification of the integration with the IdM 

 Status: PASSED 

 

Register the Security Dashboard application in the IdM: 
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Figure 11: Registration Security Dashboard for the IDM 

 

Test Case 2 - Verification of the Security Dashboard installation 

 Status: PASSED 

 

Apply the patch and execute the SQL script: 

 

Figure 12: Verification of the Security Dashboard installation  

Check that the SSL certificates are present: 

 

Figure 13: SSL Certification 

Test Case 3 - Verification of the Accountability Tool installation. 

 Status: PASSED 
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The following graphic should be shown: 

 

 

Figure 14: Accountability Tool 

5.9 Test Result for Federated Access Control GE  

Test done on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine offered by Trento testbed. After successful installation of 

this component all test cases are executed on 19/12/2014 and passed for all test cases. 

The tests consist of various HTTP requests against the component's REST API. As these requests have 

been detailed in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. for each test case already, we 

only give the responses as results here, for reason of conciseness.  

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Subsystems  Security  

Components  Federated Access Control  

Release  1.2  

Component Owner (person contact)  THALES-S (Cyril Dangerville)  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  THALES  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED for all test cases  

Notes  

Test done on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine offered by 

Trento testbed. After successful installation of this 

component all test cases are executed on 19/12/2014 and 

passed for all test cases.  

Table 84: Test result for the Federated Access Control GE 
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Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test case 1 - Add a new policy domain (a.k.a. tenant) 

 Status: PASSED 

 Response to the domain creation is status 200 OK with the new domain ID in the response 

body:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<ns4:link xmlns:ns4="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" rel="item" 

href="f38eaba2-c6ae-11e4-b567-cd07672a3479"/> 

 

Test case 2 - List policy domains  

 Status: PASSED 

 Response to the domain listing is status 200 OK with the list of links to domain in the 

response body:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<ns3:resources 

xmlns:ns3="http://thalesgroup.com/authz/model/3.0/resource"> 

<ns4:link rel="item" href="f38eaba2-c6ae-11e4-b567-cd07672a3479"/> 

... content omitted ... 

</ns3:resources> 

 

Test case 3 - Get specific domain  

 Status: PASSED  

 Response is status 200 OK with metadata and link to sub-resources of the domain (PDP, 

PAP):  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml;charset=UTF-8 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<ns4:domain  

xmlns:ns2="http://thalesgroup.com/authz/model/3.0/resource"  

xmlns:ns3="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"  

xmlns:ns4="http://thalesgroup.com/authz/model/3.0"> 

<ns2:properties><name>TestDomain</name></ns2:properties> 

<childResources> 

<ns3:link rel="item" href="/pap"/> 

<ns3:link rel="item" href="/pdp"/> 
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</childResources> 

</ns4:domain> 

 

Test case 4 - Get default PolicySet (XACML) of specific domain  

 Status: PASSED  

 Response status code 200 with the default Permit-all policy:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<PolicySet xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-17" 

PolicySetId="default" Version="1.0" 

 PolicyCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.1:policy-combining-

algorithm:ordered-permit-overrides"> 

<Target/> 

<Policy PolicyId="permit-all" Version="1.0"  

 RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.1:rule-combining-

algorithm:ordered-permit-overrides"> 

<Target/> 

<Rule RuleId="permit-all" Effect="Permit"/> 

</Policy> 

</PolicySet> 

Test case 5 - Update/get new PolicySet (XACML)  

 Status: PASSED  

 Response status code 200 with the new version of the PolicySet:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<PolicySet xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-17"  

PolicySetId="P1" Version="1.0" 

PolicyCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:policy-combining-

algorithm:deny-unless-permit"> 

... content omitted ... 

</PolicySet> 

 

Test case 6 - XACML Request expecting Permit decision (XACML Response)  

 Status: PASSED  

 Response status code 200 with Permit decision:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 
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<PolicySet xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-17"  

PolicySetId="P1" Version="1.0" 

PolicyCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:policy-combining-

algorithm:deny-unless-permit"> 

... content omitted ... 

<Decision>Permit</Decision> 

... content omitted 

</PolicySet> 

 

Test case 7 - XACML Request expecting Deny decision (XACML Response)  

 Status: PASSED  

 Response status code 200 with Deny decision:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<PolicySet xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-17"  

PolicySetId="P1" Version="1.0" 

PolicyCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:policy-combining-

algorithm:deny-unless-permit"> 

... content omitted ... 

<Decision>Deny</Decision> 

... content omitted 

</PolicySet> 

 

Test case 8 - Delete domain  

 Status: PASSED  

 Response status code 200 with metadata of deleted domain in the body:  

Response-Code: 200 

Encoding: UTF-8 

Content-Type: application/xml;charset=UTF-8 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<ns3:properties 

xmlns:ns3="http://thalesgroup.com/authz/model/3.0/resource"> 

<name>TestDomain</name> 

</ns3:properties> 

 

Test case 9 - Check HA  

 Status: PASSED  

 Response to last request should be similar to test case 3.  
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5.10 Test result for Cloud Portal  

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Cloud Portal  

Release  1.2  

Component Owner(person contact)  UPM-DIT  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED 

Notes  

The test for Cloud Portal component has been executed by 

Daniel Nehls (TUB) on a on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine 

offered by Trento testbed. The test has been finished on 

23/03/2015. Test of Library was successful (Unit Test1 in 

the Cloud Portal documentation). From Portal Test 3 out of 

50 tests fail, (#1, #2, #50). 

Table 85: Test Result for Cloud Portal 

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test case 1 – Self Service Interface GE Library Test 

 Status: PASSED 

The following command was executed: 

 

npm test 

 

 

The returned result:  

 

Self Service Interface GE 

    Library 

      � should authenticate user  

      � should list instance  

      � should create instance  

      � should get the instance detail  
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      � should delete instance  

      � should stop instance  

      � should start instance  

      � should resize instance  

      � should reboot instance  

      � should create image  

      � should list images  

      �should get the image details in the portal  

      � should delete image  

      � should list flavors  

      � should get the flavor details  

      � should delete flavor  

      � should list projects  

      � should list blueprint instances  

      � should list blueprint templates  

      � should create new blueprint templates  

      � should list networks  

      � should list routers  

      � should show monitoring info  

      � should allow the creation of scalability rules 

 

 

Test case 2 – Self Service Interface GE Portal Test 

 Status: partially PASSED 

 

The following command was executed: 

 

npm test 
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The returned result:  

 

Portal 

      1) should show the login page of portal 

      2) should show the overview page in the portal 

      � should show the terminal of the instance  

      � should list instance in the portal  

      � should create instance in the portal  

      � should get the instance detail in the portal  

      � should delete instance in the portal  

      � should stop instance in the portal  

      � should start instance in the portal  

      � should resize instance in the portal  

      � should reboot instance in the portal  

      � should list images in the portal  

      � should get the image details in the portal  

      � should delete image in the portal  

      � should list flavors in the portal  

      � should get the flavor details in the portal  

      � should delete flavor  

      � should list projects  

      � should list blueprint instances  

      � should list blueprint templates  

      � should create new blueprint templates  

      � should list networks  

      � should list routers  

      � should show monitoring info  
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      � should allow the creation of scalability rules  

      3) should log out 

 

 

  ✖ 3 of 50 tests failed: 

 

 

5.11 Test result for SLA Manager  

Daniel Nehls (TUB) executes the test for SLA Manager component on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine 

offered by Trent testbed. After successful installation of this component all test cases are executed on 

28/11/2014 and passed for all test cases. 

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Subsystems  User Oriented and GUI Subsystems  

Components  SLA Manager  

Release  2.1  

Component Owner(person contact)  ATOS  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento 

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED for all test cases  

Notes  

Daniel Nehls (TUB) executes the test for SLA Manager 

component on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine offered by 

Trent testbed. After successful installation of this 

component all test cases are executed on 28/11/2014 and 

passed for all test cases.  

Table 86: Test result for SLA Manager 

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

 

Test case 1 - Add provider 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password -H "Accept: application/xml" -H "Content-type: 

application/xml" -d@provider-trento.xml localhost:8080/sla-

service/providers -X POST 
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The returned result:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<message code="201" message="The provider has been stored successfully in 

the SLA Repository Database. It has location http://localhost:8080/sla-

service/providers/Trento"/> 

<provider> 

    <uuid>Trento</uuid> 

    <name>Trento</name> 

</provider> 

 

Test case 2 - List providers 

 Status: PASSED 

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password localhost:8080/sla-service/providers 

 

The returned result is:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<collection href="/providers"> 

<items offset="0" total="1"> 

 

<provider> 

    <uuid>Trento</uuid> 

    <name>Trento</name> 

</provider> 

</items> 

</collection> 

 

 

Test case 3 - Add template 

 Status: PASSED 

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" -

d@Template_vm_Trento.xml localhost:8080/sla-service/templates -X POST 

 

The following shows the returned result: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<message code="201" message="The agreement has been stored successfully in 

the SLA Repository Database. It has location http://localhost:8080/sla-

http://localhost:8080/sla-service/templates/template_vm-Trento:193.205.211.85%22/
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service/templates/template_vm-Trento:193.205.211.85"/> 

 

Test case 4 - List templates 

 Status: PASSED 

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password -H "Accept: application/xml" localhost:8080/sla-

service/templates 

 

The returned result is:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<collection href="/templates"> 

<items offset="0" total="1"> 

<wsag:Template xmlns:wsag="http://www.ggf.org/namespaces/ws-agreement" 

 wsag:TemplateId="template_vm-Trento:193.205.211.85"> 

 <wsag:Name>Template for service VM 193.205.211.85 in 

Trento</wsag:Name> 

 <wsag:Context> 

     <wsag:AgreementInitiator>Trento</wsag:AgreementInitiator> 

     <wsag:ServiceProvider>AgreementInitiator</wsag:ServiceProvider>   

     <wsag:ExpirationTime>2015-03-

07T12:00:00+0100</wsag:ExpirationTime> 

     <sla:Service xmlns:sla="http://sla.atos.eu">vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85</sla:Service>    

 </wsag:Context> 

 <wsag:Terms> 

  <wsag:All> 

   <!-- FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION --> 

   <wsag:ServiceDescriptionTerm wsag:Name="SDTName1" 

wsag:ServiceName="vm-Trento:193.205.211.85"> 

    The template for the VM 193.205.211.85 in 

Trento 

   </wsag:ServiceDescriptionTerm> 

    

   <!-- OPTIONAL SERVICE REFERENCE --> 

    

   <!-- OPTIONAL SERVICE PROPERTIES : non funcional 

properties--> 

   <wsag:ServiceProperties wsag:Name="NonFunctional" 

wsag:ServiceName="vm-Trento:193.205.211.85"> 

    <wsag:VariableSet> 

     <wsag:Variable wsag:Name="CPULoad" 
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wsag:Metric="xs:double"> 

     

 <wsag:Location>orion/CPULoad</wsag:Location> 

     </wsag:Variable> 

  

     <wsag:Variable wsag:Name="RAMUsed" 

wsag:Metric="xs:double"> 

     

 <wsag:Location>orion/RAMUsed</wsag:Location> 

     </wsag:Variable> 

      

     <wsag:Variable wsag:Name="DiskUsed" 

wsag:Metric="xs:decimal"> 

     

 <wsag:Location>orion/DiskUsed</wsag:Location> 

     </wsag:Variable> 

    </wsag:VariableSet> 

   </wsag:ServiceProperties> 

   <wsag:GuaranteeTerm wsag:Name="GT_CPULoad"> 

    <wsag:ServiceScope wsag:ServiceName="vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85"></wsag:ServiceScope> 

    <wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

     <wsag:KPITarget> 

     

 <wsag:KPIName>CPULoad</wsag:KPIName> 

      <wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

       {"constraint" : 

"CPULoad LT 75"} 

      </wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

     </wsag:KPITarget> 

    </wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

   </wsag:GuaranteeTerm> 

 

   <wsag:GuaranteeTerm wsag:Name="GT_RAMUsed"> 

    <wsag:ServiceScope wsag:ServiceName="vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85"></wsag:ServiceScope> 

    <wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

     <wsag:KPITarget> 

     

 <wsag:KPIName>RAMUsed</wsag:KPIName> 

      <wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

       {"constraint" : 

"RAMUsed LT 90"} 
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      </wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

     </wsag:KPITarget> 

    </wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

   </wsag:GuaranteeTerm> 

   <wsag:GuaranteeTerm wsag:Name="GT_DiskUsed"> 

    <wsag:ServiceScope wsag:ServiceName="vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85"></wsag:ServiceScope> 

    <wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

     <wsag:KPITarget> 

     

 <wsag:KPIName>DiskUsed</wsag:KPIName> 

      <wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

       {"constraint" : 

"DiskUsed BETWEEN (0,85)"} 

      </wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

     </wsag:KPITarget> 

    </wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

   </wsag:GuaranteeTerm> 

  </wsag:All> 

 </wsag:Terms> 

</wsag:Template> 

</items> 

</collection> 

 

Test case 5 - Add agreement 

 Status: PASSED 

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" -

d@agreement_vm_Trento.xml localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements -X POST 

 

The following response showed the added agreement  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<message code="201" message="The agreement has been stored successfully in 

the SLA Repository Database. It has location http://localhost:8080/sla-

service/agreements/agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB"/> 

 

Test case 6 - Get agreement 

 Status: Pass  

The following curl command is executed:  

http://localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements/agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB%22/
http://localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements/agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB%22/
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curl -u user: password -H "Accept: application/xml" localhost:8080/sla-

service/agreements/agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB 

 

The returned response:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<wsag:Agreement xmlns:wsag="http://www.ggf.org/namespaces/ws-agreement" 

 wsag:AgreementId="agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB"> 

 

 <wsag:Name>Agreement Monitoring1 for one vm of Trento</wsag:Name> 

 <wsag:Context> 

  <wsag:AgreementInitiator>joaquin-

iranzo</wsag:AgreementInitiator> 

  <wsag:AgreementResponder>Trento</wsag:AgreementResponder> 

 

 <wsag:ServiceProvider>AgreementResponder</wsag:ServiceProvider> 

  <wsag:ExpirationTime>2015-03-

07T12:00:00+0100</wsag:ExpirationTime> 

  <wsag:TemplateId>template_vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85</wsag:TemplateId> 

  <sla:Service xmlns:sla="http://sla.atos.eu">vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85</sla:Service> 

 </wsag:Context> 

 <wsag:Terms> 

  <wsag:All> 

   <wsag:ServiceProperties 

wsag:Name="ServiceProperties" wsag:ServiceName="vm-Trento:193.205.211.85"> 

    <wsag:VariableSet> 

     <wsag:Variable wsag:Name="CPULoad" 

wsag:Metric="xs:double"> 

     

 <wsag:Location>orion/CPULoad</wsag:Location> 

     </wsag:Variable> 

     <wsag:Variable wsag:Name="RAMUsed" 

wsag:Metric="xs:double"> 

     

 <wsag:Location>orion/RAMUsed</wsag:Location> 

     </wsag:Variable> 

     <wsag:Variable wsag:Name="DiskUsed" 

wsag:Metric="xs:decimal"> 

     

 <wsag:Location>orion/DiskUsed</wsag:Location> 

     </wsag:Variable>      

    </wsag:VariableSet> 
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   </wsag:ServiceProperties> 

   <wsag:GuaranteeTerm wsag:Name="GT_CPULoad"> 

    <wsag:ServiceScope wsag:ServiceName="vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85"></wsag:ServiceScope> 

    <wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

     <wsag:KPITarget> 

     

 <wsag:KPIName>CPULoad</wsag:KPIName> 

      <wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

       {"constraint" : 

"CPULoad LT 50"} 

      </wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

     </wsag:KPITarget> 

    </wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

   </wsag:GuaranteeTerm> 

   <wsag:GuaranteeTerm wsag:Name="GT_RAMUsed"> 

    <wsag:ServiceScope wsag:ServiceName="vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85"></wsag:ServiceScope> 

    <wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

     <wsag:KPITarget> 

     

 <wsag:KPIName>RAMUsed</wsag:KPIName> 

      <wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

       {"constraint" : 

"RAMUsed BETWEEN (0,40)"} 

      </wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

     </wsag:KPITarget> 

    </wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

   </wsag:GuaranteeTerm> 

   <wsag:GuaranteeTerm wsag:Name="GT_DiskUsed"> 

    <wsag:ServiceScope wsag:ServiceName="vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85"></wsag:ServiceScope> 

    <wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 

     <wsag:KPITarget> 

     

 <wsag:KPIName>DiskUsed</wsag:KPIName> 

      <wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

       {"constraint" : 

"DiskUsed BETWEEN (0,95)"} 

      </wsag:CustomServiceLevel> 

     </wsag:KPITarget> 

    </wsag:ServiceLevelObjective> 
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   </wsag:GuaranteeTerm> 

  </wsag:All> 

 </wsag:Terms> 

</wsag:Agreement> 

 

Test case 7 - Get enforcement job 

 Status: Pass  

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" 

localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements/agreement-vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB 

 

The returned response:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<enforcement_job> 

 <agreement_id>agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-

MonitoringB</agreement_id> 

 <enabled>false</enabled> 

 <last_executed xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance" xsi:nil="true"/> 

</enforcement_job> 

 

Test case 8 - Start agreement enforcement 

 Status: PASSED 

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" 

localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements/agreement-vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB/start -X PUT 

 

The following is returned:  

The enforcement job with agreement-uuid agreement-vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB has started 

 

The following command is executed to check enforcement job status  

curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" 

localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements/agreement-vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB 

 

The returned response:  
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<enforcement_job> 

 <agreement_id>agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-

MonitoringB</agreement_id> 

 <enabled>true</enabled> 

 <last_executed xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance" xsi:nil="true"/> 

</enforcement_job> 

 

Test case 9 - Get violations 

 Status: PASSED 

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -u user: password localhost:8080/sla-

service/violations?agreementId=agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-

MonitoringB 

 

The returned result: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<violations></violations> 

 

The list of violations is empty until one of the boundaries CPU for example has not fulfilled. The 

command is issued again and the returned result is:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<collection href="/violations"> 

<items offset="0" total="1"> 

 

<violation> 

    <uuid>ab39160f-2340-43bb-8e1f-94f41146d808</uuid> 

    <contract_uuid>agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-

Monitoring1</contract_uuid> 

    <service_scope></service_scope> 

    <metric_name>Performance</metric_name> 

    <datetime>2014-09-11T11:28:22Z</datetime> 

    <actual_value>80</actual_value> 

</violation> 

</items> 

</collection> 
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5.12 Test result for Federation Manager  

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Subsystems  User Oriented and GUI Subsystems  

Components  Federation Manager  

Release  1.4  

Component Owner(person contact)  TUB  

Node (master, slave and name of node 

- Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento 

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED for all test cases  

Notes  

Alaa Alloush (TUB) executes the test for Federation Manager 

component on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS machine offered by Trent 

testbed. After successful installation of this component all test 

cases are executed on 17/02/2015 and passed for all test cases.  

Table 87: Test result for the Federation Manager 

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test case 1 - Post region 

 Status: PASSED 

The following curl command is executed to post a region:  

curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @postRegion.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions 

 

A new region is added and the following is received:  

{ 

"_links":{"status":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3

/regions/1/status/"}], 

"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1"}

]}, 

"uuid":1, 

"country":"ES", 

"latitude":"37.377203", 

"longitude":"-5.986890", 

"organizationId":"Spain", 

"federationIP_ranges":["10.0.64.0/20"], 

"privateIP_ranges":["192.14.10.12/24","192.14.11.12/32"], 

"publicIP_ranges":["134.10.10.12/24","134.10.11.12/32"], 
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"nodeType":"master", 

"id":"Spain", 

"public":"true" 

}  

 

Test case 2 - Get region 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed to get all regions : 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions 

 

The following is received:  

[ 

{ 

"_links":{"status":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3

/regions/1/status/"}], 

"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1"}

]}, 

"uuid":1, 

"country":"ES", 

"latitude":"37.377203", 

"longitude":"-5.986890", 

"organizationId":"Spain", 

"federationIP_ranges":["10.0.64.0/20"], 

"privateIP_ranges":["192.14.10.12/24","192.14.11.12/32"], 

"publicIP_ranges":["134.10.10.12/24","134.10.11.12/32"], 

"nodeType":"master", 

"id":"Spain", 

"public":"true" 

} 

] 

 

 

Test case 3 - Get region by id 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed to get certain region:  

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1 
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The following is received:  

{ 

"_links":{"status":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3

/regions/1/status/"}], 

"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1"}

]}, 

"uuid":1, 

"country":"ES", 

"latitude":"37.377203", 

"longitude":"-5.986890", 

"organizationId":"Spain", 

"federationIP_ranges":["10.0.64.0/20"], 

"privateIP_ranges":["192.14.10.12/24","192.14.11.12/32"], 

"publicIP_ranges":["134.10.10.12/24","134.10.11.12/32"], 

"nodeType":"master", 

"id":"Spain", 

"public":"true" 

} 

 

Test case 4-update region 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is issued to update a certain region.  

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchRegion.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1 

 

The latitude of region 1 has been updated.  

{ 

"_links":{"status":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3

/regions/1/status/"}], 

"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1"}

]}, 

"uuid":1, 

"country":"ES", 

"latitude":"1234678", 

"longitude":"-5.986890", 

"organizationId":"Spain", 

"federationIP_ranges":["10.0.64.0/20"], 

"privateIP_ranges":["192.14.10.12/24","192.14.11.12/32"], 
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"publicIP_ranges":["134.10.10.12/24","134.10.11.12/32"], 

"nodeType":"master", 

"id":"Spain", 

"public":"true" 

} 

 

Test case 5 - get region status 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is issued to get the status of region 1 : 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/status 

 

The following status is returned:  

{ 

"region":1, 

"timestamp":1424177640512, 

"status”: “created" 

} 

 

Test case 6 - update region status 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed to update the status of region 1: 

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchRegionStatus.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/status 

  

The new status is returned : 

{ 

"region":1, 

"timestamp":12345, 

"status”: “active" 

} 

 

Test case 7 - get region contacts 

 Status: PASSED  

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/status
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The following curl command is executed to get contacts of region 1 : 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts 

The following response contains all contacts of region 1: 

[{"_links":{"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3

/regions/1/contacts/1"}]}, 

"uuid":1,"name":"something new", 

"country":"","fax":"", 

"phone":"","email":"", 

"type":"","location":"somewhere else", 

"region":{ 

"_links":null,"uuid":1,"country":"ES", 

"latitude":"1234678","longitude":"-5.986890", 

"organizationId":"Spain", 

"federationIP_ranges":["10.0.64.0/20"], 

"privateIP_ranges":["192.14.10.12/24","192.14.11.12/32"], 

"publicIP_ranges":["134.10.10.12/24","134.10.11.12/32"], 

"nodeType":"master","id":"Spain","public":"true"} 

}] 

Test case 8 - add region contact 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed to add contacts to region 1 : 

curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @postRegionContact.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts 

 

The following is returned:  

{ 

"_links":{"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/r

egions/1/contacts/1"}]}, 

"uuid":1,"name":"something new","country":"", 

"fax":"","phone":"","email":"","type":"", 

"location":"somewhere else","region":null 

} 

 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts
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Test case 9 - get region contact by id 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed to get contact 1 from region 1 : 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts/1 

The following is returned: 

{ 

"_links":null,"uuid":1,"name":"something new", 

"country":"","fax":"","phone":"","email":"","type":"", 

"location":"somewhere else", 

"region":{"_links":null,"uuid":1,"country":"ES", 

"latitude":"1234678","longitude":"-5.986890", 

"organizationId":"Spain", 

"federationIP_ranges":["10.0.64.0/20"], 

"privateIP_ranges":["192.14.10.12/24","192.14.11.12/32"], 

"publicIP_ranges":["134.10.10.12/24","134.10.11.12/32"], 

"nodeType":"master","id":"Spain","public":"true"} 

} 

Test case 10 - update region contact 

 Status: PASSED  

curl command is issued to update the contact that has Id 1 of the region 1 : 

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchRegionContact.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts/1 

 

The returned response contains the following. The name and location are changed: 

{ 

"_links":null,"uuid":1,"name":"something", 

"country":"","fax":"","phone":"","email":"", 

"type":"","location":"somewhere", 

"region":{"_links":null,"uuid":1,"country":"ES", 

"latitude":"1234678","longitude":"-5.986890", 

"organizationId":"Spain", 

"federationIP_ranges":["10.0.64.0/20"], 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts/1
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"privateIP_ranges":["192.14.10.12/24","192.14.11.12/32"], 

"publicIP_ranges":["134.10.10.12/24","134.10.11.12/32"], 

"nodeType":"master","id":"Spain","public":"true"} 

} 

Test case 11 - delete region contact 

 Status: PASSED  

curl command is issued to delete the contact that has Id 1 of the region 1 : 

curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts/1 

 

There is no response returned. However, it can be ensured that the contact with Id 1 is successfully 

deleted by executing test case 9 again. After executing test case 9 the response didn't contain the 

contact with Id 1.  

Test case 12 - add a service 

 Status: PASSED  

curl command is issued to add a service: 

curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @postService.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services 

 

The response contains the added service with its assigned id : 

{ 

"_links":{"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/s

ervices/1"}]}, 

"type":"something else","id":1} 

 

Test case 13 - list all services 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is issued to get all services : 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services 

 

The response contains all services. In this case we have only one service : 

[{ 

"_links":{"self":[{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/s

ervices/1"}]}, 

"type":"something else","id":1 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1/contacts/1
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}]  

 

Test case 14 - get service by id 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed to get the service, which has Id 1 : 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/1 

 

The returned response contains: 

{ 

"_links":null,"type":"something else","id":1 

} 

 

Test case 15 - update service 

 Status: PASSED  

In order to update the service with the Id 1 the following command is issued: 

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchService.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/1 

 The returned response contains: 

{ 

"_links":null,"type":"something else","id":1 

} 

Test case 16 - add endpoint 

 Status: PASSED  

The following command is issued to add an endpoint : 

curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @postEndpoint.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints 

The returned response contains the added endpoint. Id 1 is assigned to this service: 

{ 

"id":1,"service_id":0,"name":null,"url":"http://124.124.124.124", 

"_links":{"self":{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/en

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/1
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/1
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints
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dpoints/1"}},"region":0 

} 

Test case 17 - list endpoints 

 Status: PASSED  

In order to list all endpoints the following curl command is issued: 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints 

The returned response contains endpoint 1 as it is the only added endpoint:  

[{ 

"id":1,"service_id":0,"name":null,"url":"http://124.124.124.124", 

"_links":{"self":{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/en

dpoints/1"}},"region":0 

}] 

Test case 18 - get endpoint by id 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is used to get certain endpoint:  

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/1 

The returned response contains:  

[{ 

"id":1,"service_id":0,"name":null,"url":"http://124.124.124.124", 

"_links":{"self":{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/en

dpoints/1"}},"region":0 

}] 

Test case 19 - update endpoint 

 Status: PASSED  

curl command is used to update endpoint as follows:  

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchEndpoint.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/1 

 

 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints
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The returned response contains the updated information about endpoint with Id 1 : 

{ 

"id":1,"service_id":0,"name":null,"url":"http://10.125.125.125", 

"_links":{"self":{"href":"http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/en

dpoints/1"}},"region":0 

} 

 

 

Test case 20 - delete endpoint 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is to delete a certain endpoint: 

curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/1 

 

There is no response returned. However, it can be ensured that the endpoint with Id 1 is successfully 

deleted by executing test case 17 again. After executing test case 17 the response didn't contain the 

endpoint with Id 1.  

Test case 21- delete service 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is to delete a certain service:  

curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/1 

 

There is no response returned. However, it can be ensured that the service with Id 1 is successfully 

deleted by executing test case 13 again. After executing test case 13 the response didn't contain the 

service with Id 1.  

Test case 22- delete region 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed to delete a certain region : 

curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/1 

 

 

There is no response returned. However, it can be ensured that the region with Id 1 is successfully 

deleted by executing test case 2 again. After executing test case 2 the response didn't contain the 

region with Id 1.  
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5.13 Test Result for Infographics and Status Pages  

 Status: PASSED 

Subsystems  User Oriented and GUI Subsystems  

Components  Infographics and Status Pages  

Release  1.3  

Component Owner(person contact)  CREATE_NET  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED  

Notes  N/a 

Table 88: Test result for Infographics and Status Pages 

The end point of the federation monitor in "config/initializers/0infographics.rb" is configured to the 

local server. the dummy federation monitor then is launched as following:  

~/fi-lab-Infographics$ cd test/dummy_federation_monitor 

~/fi-lab-Infographics/test/dummy_federation_monitor$ nodejs dummyAPI.js 

 

Then the application is launched with the following command:  

~/fi-lab-Infographics$ rails server 

 

The following curl command is issued:  

curl  http://localhost:3000/ 

 

 

The returned result is as component owner expects it. So, it can be considered as passed.  

5.14 Test result for Interoperability Tool  

Interoperability Tool v1.1 

Subsystems  User Oriented and GUI Subsystems  

Components  Interoperability Tool  

Release  1.1  

Component Owner(person contact)  IT-INNOV  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Trento 

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED for all test cases  
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Notes  

Alaa Alloush (TUB) has executed the test for 

Interoperability Tool component on an Ubuntu 

12.04 LTS machine offered by Trent testbed. 

After successful installation of this component 

all test cases are executed on 25/11/2014 and 

passed for all test cases.  

Table 89: Test Result for Interoperability Tool (v1.1). 

 Status: PASSED 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test case 1 - Add a new pattern 

 Status: PASSED  

$ curl -X POST -d "name=pattern" -d "description=Simple publish-subscribe 

pattern" --data-urlencode 

"xml_content@src/main/resources/PublishSubscribe.xml" 

http://193.205.211.161:8192/interoperability/patterns 

 

Issued a curl command to add a pattern to the service. The following message is returned with a 

STATUS 200 OK:  

> Pattern created and added to service.  

 

Test case 2 - List patterns 

 Status: PASSED  

issued a curl command to list the set of patterns currently installed on the running service: 

$ curl http://193.205.211.161:8192/interoperability/patterns  

 

The received response is the same as the expected response. The following content is part of the 

received response:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<patterns> 

      <pattern> 

          <name>pattern1</name> 

          <description>A simple publish-subscribe pattern</description> 

          <xml_content>.... {contains the description of the 

pattern}</xml_content> 

      </pattern> 

</patterns> 

http://193.205.211.161:8192/interoperability/patterns
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Test case 3 - View pattern 

 Status: PASSED  

Issued a curl command to view a certain pattern: 

$ curl http://193.205.211.161:8192/interoperability/users/LOCAL_USER/pattern1 

 

The single XML content of pattern1 is returned:  

<pattern> 

   <name>pattern1</name> 

   <description>A simple publish-subscribe pattern</description> 

   <xml_content>.... {contains the discription of pattern1} </xml_content> 

</pattern> 

 

Test case 4 - Execute simple interoperability test 

 Status: PASSED  

The following curl command is executed:  

curl -X POST 

http://193.205.211.161:8192/interoperability/users/LOCAL_USER/pattern3 

 

The returned result is the same as the expected result defined is the component owner.  

Output from Interoperability Cradle 

 

Test started - run the application 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Starting trace at Node:A1 

        Guard test succeeded: http.from is orion.lab.fi-ware.eu 

        Guard test succeeded: http.msg is reply 

        Guard test failed: http.code is 401 which !=200 

 

Fail: no transition possible 

 

Interoperability Tool v2.0 

 Status: PASSED 

Subsystems  User Oriented and GUI Subsystems  

Components  Interoperability Tool  
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Release  2.0 

Component Owner(person contact)  IT-INNOV  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trent  

Assigned to  TUB - Alaa Alloush  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  Partly PASSED for test cases 1 & 3 . Failed for test case 2  

Notes  
Alaa Alloush (TUB) has executed the test for 

Interoperability Tool component on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 

machine offered by Trento testbed.  

Table 90: Test result for Interoperability Tool (v1.2) 

 

The results of the test are considered PASSED because all test cases are PASSED.  

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

 

Test case 1 - View FIOPS interoperability web tool 

 Status: PASSED 

The tester opened the browser and entered the following URL: 

http://193.205.211.168:6001/interoperability  

Where 193.205.211.168 is IP address of the machine and 6001 is port number. A new tester 

has to be sure that the required port is available. A new tester has to define a security group 

and add the required port to it. 

The following screen has been opened: 

http://193.205.211.168:6001/interoperability
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 Figure 15: Interoperability Compliance Tests 

Test case 2 – Run compliance test within FIOPS interoperability web tool 

 Status: PASSED 

In the above web page the tester entered the following information into the text fields:  

In Test 1 URL Field enter: 

>> http://orion.lab.fi-ware.eu:1026/NGSI10 

In Test 1 Token Field enter: 

>> Testing  

The tester has not received the expected result may be because port 1026 is not available for 

security issues. 

Test case 3 - Execute standalone GUI pattern editor: 

The tester followed the instructions defined by component owner and executed the following 

command: 

mvn exec: java -

Dexec.mainClass="uk.ac.soton.itinnovation.xifiinteroperability.GraphEditor"  

The tool has been opened and ready to be used. 
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5.15 Test Result for Resource Catalogue  

 Status: PASSED 

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI Subsystem  

Components  Resource Catalogue  

Release  1.3  

Component Owner(person contact)  ATOS  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  TUB - Daniel Nehls  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED 

Notes  

Daniel Nehls (TUB) executes the test for Resource 

Catalogue component on an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 

machine offered by Trento testbed. The component has 

been successfully installed. 

Table 91: Test result for Resource Catalogue 

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test case 1 – WStore End-To-End test 

The installation manual defines a browser based end-to-end test. Listed as prerequisites are: 

 A running instance of the FIWARE Repository GEi 

 The Resource Catalogue registered at the IDM 

 A public IP for the hosting machine 

After these are fulfilled the test proceeds as follows. 

1. Open browser and enter Resource Catalogue IP 
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Result: 

  

Figure 16: IDM login window 

 

2. Login 

Result:

 

Figure 17: Resource Catalogue Main View 

 

3. Navigate to Administration View  
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Result: 

 

Figure 18: Resource Catalogue Administration View 

4. Add the Repository GEi 

Result: 

 

Figure 19:Added Repository GEi 
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5. Navigate to the Catalogue and select ‘Create Offering’ from the provider options 

Result: 

 

Figure 20: Resource Catalogue Provider Options - Create Offering 

6. View the provided Offerings 

 

Figure 21: Resource Catalogue Provided Offerings 
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5.16 Test Result for the Infrastructure Toolbox  

Infrastructure ToolBox 2.0 (stable) 

Status: PASSED 

Subsystems  Deployment and Operation Subsystems  

Components  Infrastructure Toolbox  

Release  2.0  

Component Owner (person contact)  CREATE-NET 

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
Waterford 

Assigned to  WIT - Ian Mills  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED  

Notes  N/a  

Table 92: Test Result for Infrastructure Toolbox 

Below are the results of each test case.  

 Test case 1 - Query ITBox API for release information 

 Status: PASSED 

 Response to the query is status 200 OK and the requested release information:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

 

Test case 2 - Query ITBox API for Task information 

 Status: PASSED  

 Response to the query is status 200 OK and the requested task information:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

 

Test case 3 - Query ITBox API for Node information 

 Status: PASSED  

 Response to the query is status 200 OK and the requested node information:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 
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Test case 4 - Query ITBox API for cluster information 

 Status: PASSED  

 Response to the query is status 200 OK and the requested cluster information:  

Response-Code: 200 

Content-Type: application/xml 

 

Test case 5 - Perform environment creation via GUI 

 Status: PASSED  

 Carried out a successful environment creation via the infrastructure toolbox GUI  

5.17 Test result for the DCA  

Subsystems  Deployment & Operations Subsystem  

Components  Deployment and Configuration Adapter  

Release  3.0  

Component Owner(person contact)  SYNELIXIS  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
Trento  

Assigned to  ATOS - Susana Gonzalez  

Test done (PASSED/FAILED)  PASSED for all test cases.  

Notes  

The test for Federation Manager component is 

executed by Susana Gonzalez (ATOS) on an Ubuntu 

12.04 LTS machine offered by Trent testbed. After 

successful installation of this component all test cases 

are executed on 16/03/2015 and passed for all test 

cases.  

Table 93: Test result for DCA 

 Status: PASSED 

Below the results of all test cases involved: 

Test case 1 - Installation and configuration of Apache Tomcat 

 Status: PASSED  

For the first point, we verify the correct java version:  

atos_test@node-24:~$ java -version 

java version "1.7.0_75" 

OpenJDK Runtime Environment (IcedTea 2.5.4) (7u75-2.5.4-1~precise1) 

OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM (build 24.75-b04, mixed mode) 

atos_test@node-24:~$ 
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And the Apache Tomcat service running and listening in the port 8080:  

atos_test@node-24:~$ netstat -an|grep 8080 

tcp6       0      0 :::8080                 :::*                    LISTEN 

atos_test@node-24:~$ ps -ef|grep tomcat 

5.17.1.1 1001      6031     1  0 Feb23 ?        01:50:43 

/usr/lib/jvm/java-7-openjdk- 

amd64/jre/bin/java -Djava.util.logging.config.file=/home/atos_test/apache- 

tomcat-7.0.41/conf/logging.properties  

-Djava.util.logging.manager=org.apache.juli.ClassLoaderLogManager  

-Djava.endorsed.dirs=/home/atos_test/apache-tomcat-7.0.41/endorsed  

-classpath /home/atos_test/apache-tomcat-7.0.41/bin/bootstrap.jar: 

/home/atos_test/apache-tomcat-7.0.41/bin/tomcat-juli.jar  

-Dcatalina.base=/home/atos_test/apache-tomcat-7.0.41 -Dcatalina.home=/home 

/atos_test/apache-tomcat-7.0.41 -Djava.io.tmpdir=/home/atos_test/apache- 

tomcat-7.0.41/temp org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap start 

 

Test case 2 - Installation and configuration of MySQL Server 

 Status: PASSED  

The database creation is also tested:  

atos_test@node-24:~$ sudo MySQL -e 'show tables' dca 

[sudo] password for atos_test: 

+----------------+ 

| Tables_in_dca  | 

+----------------+ 

| contacts       | 

| fw_catalog     | 

| ge             | 

| hwrequirements | 

| images         | 

| keystone       | 

| request        | 

| response       | 

| saas           | 

| se_catalog     | 

| server         | 

+----------------+ 
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atos_test@node-24:~$ 

 

Test case 3 - Installation of the DCA binaries 

 Status: PASSED 

For the testing of the binaries, the following command has been executed to list the Virtual Machines: 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/servers/region/Trento -s -S --header  

'Content-Type: application/json' --header 'Accept: application/json' | 

python -mjson.tool 

  

And a long list of VM has been returned. Below it is shown just an extract:  

...    

    { 

        "created": 1417526623000, 

        "deleted": null, 

        "flavorRef": "13", 

        "id": "c1418d30-f592-422c-ad26-087601b5ec5f", 

        "imageRef": "f7b6feb7-73dd-48cf-ba0a-fd6581720fbb", 

        "keyName": "cri_keypair", 

        "name": "autoregistration", 

        "nid": null, 

        "region": "Trento", 

        "securityGroups": "Security group name too big!", 

        "status": "P_DELETED", 

        "tenantId": "00000000000000000000000000002782", 

        "userId": "cristian-1" 

    }, 

  ... 

    { 

        "created": 1421991117000, 

        "deleted": null, 

        "flavorRef": "13", 

        "id": "ffc2cf52-49e0-4f64-b80b-f7c57ba1db22", 

5.17.1.2         "imageRef": "d6605710-1009-44ab-873e-c2ff66de4d76", 

        "keyName": "IoTBrokerTest", 

        "name": "IoTBrokerTest", 

        "nid": null, 

        "region": "Trento", 
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        "securityGroups": "DEFAULTSG_00000000000000000000000000000081_AAA-

FF-1-000081SEEBAT-

TRENTOTRENTOSECURITYGROUPDEFAULT_AND_DEFAULTKURENTODEFAULTDEFAULTDEFAULTSG_

NIDTEST_00000000000000000000000000003495_ORIONDEFAULTDEFAULTDEFAULTDEFAULT"

, 

        "status": "P_DELETED", 

        "tenantId": "00000000000000000000000000010374", 

        "userId": "luca-monterzino" 

    } 

] 

atos_test@node-24:~$ 
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6 CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION PROCESSES  

The aim of the continuous integration process is supporting, simplifying and monitoring the 

development activities and their evolution provided by component owners and developers.  

In this section are provided the results for the deployment automation of XIFI components through the 

use of the software integration tool ETICS 
4
.  

Also the integration activities relied on the ETICS system, where developers can submit private builds 

before releasing changes to the scheduled nightly build process.  

 

Figure 22: ETICS XIFI structure 

The above figure shows the structure of the XIFI project within ETICS: 

 xifi.HEAD provides the name of the development version of the XIFI project . 

 In order to organize the job and help developers in their activities, components have been 

divided in 4 logical subsystems (in accordance to deliverable D1.6 [7]): Security Subsystem, 

Deployment and Operation Subsystems, User Oriented and GUI Subsystem, Monitoring 

Subsystem (Figure 22: ETICS XIFI structure) 

                                                      

 

4 For details see deliverable D2.3, Chapter Implementation of Continuous integration process 
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The ETICS GUI was implemented to show the result of the automatic deploy of the XIFI components 

and an automatic email is sent to the component owner every time a new issue is open or existing 

issues are closed.  

The following figures shown the report sent by ETICS to component owners or to ETICS 

administrator. 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Build Report (1) 

 

 

Figure 24: Build Report (2) 
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Figure 25: Build Report (3) 

With this new feature, every developer can see the issues related to his/her components grouped in a 

single page, along with detailed information on the fixing of those issues (an improvement over the 

past, when the developer had to manually inspect the numerous build reports in order to find the same 

information). 

The Annex A.3.1 provides some examples of the results for the Continuous Integration Process. 

The following graph shows the most common errors encountered by developers in executing of the 

continuous integration processes: 

 

Figure 26: Most Common Errors in Continuous Integration Process 

 

The following are the “top 5” errors encountered by developers and testers using Etics: 

 Missing dependencies: One or more dependencies required in order to build the 

component are missing in component’s configuration parameters (e.g.. Node.js, Python, 

MySQL…gcc) 
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 Wrong checkout parameters: Checkout parameters required in order to start the build 

process are wrong (ex. svn co ${vcsroot}/${tag}; git clone ${vcsroot}) 

 Wrong build commands: One or more build commands (init, configure, packaging…) 

required in order to build the component and create the .dep package are wrong in build’s 

configuration parameters (ex. npm install, python setup, mvn compile… make dist) 

 Wrong svn path: SVN Path parameters (vcsroot, tag) required to download the software 

from the repository is wrong. 

 Wrong release attached in xifi. HEAD: A new version of a component is released but the 

components owners didn’t upgrade the xifi.HEAD configuration. 

 Other: Minor errors occurred during XIFI activities (ex. temporary network problems, 

worker node disk full, syntax errors etc.…) 
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7 CONCLUSIONS  

In the first version of this deliverable, D2.3 - Test and Validation Report [3] (which reflected the 

situation as it was in the first year of XIFI) the 23% of the XIFI components were considered for 

testing, which meant 5 out of 17 components developed. 

In the first period of the project (April 2013 – September 2014) 27 tests for five XIFI components 

were executed and only two tests FAILED and 25 PASSED. 

This deliverable is the result also of the work done by the testers of the XIFI components that, with the 

support of the Infrastructure Owners, Component Owners and Developers, tried to understand how to 

improve the testing activities in order to reduce the effort spent needed to execute a test and to increase 

the efficiency for all the twenty-seven XIFI components.  

A new plan and organization for the testing activities was realized covering all 17 XIFI components 

grouped on the basis of their functionalities, namely: (a) monitoring, (b) security, (c) user oriented and 

GUI functionalities and  (d) deploy and oriented services. 

The following table provides the summary of the all-testing results obtained during the last period of 

the XIFI project (October 2014 - March 2015). The total number for component testing is the sum of 

the total number of tests executed for the components plus the total number of tests executed for the 

test cases. 

Note. The Security Proxy and FILAB-App Template components were tested within the Federated 

IdM and Federation Manager components respectively (since they are included in those components), 

consequently were considered the total number of XIFI components 17 and not 19 (as published in the 

wiki page). 

 

Type of test executed #Test 

FAILED 

#Test 

PASSED 

Total 

Total #installation test 21 22 43 

Total #functional test (included the total number of the test cases) 1 135 135 

Total 22 157 178 

Table 94: Testing Results in the Second Year 

As shown in the table, 22 tests failed: 21 for the installation test and 1 test case (this test case 

concerned the NGSI Adapter and failed due to out-of-date documentation; thanks to a direct 

communication between the tester and Component Owner the test could continue and be executed). 

For the software testing were identified   128 test cases among which: 

 55 test cases were identified for the Monitoring subsystem 

 18 test cases for the Security subsystem 

 34 test cases were identified for the User Oriented and GUI Subsystem 

 8 test cases for the Deployment and Operation Subsystem 

An example of the interaction from XIFI components of the same subsystem is provided:  

 4 test cases are defined and three passed the tests and one failed (cf. 4.2.3) 

For each subsystem testing, the testers executed tests in order to verify 1) the integration for each XIFI 

components with the other components included in the same subsystem or the other subsystem and the 

external dependencies (FIWARE GE); the following table is the result of these tests: 

.  
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XIFI Component 

Tested integration 

with FIWARE-

GEs 

Consist of Dependencies 

Federation Monitoring 

Big Data Analysis – 

Cosmos; 

Publish/Subscribe 

Context Broker - 

Orion Context 

Broker 

Ngsi2cosmos; Big 

Data Analysis – 

Cosmos; 

Publish/Subscribe 

Context Broker - 

Orion Context 

Broker 

Infographics, Marketplace and Resource 

Catalogue 

OpenStackDataCollector 

FIWARE Context 

Broker GE; 

FIWARE NGSI 

Adapter 
 

OpenStack Grizzly version, FIWARE 

NGSI Adapter 

NAM Adapter 
FI-WARE NGSI 

Adapter;  

NGSI Adapter; Fed. Monitoring 

(FIWARE Context Broker GE, 

FIWARE BigDataGE); Monitoring 

Dashboard; Federated Identity 

Management 

NGSI Adapter 
FI-WARE Context 

Broker GE (Orion)  

Fed. Monitoring (FIIWARE Big Data 

GE and FIWARE Context Broker GE) 

DEM 
  

NGSI Adapter; Fed. Monitoring; 

FIWARE Publish/Subscribe Context 

Broker GE; FIWARE Big Data GE. 

Federated IdM GE 

Identity 

Management 

(KeyRock and 

Keystone_proxy) 

FIWARE IdM GE – 

HA extension and 

SAML extension 

Federation Manager 

Security Monitoring GE 

(Service Level SIEM) 
Access Control GE 

 

OSSIM Open Source SIEM 

(http://www.ossim.net) Storm 

(http://storm-project.net) MySQL 

(http://www.mysql.com) 

Security Dashboard Access Control GE 
 

Fed. Identity Manager; FIWARE 

Security Monitoring GE; FIWARE 

Access Control GE 

Federated Access Control 

GE 
Access Control GE 

 
Federated Identity Manager 

Cloud Portal 

Self-Service 

Interfaces - Cloud 

Portal 

Cloud Portal (Blue 

prints and Tiers) 

FIWARE Identity Management GE; 

FIWARE Access Control GE 

SLA Manager 
  

Fed. Monitoring; Fed. Identity Manager 

Federation Manager 
  

Fed. Identity Manager; Quick Online 

Test; Fed. Monitoring 

Infographics and Status 

Pages   
Fed. Monitoring; Fed. Manager; IdM GE 

Interoperability Tool 
  

Resource Catalogue; Object Storage GE 

Resource Catalogue & 

recommender 

Marketplace SAP -

RI; Repository SAP 

RI; Store WS Store;  

FI-WARE WStore & Store GE; FI-

WARE Repository GE; Federation 

Monitoring API; FI-WARE Marketplace 

GE (Optional); Deployment and 
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XIFI Component 

Tested integration 

with FIWARE-

GEs 

Consist of Dependencies 

Configuration Adapter – DCA; 

Federation Manager; Federated Identity 

Management 

ITBox 
  

NAM; DEM; NPM; 

OpenStackDataCollector; DCRM 

DCA 
PaaS Manager – 

Pegasus  

The Cloud management platform. In the 

first release of the DCA, we consider the 

OpenStack. In the second release it was 

based on the DCRM component. The 

repository of the Generic Enablers. The 

Repository is holding the Generic 

Enablers, (a) either as images or (b) as 

recipes combined with products. The 

Deployment and Configuration tool. 

This can be a third party tool, such as 

Chef, or FIWARE GEs, namely PaaS 

Manager and SDC. 

Table 95: Integration Result 

The main errors occurred during the testing activities were concerning Documentation issue and 

Technical bugs: 

 Technical Errors: 

o Missing basic credentials as OpenStack credentials 

o Missing dependencies: error when install dependencies (as Java, MySQL,) 

o Wrong URL download: the URL download required to download the software from 

the repository is wrong. 

o Crash of the system: the installation component caused the crash of the test 

environment. 

 Documentation Errors: 

o Documentation out-dated: official XIFI documentation of the component (public wiki 

page) or external documentation (for example FIWARE documentation) is not 

updated. 

 Other: Minor errors occurred during testing activities (ex. temporary network problems, user 

or password expired, time to spend for the installation component...) 

 

The following graph shows the amount of errors during the second year and underlines how the help, 

feedback given to testers from infrastructure owners, component owners and developers significantly 

have contributed in reducing the number of errors: 
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Figure 27: Amount of Errors in Testing Activities  

It’s thanks the strong collaboration among the testers, the infrastructure owners, the component 

owners and developers that it's been possible to reduce the number of errors.

25% 

3% 

35% 

3% 

3% 

31% 

Most Common Errors in Testing Activities 

Documentation outdated 

Wrong URL download 

Missing dependencies 

Crash of the test 
environment 

Missing basic credentials 

Other 
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We can conclude that it’s possible an improvement for some XIFI components (in the future) as 

reported in the following table: 

 

XIFI 

Components 
Functionalities Improvement for the future 

Federation 

Monitoring 

Federation Monitoring aims at providing a 

common framework for storing, aggregating 

and publishing the monitored data collected 

by the different monitoring adapters provided 

by the XIMM module. This component is 

distributed on all the nodes of the federation 

and elaborates monitoring data leveraging on 

big data analysis techniques. [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Monitoring] 

 

Federation 

Manager 

The Federation Manager component 

developed in the scope of the XIFI project 

provides access to the federation. This 

component is the central registration point for 

new infrastructures and their services. 

[http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Federation_Manager] 

 

Federated 

Access 

control GE 

The Access Control GE provides 

authorization services for each XIFI node. 

[http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Access_Control_GE] 

The recommendation is to make a 

Debian package to automate the 

installation as much as possible, 

therefore improve the installation 

manual, and, in fine, get the user 

started quickly with a functional 

component instance. 

OpenStack 

Data 

Collector 

OpenStack Data Collector aims at collecting 

information from an OpenStack installation. 

Information collected is capacity data as 

number of virtual machine deployed, number 

of cores available, size of ram and size of 

disk, number of users/tenders registered. 

Information is collected using the OpenStack 

Identity API v2.0 and ComputeAPIv2. 

[http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:OpenstackDataCollector] 

The recommendation is to improve 

the description of installation 

manual for the: 

 Installation Requirements 

section should mention 

FIWARE Context Broker 

and FIWARE NGSI 

Adapter from the start;  

 Use of one command to 

configure the 

OpenStackDataCollector 

credentials (steps from 3 to 

6) [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:OpenstackDat

aCollector] 

  Clarify use of certain 
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XIFI 

Components 
Functionalities Improvement for the future 

parameters, for example  

regionId and regionName. It 

is not clear whether both are 

needed, since there is a one-

to-one mapping. One could 

expect that only one of the 

two be actually used.  

Federated 

Identity 

Management 

Federated Identity Management aims at 

providing a federated management of 

identities for members of XIFI federation. 

[http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Federated_Identity_Manageme

nt] 

Improve the automation script for 

the installation (install.sh) about the 

  connection to MySQL and creation 

of the database for the development 

environment before the rake 

command.  

 

Cloud Portal The Cloud Portal provides a support for the 

users of the Xifi cloud infrastructure and 

platform to manage their services and 

resources deployed in cloud. [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Cloud_Portal] 

 

Resource 

Catalogue 

and 

Recommende

r 

A key component in charge of matching the 

infrastructure catalogue (from where end 

users browse the available XIFI services and 

their status), with the business logic required 

fulfilling the operations.  [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Resource_Catalogue%26Recom

mender] 

 

SLA 

Manager 

Provides mechanisms to support service level 

agreements management in the federated 

environment [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:SLA_Manager] 

 

Infographics 

and Status 

Pages 

The Infographics and Status Pages component 

provides information on the infrastructure 

capacities and status of FI-Lab infrastructure 

services. The service is mainly intended for 

Developers and Federation Manager. The 

Infographics page provides via an 

Infographics the available infrastructure 

capacities in FI-Lab. The Status page provides 

information on the status of the FI-Lab 

infrastructure services (e.g. Nova, Neutron, 

Cinder, Glance and others for a given node) 

and offers Jira support both for a specific 

Improvement of the configuration 

database and the starting of the rails 

server 
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XIFI 

Components 
Functionalities Improvement for the future 

node and for general portal issues. While the 

Status page is a service normally offered by 

cloud providers and other services providers, 

the Inforgraphics presents an innovative and 

intuitive way to publish high-level 

information on the infrastructure. 

[http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Infographics_and_Status_Pages

] 

Infrastructur

e Toolbox 

The ITBox supports the automated installation 

of the main components of a XIFI node. 

[http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:InfrastructureToolbox] 

 

Deployment 

and 

Configuratio

n Adapter 

(DCA) is the XIFI component that caters for 

the enhanced deployment functionality, as 

needed by the project users forming in parallel 

a Deployment Registry. Briefly the DCA 

provides: (a) Deployment of multiple GEs and 

XIFI components upon XIFI infrastructure; 

(b) Check of Available Resources prior to the 

Deployment;  (c) Persistency of information 

related to the deployed GE instances 

[http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public: 

Deployment_and_Configuration_Adapter] 

 

Interoperabil

ity tool 

The Interoperability Tool is a software 

engineering tool that supports development 

and testing of FI-WARE based applications 

and services; in particular the tool focuses on 

interoperability problems. [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Interoperability_Tool] 

A tester requires a valid FI-WARE 

token to test the component. To get 

it a user needs an account in FI-

WARE 

Network 

Active 

Monitoring 

Network Active Monitoring (NAM) Adapter 

is the component in charge of handling cross-

domain active measurements between XIFI 

infrastructure nodes of the federation, 

providing a standard mechanism able to 

handle latency and bandwidth-related tests. 

[http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:NAM] 

- 

NGSI 

Adapter 

This component is a generic implementation 

for that software layer, allowing its extension 

to many different monitoring tools. 

[http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Public:NGSIAdapter] 

The component has dependency on 

java and  FI-WARE Context 

Broker. A tester has to install 

Context Broker  version 0.13 [11] 

and java before starting the test. A 

tester has to use root privileges on 

http://repositories.testbed.fi-ware.org/repo/rpm/x86_64/
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XIFI 

Components 
Functionalities Improvement for the future 

testbed instance for installing and 

running NGSI Adapter.   

DEM Adapter is responsible for performing the 

monitoring (along with the necessary 

adaptation mechanisms) of the Virtual 

Machines and the Generic Enablers deployed 

within the XIFI federation. [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public: PDEM] 

 

Security 

Monitoring  

The FI-WARE Security Monitoring GE 

(which includes the component Service Level 

SIEM) is, working together with Security 

Probes installed in the slave nodes, 

responsible for the collection and correlation 

of security monitoring data. The Service 

Level SIEM component included in the 

Security Monitoring GE is an extension of the 

one developed in FI-WARE. [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Security_Monitoring_GE] 

The installation's procedure should 

be clearer. Security Probe, Access 

Control and SIEM components 

compose this component with a lot 

of dependencies described in 

different Fiware documentation. A 

more clear and step-by-step 

documentation or a package with 

pre-build scripts would be very 

appreciated. 

Security 

Dashboard 

The Security Dashboard supports the 

management and visualization of security 

incident-related events and data. Beside core 

functionalities offered by such a dashboard, 

the Security Dashboard will also provide 

reporting capabilities. [http://wiki.fi-

xifi.eu/Public:Security_Dashboard] 

 

 

Table 96: Improvement for the future
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The following figure represents how the manual components testing performed by developers were 

increased after the re-organization of the test activities from March 2014 to March 2015. During the 

last period (from September 2014 to March 2015) we had an increase of the 87% of the testing 

activities and in the last period all 17 XIFI components had been under the test. 

 

 

Figure 28: Testing Activities in the second year 

For five components (DEM, Cloud Portal, Interoperability Tool, ITBox and DCA) the test has been 

repeated since a new release solved the issues occurring during the installation test (detail in the 

subsection 4.1.2.5), the results are summarized in the following table: 
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Table 97: Total Component Tested 

Note. In the test results reported in the following table many tests were considered FAILED if a test 

didn’t succeed within the give time frame (as provided in the table of test plan, Table 27: Test Plan 

Diagram), though this is not unanimously considered as an error. In the installation test plan for each 

XIFI component was estimated three days of time needed to execute the test. Of course was an 

average time, since for some components, the time was over estimated and it took less to execute the 

tests (see details in the following table).  

Some of the XIFI components spent more days than expected (e.g. NGSI Adapter [4.1.2.2], Federated 

Identity Manager [4.1.3.1] and Infrastructure Toolbox [4.1.5.1) due to the time to solve issue linked 

the external dependencies (e.g. Java or FIWARE Context Broker GE [4.1.2.2]) and to problems to 

access to test node (unable to connect due to problems as reported in sub-section 4.2.1).  

The following table shows how many days were spent for each test component. This table is based on 

feedback given by the testers, after the resolution of reported issues occurred during the test execution. 

 

 

Component Tested #Test 

FAIL 

# Test 

PASS 

Total Notes 

Federation Monitoring 0 1 1 

 OpenStackDataCollector 0 1 1 

 NAM Adapter 0 1 1 

 NGSI Adapter 4 1 5 

 DEM 1 1 2 Two release tested (the release 2.0 FAILED, 

the release 2.5 PASSED) 

Federated IdM GE 1 2 3 

 Security Monitoring 2 2 4 

 Security Dashboard 1 2 3 

 Federated Access Control 

GE 

0 1 1 

 Cloud Portal 2 1 3 Two release tested (the release 1.1 FAILED 

and the release 2.0 PASSED) 

SLA Manager 1 1 2 

 Federation Manager 0 1 1 

 Infographics and Status 

Pages 

0 1 1 

 Interoperability Tool 3 2 5 Two release tested (the release 1.1, 

PASSED on the second round, release 2.0 

PASSED on the third round 

Resource Catalogue & 

recommender 

3 1 3  

ITBox 3 2 5 Two release tested (2.0.0 beta1 and 2.0 

stable release) 

DCA 1 1 2 Two release tested (the release 2.0 FAILED, 

the release 3.0 PASSED) 
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XIFI Components Time Expected 
(DAYS) 

Real 
Time 
(DAYS) 

Time 
effort 
after 
resolution 
of the 
issue 
(DAYS) 

Time effort 
recommended 

Federation Monitoring 3 1 _ 1 

OpenStackDataCollector 3 4 1 1 

NAM Adapter 3 1 - 1 

NGSI Adapter 3 8 3 3 

DEM 3 5 1 1 

Federated IdM GE 3 3 1 3 

Security Monitoring GE 

(Service Level SIEM) 

3 8 3 3 

Security Dashboard 3 2 2 2 

Federated Access 

Control GE 

3 3 - 3 

Cloud Portal 3 1 - 1 

SLA Manager 3 4 1 1 

Federation Manager 3 4 1 1 

Infographics and Status 

Pages 

3 4 1 1 

Interoperability Tool 3 4 1 1 

Resource Catalogue & 

recommender 

3 2 1 1 

ITBox 4 8 2 2 

DCA 3 3 1 1 
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XIFI Components Time Expected 
(DAYS) 

Real 
Time 
(DAYS) 

Time 
effort 
after 
resolution 
of the 
issue 
(DAYS) 

Time effort 
recommended 

Total Time Effort 52 65 19 27 

Table 98: Total Time Effort 

The continuous integration process was implemented, managed and executed by software integration 

tool (ETICS) in order to test the deployment and execution of the XIFI component: 

 Involved in the XIFI test-bed node and  

 Developed and implemented within the federation.  

As described in the deliverable D2.1 – XIFI Handbook v1 [26], “the ETICS system is a software 

building tool that proposed all the activities, starting from the source code repositories up to 

producing the packages that are suitable for the deployment in the target machine. The most 

important characteristic is that the build-plan and the test-plan are defined only once. It is 

important to say that in ETICS these processes are sequential.”. ETICS Build and Test process 

consists of specific steps well explained in the Appendix B of the deliverable D2.1 – XIFI 

Handbook v1 [26]. 

The analysis of builds executed during the integration activities shows that the types of issues 

occurring is quite limited and that most of them were easy to deduce from build reports. This led to the 

implementation of a module to automatically process the build reports, discover the issues, and 

publish them.  

In the last months of the XIFI project lifetime, (the period covered by this second version of XIFI 

D2.3 - Test and Validation Report [3]) almost 300 builds were executed and most critical issues were 

reported through RedMine [11] or component developers were directly contacted to fix them. 

 

The following graph shows the amount of build errors during the last months and underlines how the 

improvements done from April 2014 to March 2015 the help given to developers as well as their 

growing experience in the use of ETICS, significantly contributed in reducing the number of errors. 
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Figure 29: Amount of Errors in CI Activities 
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Appendix A Templates 

A.1 Template Installation Test Results 

The name of table is: NameOfComponent TI_XXX where:  

 Test I installation and XXX: number of installation of this component.  

 

This should be done for all test installation done for that component, for example: Security Dashboard 

TI_1, Security Dashboard TI_2, Security Dashboard TI_n,  

NameOfComponent TI_XXX  

Subsystems  name of the subsystem component  

Components  name of the component  

Release  version of the component  

Component Owner(person contact)  component owner name  

Node (master, slave and name of node - Lannion, 

Waterford or Trento) 
name of the node  

Assigned to  
Name of the Company or Partner - Name of the 

person that execute the test (Name and Surname)  

Test done (Yes/No) - (YY/M/DD) - 

(PASSED/FAILED/PENDING/ONGOING)  
No - 2014/04/16  

Further release due to bug fixing (if applicable)  
 

Feedback for manual documentation  

Insert eventual missing information in the manual 

documentation (include the chapter, paragraph, 

page and eventual sentence not clear or missing)  

RedMine Ticket  
'insert the RedMine ticket number as follows : 

number-ticket  

Notes  additional information  

 

A.2 Template Test Results for the Deployment of a New XIFI Node 

The table of the result of XIFI components is inspired to the table of the Installation Test Component 

results  

 

For each tests executed should be created a table: Security Dashboard TI_1, Security Dashboard TI_2, 

Security Dashboard TI_n,  

 

NameOfComponent TI_XXX (where Test Installation and number: number of installation of this 

component):  

Subsystems  name of the subsystem component  

Components  name of the component  

Release  version of the component  

https://redmine.fi-xifi.eu/issues/#number-ticket
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Component Owner(person contact)  component owner name  

Node (master, slave and name of node - 

Lannion, Waterford or Trento) 
name of the node  

Assigned to  
Name of the Company or Partner - Name of the person 

that execute the test (Name and Surname)  

Test done (PASSEDED/FAILED)  passed-failed  

Notes  additional information  

 

A.3 Template for Continuous Integration Results 

Nightly build 

ID  1  

Subsystems  to include all subsystems  

Components  to include all components  

Configuration  as reported in ETICS report  

Version  HEAD  

Type  Build  

Platform  as reported in the ETICS report  

Executed by or 

Author  
Name of the Partner - Name of the person that execute the test (as reported in 

the ETICS report)  

Start Date  as reported in the ETICS report (Start Date and End Date)  

End Date  as reported in the ETICS report (Start Date and End Date)  

Completed In  as reported in the ETICS report  

Status  PASSED/ FAILED  

Description of the 

issue  
description of the issued  

Resolution of the 

issue  
description how to resolve or has been resolved the issue, refer the id for the 

new results  

 

After a certain period of time, the following the ETICS log files (for the Reports, Package List, and 

ETICS client raw execution log) are removed from the ETICS repository.  

For this reason below are reported a short description for the logs files cited above.  

Dedicated build 

Page is called: SubSystemName_ComponentsName_CI_Results  

 Example: [Xifi:Wp2:t23:ContinuousItegrationResults:SecuritySubsystem_IdM_CIResults]  

The table is a merge from the report of the build and test ETICS results and the table used for the 

results of the installation test:  
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ID  number of the build or test execute for component  

Subsystems  name of the subsystem component  

Component  name of the component  

Configuration  as reported in ETICS report  

Version  version of the component  

Type  Type of operation : build /test  

Component Owner (person 

contact)  
component owner name  

Platform  as reported in the ETICS report  

Executed by or Author  
Name of the Partner - Name of the person that execute the test (as 

reported in the ETICS report)  

Start Date  as reported in the ETICS report (Start Date and End Date)  

End Date  as reported in the ETICS report (Start Date and End Date)  

Completed In  as reported in the ETICS report  

Status  PASSED / FAILED 

Description of the issue  description of the issued  

Resolution of the issue  
description how to resolve or has been resolved the issue, refer the id 

for the new results  

 

After a certain period of time, the following the ETICS log files (for the Reports, Package List, and 

ETICS client raw execution log) are removed from the ETICS repository. For this reason below are 

reported a short description for the logs files cited above.  

Below are provides some examples of the results of these process: 

A.3.1 Example of the  Continuous Integration Process Result 

Two automatic deploy are considered:  

 nightly build  

 dedicated build  

Results nightly deploy 

Below is reported some examples of the results for the nightly and dedicated continuous integration 

process implemented by ETICS. 

 

Nightly build NB_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  
Deployement&Operation Subsystems; Monitoring Subsystems; Security Subsystems; 

UserOriented-GUI Subsystems  

Components  xifi  

Configuration  xifi.HEAD  
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Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by 

or Partner - 

Author  
ENG - Maria Di Girolamo  

Start Date  03/12/2014 13:55:53 CET  

End Date  03/12/2014 13:56:00 CET  

Completed In  00h 00m 06s  

Status  FAILED  

Description of 

the issue  

The following XIFI components failed : NAM adapter, DEM Adapter, 

SLAManagement.HEAD,DEMAdapter.HEAD,OpenStackDataCollector.HEAD,Securi

tyMonitoring.HEAD  

 

Error Log :  

- ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD  

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 

404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' from binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD from permanent 

repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

SLAManagement.HEAD  

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SLAManagement.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.SLAManagement.HEAD' from 

binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SLAManagement.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

- '''OpenstackDataCollector.HEAD''' 

<pre> 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.OpenStackDataCollector.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not 
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Found 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.OpenStackDataCollector.HEAD' 

from binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.OpenstackDataCollector.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

- SecurityMonitoring.HEAD  

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SecurityMonitorinh.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.SeucurityMonitoring.HEAD' 

from binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SecurityMonitoring.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

 

Nightly build NB_2  

ID  1  

Subsystems  
Deployement&Operation Subsystems; Monitoring Subsystems; Security Subsystems; 

UserOriented-GUI Subsystems  

Components  

DCRM, ITBox,Object Storage, QuickOnline Test, API Federation Monitoring, 

BigDataGE, Context Broker GE; DEM Adapter, NAM Adapter, NGSI Adapter, NGSI 

Event Broker, OpenStackDataCollector, Federated Access Control, Federated Identity 

Manager ,fi-ware-keystone-proxy, Security Monitoring , Security Probe, 

ServiceLevelSIEM, Federation Manager, fi-ware-cloud-portal, fi-xifi-nam-dashboard, 

Infographics-Status Pages, Interoperability Tool, ResourceCatalogue-Reccomender, 

Security Dashboard, SLADashboard, SLAManagement  

Configuration  xifi.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Platform  as reported in the ETICS report  

Executed by 

or Partner - 

Author  
ENG - Maria Di Girolamo  

Start Date  09/02/2015 11:28:24 CET  

End Date  09/02/2015 11:28:44 CET  

Completed In  00h 00m 20s  

Status  FAILED  

Description of 

the issue  

The following XIFI components failed : ReccomendationTool.HEAD, 

SLAManagement.HEAD,DEMAdapter.HEAD,OpenStackDataCollector.HEAD, 

BigDataGE.HEAD, ContextBrokerGE.HEAD, NAMAdapter.HEAD, 

ObjectStorage.HEAD,InfrastrctureToolBox.HEAD, DCRM.HEAD, 
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QuickOnlineTest.HEAD, Federation AccessControlGE. 

HEad,SecurityMonitoring.HEAD  

Resolution of 

the issue  

The issue due to the missing or wrong link where to download the package for some 

XIFI components. More details in the description of the log , below. The CO should 

analyse the log and try to solve this issue and execute a dedicated build. After a new 

nightly build test is repeated  

 

After a certain period of time, the following the ETICS log files (for the Reports, Package List, ETICS 

client raw execution log) are removed from the ETICS repository. For this reason below are reported a 

short description for the logs files cited above. Additional information, below we can include the link 

of the report as defined by eTICS; below an example:  

Reports:  

This is volatile information, so please report the description of the link (cut & paste) The description 

of this log is reported in the description field of the table.  

Package List:  

This log report the list of package created at the end of the build. Insert the image  

ETICS CLI client raw execution log:  

The following information is volatile information about stdout and stderror log. 

Below there is an example of the error report related to the failure of the nightly build sent by email to 

the ETICS administrator and the component owners. 

Processing children and dependencies of configuration 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' from VCS 

Checkout from VCS of 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' failed: VCS Commands not defined for 

configuration 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' from source pakcage 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD from permanent 

repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 

404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' from binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD from permanent 

repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from binary package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 

404: Not Found 
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10:52:09 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during getting 

location and buildType from .etics file: The configuration location is not 

defined for config 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' 

 Try to guess location 

10:52:09 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during guessing 

location and buildType: The configuration location is not defined for 

config xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD 

@@ETICSMARKER#START#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get 

update#exit=0@@@@ETICSMARKER#END#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get update#exit=0@@ 

Processing children and dependencies of configuration 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SecurityDashboard.HEAD' 

 

........................... 

@@ETICSMARKER#START#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get 

update#exit=0@@@@ETICSMARKER#END#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get update#exit=0@@ 

Processing children and dependencies of configuration 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' from 

VCS 

Checkout from VCS of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' failed: VCS Commands not defined 

for configuration 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' from 

source pakcage 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' from 

binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from binary package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

10:58:02 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during getting 

location and buildType from .etics file: The configuration location is not 

defined for config 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' 

 Try to guess location 

10:58:02 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during guessing 

location and buildType: The configuration location is not defined for 

config xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD 

@@ETICSMARKER#START#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get 

update#exit=0@@@@ETICSMARKER#END#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get update#exit=0@@ 
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Processing children and dependencies of configuration 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' from VCS 

Checkout from VCS of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' failed: VCS Commands not 

defined for configuration 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' from source pakcage 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: 

Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' from binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from binary package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: 

Not Found 

10:58:14 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during getting 

location and buildType from .etics file: The configuration location is not 

defined for config 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD' 

 Try to guess location 

10:58:14 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during guessing 

location and buildType: The configuration location is not defined for 

config xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox.HEAD 

@@ETICSMARKER#START#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get 

update#exit=0@@@@ETICSMARKER#END#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get update#exit=0@@ 

Processing children and dependencies of configuration 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' from VCS 

Checkout from VCS of 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' 

failed: VCS Commands not defined for configuration 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' from source 

pakcage 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' from binary 
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package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from binary package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

10:58:25 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during getting 

location and buildType from .etics file: The configuration location is not 

defined for config 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' 

 Try to guess location 

10:58:25 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during guessing 

location and buildType: The configuration location is not defined for 

config xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD 

@@ETICSMARKER#START#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get 

update#exit=0@@@@ETICSMARKER#END#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get update#exit=0@@ 

Processing children and dependencies of configuration 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.QuickOnlineTest.HEAD' 

 

This is a volatile information, so below are reported some example on how presented to the tester the 

error log : 

.............................................. 

Error validating server certificate for 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it:443': 

 - A trusted authority does not issue the certificate. Use the 

   fingerprint to validate the certificate manually! 

Certificate information: 

 - Hostname: *.esl.eng.it 

 - Valid: from Tue, 10 Dec 2013 16:45:37 GMT until Fri, 08 Dec 2023 

16:45:37 GMT 

 - Issuer: ESL, Engineering Software Lab, Rome, ITALY, IT 

 - Fingerprint: 4b:0a:b2:44:82:c1:b2:44:ef:27:8a:05:33:8d:41:25:3c:9d:f1:01 

(R)eject, accept (t)emporarily or accept (p)ermanently? svn: OPTIONS of 

'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/wp3/software/Openstack_Data_Collector/Trunk/Ope

nstackDataCollector': Server certificate verification failed: issuer is not 

trusted (https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it) 

warning: Remote branch 0.13.0-FIWARE-3.4.2 not found in upstream origin, 

using HEAD instead 

.......................................................... 

 

The solution is having a dedicated build for the XIFI component failed.  

Nightly build NB_3  

ID  1  

Subsystems  
Deployement&Operation Subsystems; Monitoring Subsystems; Security 

Subsystems; UserOriented-GUI Subsystems  
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Components  xifi  

Configuration  xifi.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or 

Partner - Author  
ENG - Maria Di Girolamo  

Start Date  19/02/2015 12:00:26 CET  

End Date  19/02/2015 12:00:46 CET  

Completed In  00h 00m 20s  

Status  FAILED  

Description of the 

issue  
The following XIFI components failed : DCRM.HEAD  

Resolution of the 

issue  

The issue due to the missing or wrong link where to download the package for 

some XIFI components. More details in the description of the log , below. The CO 

should analyse the log and try to solve this issue and execute a dedicated build. 

After a new nightly build test is repeated  

 

Error log:  

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' from source 

pakcage 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' from binary 

package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD from permanent repository 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from binary package of 'xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

10:58:25 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during getting 

location and buildType from .etics file: The configuration location is not 

defined for config 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD' 

 Try to guess location 

10:58:25 WARNING [etics] - PropertyManager: Exception during guessing 

location and buildType: The configuration location is not defined for 

config xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD 

@@ETICSMARKER#START#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get 

update#exit=0@@@@ETICSMARKER#END#CMDEXEC#sudo -n apt-get update#exit=0@@ 

Processing children and dependencies of configuration 'xifi.Deployment-
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OperationSubsystems.QuickOnlineTest.HEAD' 

 

Results for dedicated deploy 

Security Subsystem CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  Security  

Component  xifi  

Configuration  xifi.Security-Subsystems.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component Owner(person 

contact)   

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or Author  Maria Di Girolamo  

Start Date  20/02/2015 11:47:20 CET  

End Date  20/02/2015 11:47:23 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 02s  

Status  Failed  

Description of the issue  
The XIFI component involved in this subsystem are FAILED: Objestore, 

ITBox, QuickOnlineTest, DCRM  

Resolution of the issue  check the correct path of jdk and repeat the test  

 

JDK checkout log:  

11:38:45 [DEBUG] - Starting logging to logfile... 

11:38:46 [INFO] - Start time is: 20/02/2015 11:38:46 

Checking out 'jdk-1.7.0_51-1' from binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration jdk-1.7.0_51-1 from volatile 

repository xifi.HEAD 

11:38:46 [INFO] - Download URL is: 

http://etics.res.eng.it/eticssoft/builds/xifi.HEAD/externals/jdk/1.7.0_51/l

inux_x86_64/jdk-1.7.0_51-1.tar.gz 

11:38:46 [DEBUG] - Target directory is: 

/var/lib/condor/execute/dir_5330/userdir/repository/externals/jdk/1.7.0_51/

linux_x86_64 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

--volatileonly option set: not trying withpermanent repository 

Checkout from binary package of 'jdk-1.7.0_51-1' failed: HTTP Error 404: 

Not Found 
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Checking out 'jdk-1.7.0_51-1' from VCS 

Checkout from VCS of 'jdk-1.7.0_51-1' failed: VCS Commands not defined for 

configuration 'jdk-1.7.0_51-1' 

Checking out 'jdk-1.7.0_51-1' from source pakcage 

Downloading binary package for configuration jdk-1.7.0_51-1 from volatile 

repository xifi.HEAD 

11:38:47 [INFO] - Download URL is: 

http://etics.res.eng.it/eticssoft/builds/xifi.HEAD/externals/jdk/1.7.0_51/l

inux_x86_64/jdk-1.7.0_51-1.tar.gz 

11:38:47 [DEBUG] - Target directory is: 

/var/lib/condor/execute/dir_5330/userdir/repository/externals/jdk/1.7.0_51/

linux_x86_64 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

--volatileonly option set: not trying withpermanent repository 

Checkout from source package of 'jdk-1.7.0_51-1' failed: HTTP Error 404: 

Not Found 

 

Federated Identity Management CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  Monitoring  

Component  
xifi/xifi.Security-Subsystems/xifi.Security-

Subsystems.FederatedIdentityManagement  

Configuration  xifi.Security-Subsystems.FederationIdentityManagementGE.HEAD  

Version  1.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component Owner(person 

contact)  
ENG/UPM-DIT/CNET  

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or Author  madigiro  

Start Date  20/02/2015 14:38:14 CET  

End Date  20/02/2015 14:38:16 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 01s  

Status  Success  

Description of the issue  none  

Resolution of the issue  none  
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Deployment-OperationSubsystems CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  Monitoring  

Component  
xifi/xifi.Monitoring-Subsystems/xifi.Monitoring-

Subsystems.OpenstackDataCollector  

Configuration  xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component 

Owner(person contact)   

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or Author  Maria Di Girolamo  

Start Date  20/02/2015 11:40:36 CET  

End Date  20/02/2015 11:40:37 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 00s  

Status  Failed  

Description of the issue  
The XIFI component involved in this subsystem are FAILED: Objestora, 

ITBox, QuickOnlineTest, DCRM  

Resolution of the issue  
 

 

ObjectStorage Checkout Command Log:  

11:38:05 [DEBUG] - Starting logging to logfile... 

11:38:05 [INFO] - Start time is: 20/02/2015 11:38:05 

Checking out 'xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD' from 

VCS 

Downloading configuration  xifi.Deployment-

OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage.HEAD from CVS 

11:38:05 [INFO] - Checkout commands are: svn checkout 

https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD --non-interactive --trust-server-cert 

xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.ObjectStorage 

[stderr] svn: URL 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist 

===========================================================================

====== 

Run-time error information 

Error code: 1 

stdout: 

stderr:  

svn: URL 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist 

===========================================================================

====== 
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InfrastructureToolbox checkout command log :  

11:38:08 [INFO] - Checkout commands are: svn checkout 

https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD --non-interactive --trust-server-cert 

xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.InfrastructureToolbox 

[stderr] svn: URL 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist 

===========================================================================

====== 

Run-time error information 

Error code: 1 

stdout: 

stderr:  

svn: URL 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist 

===========================================================================

====== 

DCRM checkout command log:  

Downloading configuration  xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM.HEAD 

from CVS 

11:38:10 [INFO] - Checkout commands are: svn checkout 

https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD --non-interactive --trust-server-cert 

xifi.Deployment-OperationSubsystems.DCRM 

[stderr] svn: URL 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist 

=========================================================================== 

 

 

 
UserOriented & GUI Subsystems CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  User Oriented & GUI  

Component  xifi  

Configuration  xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component 

Owner(person 

contact)   

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or 

Author  
Maria Di Girolamo  

Start Date  20/02/2015 12:20:51 CET  
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End Date  20/02/2015 12:21:04 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 12s  

Status  Failed  

Description of the 

issue  

The following XIFI components failed: xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.InteroperabilityTool.HEAD, xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SLADashboard.HEAD, xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SLAManagement.HEAD, xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD  

 

SLA Dashboard Command Log:  

Target : Compile  

Command: python setup.py build  

Executing SystemCallPlugin 

[compile]: python setup.py build 

[stderr] python: can't open file 'setup.py': [Errno 2] No such file or 

directory 

Run-time error information 

 

Error code: 2 

stdout: 

stderr:  

python: can't open file 'setup.py': [Errno 2] No such file or directory 

[stderr] Error executing etics.plugins.SystemCallPlugin.execute(), with 

args: ('', 'buildCommands', 'compile', u'python setup.py build').  

Details: (('', "python: can't open file 'setup.py': [Errno 2] No such file 

or directory\n", 2),) 

Target execution is Failed 

[stderr] Exception raised executing target compile: ('Plugin execution 

failed',) 

[stderr] Traceback (most recent call last): 

[stderr]  

[stderr]   File "/opt/etics/lib/python2.7/site-

packages/etics/command/ModuleBuilder.py", line 874, in _buildConfig 

[stderr]     raise PluginManager.PluginExecutionError("Plugin execution 

failed") 

[stderr]  

[stderr] PluginExecutionError: ('Plugin execution failed',) 

Cleaning temporary dir: 

/var/lib/condor/execute/dir_21245/userdir/xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SLADashboard/etics-tmp 

Changing back to workspace directory 

Calling postrepackage plugins 
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Executing SystemCallPlugin 

Setting error status to: Failed 

Stop time is: 20/02/2015 12:14:39 

 

ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD checkout command log:  

Checkout / download log 

12:10:25 [DEBUG] - Starting logging to logfile... 

12:10:25 [INFO] - Start time is: 20/02/2015 12:10:25 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' from VCS 

Downloading configuration  xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD from CVS 

12:10:25 [INFO] - Checkout commands are: svn checkout 

https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD --non-interactive --trust-server-cert 

xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool 

[stderr] svn: URL 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist 

===========================================================================

====== 

Run-time error information 

Error code: 1 

stdout: 

stderr:  

svn: URL 'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist 

===========================================================================

====== 

Checkout from VCS of 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' failed: (1, '', "svn: URL 

'https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD' doesn't exist\n", u'svn checkout 

https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/HEAD --non-interactive --trust-server-cert 

xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool') 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' from source pakcage 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD from permanent 

repository 

12:10:27 [INFO] - Download URL is: 

http://etics.res.eng.it/eticssoft/repository/xifi/xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool/0.0.0/src/xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool-0.0.0-0.tar.gz 

12:10:27 [DEBUG] - Target directory is: 

/var/lib/condor/execute/dir_21245/userdir/repository/xifi/xifi.UserOriented

-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool/0.0.0/src 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from source package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 
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404: Not Found 

Checking out 'xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool.HEAD' from binary package 

Downloading binary package for configuration xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD from permanent 

repository 

12:10:27 [INFO] - Download URL is: 

http://etics.res.eng.it/eticssoft/repository/xifi/xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool/0.0.0/ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-

1ubuntu5/xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool-0.0.0-0.tar.gz 

12:10:27 [DEBUG] - Target directory is: 

/var/lib/condor/execute/dir_21245/userdir/repository/xifi/xifi.UserOriented

-GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-

ReccomendationTool/0.0.0/ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5 

HTTP Error 404: Not Found 

Checkout from binary package of 'xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.ResourceCatalogue-ReccomendationTool.HEAD' failed: HTTP Error 

404: Not Found 

 

 

SLA Management CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  UserOriented & GUI  

Component  
xifi/xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem/xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SLAManagement  

Configuration  xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.SLAManagement.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component Owner(person 

contact)   

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or Author  madigiro  

Start Date  20/02/2015 16:03:58 CET  

End Date  20/02/2015 16:03:59 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 00s  

Status  Failed  

Description of the issue  can't open file 'setup.py': [Errno 2] No such file or directory  

Resolution of the issue  none  

 

 

Compile error log:  
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TARGET: compile 

COMMAND: python setup.py build 

Executing SystemCallPlugin 

[compile]: python setup.py build 

[stderr] python: can't open file 'setup.py': [Errno 2] No such file or 

directory 

Run-time error information 

Error code: 2 

stdout: 

stderr:  

python: can't open file 'setup.py': [Errno 2] No such file or directory 

[stderr] Error executing etics.plugins.SystemCallPlugin.execute(), with 

args: ('', 'buildCommands', 'compile', u'python setup.py build').  

Details: (('', "python: can't open file 'setup.py': [Errno 2] No such file 

or directory\n", 2),) 

Target execution is Failed 

[stderr] Exception raised executing target compile: ('Plugin execution 

failed',) 

[stderr] Traceback (most recent call last): 

[stderr]  

[stderr]   File "/opt/etics/lib/python2.7/site-

packages/etics/command/ModuleBuilder.py", line 874, in _buildConfig 

[stderr]     raise PluginManager.PluginExecutionError("Plugin execution 

failed") 

[stderr]  

[stderr] PluginExecutionError: ('Plugin execution failed',) 

Cleaning temporary dir: 

/var/lib/condor/execute/dir_28398/userdir/xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SLAManagement/etics-tmp 

Changing back to workspace directory 

Calling postrepackage plugins 

Executing SystemCallPlugin 

Setting error status to: Failed 

Stop time is: 20/02/2015 16:03:04 
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Security Dashboard CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  UserOriented & GUI  

Component  
xifi/xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem/xifi.UserOriented-

GuiSubsystem.SecurityDashboard  

Configuration  xifi.UserOriented-GuiSubsystem.SecurityDashboard.HEAD  

Version  2.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component Owner(person 

contact)   

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or Author  madigiro  

Start Date  20/02/2015 16:06:12 CET  

End Date  20/02/2015 16:06:15 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 03s  

Status  Success  

Description of the issue  none  

Resolution of the issue  none  

 

API Federation Monitoring CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  Monitoring  

Component  
xifi/xifi.Monitoring-Subsystems/xifi.Monitoring-

Subsystems.APIFederationMonitoring.HEAD  

Configuration  xifi.Monitoring-Subsystems.OpenstackDataCollector.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component Owner(person 

contact)   

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or Author  madigiro  

Start Date  20/02/2015 11:50:58 CET  

End Date  20/02/2015 11:51:00 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 01s  

Status  Success  

Description of the issue  none  
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Resolution of the issue  none  

 

OpenStack Data Collector CI_1  

ID  1  

Subsystems  Monitoring  

Component  
xifi/xifi.Monitoring-Subsystems/xifi.Monitoring-

Subsystems.OpenstackDataCollector  

Configuration  xifi.Monitoring-Subsystems.OpenstackDataCollector.HEAD  

Version  0.0.0-0  

Type  Build  

Component 

Owner(person contact)   

Platform  ubuntu12.04_x86_64_gcc463-1ubuntu5  

Executed by or Author  Alfonso Pietropaolo  

Start Date  11/02/2015 12:52:33 CET  

End Date  11/02/2015 12:52:34 CET  

Completed on '  00h 00m 00s  

Status  Failed  

Description of the issue  
No build commands defined. Trying to generate build commands with 

BuildCOmmandsGenerator  

Resolution of the issue  Insert the build commands and repeat the test  

 

A.4 Template (sub) System Testing Result 

Name of 

Subsystem 
Monitoring Subsystem 

Name of 

Subsystem 

owner 

Name of subsystem owner 

List of software list of software components 

Reference 

Architecture 
reference subsystem within architecture of a generic XIFI node 

Release plan name of release for this subsystem 

Name of tested name of tester and his/her email 

Date validation Date when this Subsystem has been declared validated. 

List of update 

components 

list of components and release numbers: 

       *components One- xxx 

       *components Two- yyy 
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       *components Three- zzz  

List not update 

components 

List of not updated components and release numbers: 

       *componentsOnebis- uuu 

       *componentsTwobis - vvv 

       *componentsThreebis- www  

Test-bed 

environment 

Information concerning the test-bed environment in order for an IO to know if it 

fits its node requirements. 

How to upgrade 
The necessary information on how to upgrade every component from the 

previous subsystem release to the newest version 

Name of Test 

Case and ID 
name of test case and identification number 

Result Test Case A link where it will be possible to have list of Test cases and their Results 

t 

A.5 Template Test Scenario 

Each test scenario is presented using the following template title: Test Scenario Name that should 

provide general first information about the test.  

The first part of the page provided  the test case identifier and name of the case:  

 Test case identifier provided the number of the test scenario  

 Name of the test case should give a clear indication of the story that is being described  

     Syntax: 1 - Test_Case_Name  

The name of the test scenario coincides with the name of the sub-systems.  

The second part of the page is a table of the test case that include the info as :  

 test scenario identifier: number of the test scenario  

 scope  

 reference scenario  

 pre-condition  

 components involved  

The description for each field is providing within the same table.  

The last part of the page represents the table of the steps (a list of steps) to follow up in order to follow 

up during the test.  

 

 

Scope  
{{{insert the scope of this test}}}  

Reference Showcase 

/ Scenario  
{{{reference Showcase based on the D6.3}}} / {{{reference scenario based on 

the D4.1-D1.4-D1.1b}}}  

Goal  
As a <type of user,role>, I want <some goal, feature or functionality> so that (I 

can) <some reason, benefit or to do this>.  
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Rationale  {{{description of the scope of this test}}}  

Pre- conditions  {{{if exist }}}  

Components {{{list of components involved in this scenario}}}  

Requirement 

Identifier  

{{{number of the requirement, this field can contain one or more requirement. 

Insert in the following way:  

 REQ 1  

 .....  

 REQ n  

}}}  

Requirement 

Description  

{{{Description of the requirement. If contain more requirement the description 

will be insert in the following way: REQ_Identifier : REQ_Description  

Example:  

 REQ 1 : REQ_description  

 ......  

 REQ_n : REQ description  

}}}  

Notes {{{other information}}}  

Table of Steps:  

Steps  Action  Expected Result  

{{{#}}}  {{{description of the step}}}  {{{description of the real test result }}}  

.... .. 

...  
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Appendix B XIFI Software Repositories 

The XIFI software repositories are at the boundaries between software development, infrastructure 

node operations, and node maintenance. It thus could be considered an integral part of the continuous 

development and integration process (WP2) as well as of the node operations and maintenance 

processes (WP5). the following figure showed the overall process consisting of (from left to right) the 

component development and test supported by ETICS and several other individual tools, the 

deployment of components for packaging with a sub-system (cf. Xifi: Subsystems) or for testing 

utilizing the XIFI testbeds, the integration and test of sub-systems potentially utilizing the XIFI 

testbeds, and deployment of sub-systems to the federated infrastructure nodes.  

Since infrastructures had to maintain continuous operation and rely on their individual maintenance 

cycles and schedules, the repository indicates to nodes the update of deployed packages (components 

or sub-systems) for further use.  

The software repository provides distinct package repositories intended for  

 deployment of valid sub-system packages to operative nodes;  

 download of component packages for testing in the XIFI testbeds;  

 download of sub-system packages for testing in the XIFI testbeds;  

 and for upload of faulty sub-systems from the operational nodes for further evaluation.  

The XIFI software repository as a service and its functions is further detailed in WP5 [ref. 

deliverable].  

 

 

 

Figure 30: XIFI software repository 

For the sake of completeness in the following figure outlines the development process with a 

particular focus on the integration of the XIFI software repository into the continuous workflow. The 

process is considering that sub-systems may consist of one or more components that could be tested or 

deployed individually or are jointly packaged. The process depicted in Figure 2 considered the 

following individual use cases:  

 A component developer deployed an individual component in form of a software package to 

the repository for evaluation.  

The package is deployed to the xifi-component-test repository where an appointed test owner to 

conduct suitable component test with support from the developer retrieved it from. Upon completion 

of tests, the developer may continue development, address component failures or release the 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Subsystems
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:WP2_Continous_Integration.png
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:WP2_Continous_Integration.png
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component depending on the test outcome.  

 A component developer releases an individual component for deployment to operational 

infrastructure nodes or for integration with a sub-system.  

Components for immediate release must be deployed to the xifi-subsys-release repository from 

where it could be retrieved by node maintainers for deployment to their infrastructures either 

immediately or could be scheduled for deployment in line with their maintenance plans. In case a 

component must be integrated with a sub-system, responsibility is handed over to a sub-system 

maintainer.  

 A sub-subsystem maintainer upon completion of the integration deploys a sub-system in form 

of a software package to the repository for evaluation.  

The package is deployed to the xifi-subsys-test repository where an appointed test owner to 

conduct suitable sub-system tests with support from the sub-system maintainer retrieved it from. Upon 

completion of tests, the test owner may approve the sub-system for immediate release by the sub-

system maintainer or may provide indication that individual components of a sub-system may need 

further attention, or that the sub-system fails the test with unspecified fault symptoms. Usually a sub-

system test failure will cause further updates or replacement of one or more components of the sub-

systems as part of the continuous integration workflow.  

 A sub-subsystem maintainer releases a sub-system for deployment to operational 

infrastructure nodes  

 Sub-systems must be released to the xifi-subsys-release repository from where they 

could be retrieved by node maintainers for deployment to their infrastructures either 

immediately or could be scheduled for deployment in line with their maintenance plans.  

It must be noted here that the deployment process has been streamlined for allowing both developers / 

software maintainer and infrastructure maintainers to follow their own schedules and workflows and 

even to use external repositories as long as information is provided to the XIFI software repository 

from where to resolve any external dependencies. The XIFI software repository is also configured to 

keep limited package history (in case infrastructure nodes need to roll back for earlier releases) as well 

as to receive software state snapshots from operational infrastructures having that may have observed 

strange behaviour of components and sub-systems and want a deeper inspection by software 

developers.  
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Figure 31: XIF Software Repository_2 

The following figure complements the previous figure from the perspective of the node and testbed 

maintainer. While Figure 31 focuses on the release of a software package for deployment or test, 

Figure 32 focuses on the deployment of released packages to the infrastructure. A distinction between 

operational node infrastructure and testbed infrastructure must be made due to the requirements of an 

operational node for non-disruptive deployment (in particular regarding software updates) and the 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:WP2_Continous_Integration_1of5.png
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:WP2_Continous_Integration_1of5.png
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'dynamics' of testbeds potentially set-up individually for a particular test case and involving one or 

more federated infrastructure nodes providing a proper test case environment.  

Released sub-system software packages are deployed to the xifi-subsys-release repository. 

Please note that there is no distinction made between sub-system and components since a sub-system 

may consist of a single component. As outlined in Xifi: Subsystems a sub-system is an abstraction 

describing a particular use case for a collection of components or, in this case, for a single component.  

When made available through the repository, a node maintainer can fetch the sub-system for 

immediate or scheduled deployment to the node infrastructure. Sub-system deployment may succeed 

and, if failed, may require a rollback. For that purpose, the repository keeps a (limited) revision 

history, which may allow recovering from a failure by applying an earlier release of a sub-system. 

Since sub-system deployment may fail for various reasons, the node maintainer might assist 

developers in a consecutive analysis by providing a failure report and a snapshot of the configuration 

that failed. Such snapshots must be uploaded to the xifi-subsys-test repository. In case the node 

maintainer's fault analysis disclosed that the fault is due to the failure of a particular sub-system 

component, only this component might be uploaded to the xifi-component-test repository 

instead. This case had been omitted in the following figure since it is assumed to be a rare special case 

that node maintainers directly interact with developers in a software quality process.  

 

Figure 32: XIF Software Repository_3 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Subsystems
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:WP2_Continous_Integration_2of5.png
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Appendix C – List of Test Cases 

This section provides only information about the test cases used to verify the correctness of the 

installation procedure as tested in the Chapter 4 and provided by each component owner and published 

in the Software Component wiki page [12].. 

Federation Monitoring  

The Component owner provided the test cases in the public wiki page [17]. 

NGSI Adapter  

Test Tools 

The Component owner provided the following table to test this component:  

Test 

id 
Test description Test script  

1  Test nagios_parser - parse_fails_extra_perf_data_first_line  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

2  Test nagios_parser - parse_fails_extra_perf_data_another_line  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

3  Test nagios_parser - parse_fails_third_perf_data_compound_line  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

4  Test nagios_parser - parse_ok_singleline_text_output_only  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

5  Test nagios_parser - parse_ok_multiline_text_output_only  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

6  
Test nagios_parser - 

parse_ok_singleline_text_output_singleline_perf_data  
test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

7  
Test nagios_parser - 

parse_fails_singleline_text_output_multiline_perf_data  
test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

8  
Test nagios_parser - 

parse_ok_multiline_text_output_singleline_perf_data  
test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

9  
Test nagios_parser - 

parse_ok_multiline_text_output_multiline_perf_data  
test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

10  Test nagios_parser - get_update_request_fails_missing_entity_id  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

11  Test nagios_parser - get_update_request_fails_missing_entity_type  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

12  Test nagios_parser - get_update_request_fails_empty_request  test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js  

13  
Test check_disk - 

get_update_request_fails_with_invalid_check_disk_content  
test/unit/test_check_disk.js  

14  
Test check_disk - 

get_update_request_fails_with_multiple_partitions_check_disk_con

tent  
test/unit/test_check_disk.js  

15  
Test check_disk - 

get_update_request_ok_with_valid_check_disk_content  
test/unit/test_check_disk.js  

16  Test check_disk - parse_ok_free_space_percentage  test/unit/test_check_disk.js  

17  
Test check_load - 

get_update_request_fails_with_invalid_check_load_content  
test/unit/test_check_load.js  

https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_nagios_parser.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_disk.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_disk.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_disk.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_disk.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_load.js
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18  
Test check_load - 

get_update_request_ok_with_valid_check_load_content  
test/unit/test_check_load.js  

19  Test check_load - parse_ok_cpu_load_percentage  test/unit/test_check_load.js  

20  
Test check_mem - 

get_update_request_fails_with_invalid_check_mem.sh_content  
test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.j

s  

21  
Test check_mem - 

get_update_request_ok_with_valid_check_mem.sh_content  
test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.j

s  

22  Test check_mem - parse_ok_used_mem_percentage  
test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.j

s  

23  
Test check_procs - 

get_update_request_fails_with_invalid_check_procs_content  
test/unit/test_check_procs.js  

24  
Test check_procs - 

get_update_request_ok_with_valid_check_procs_content  
test/unit/test_check_procs.js  

25  
Test check_procs - 

get_update_request_ok_with_another_threshold_metric  
test/unit/test_check_procs.js  

26  Test check_procs - parse_ok_number_of_procs  test/unit/test_check_procs.js  

27  
Test check_users - 

get_update_request_fails_with_invalid_check_users_content  
test/unit/test_check_users.js  

28  
Test check_users - 

get_update_request_ok_with_valid_check_users_content  
test/unit/test_check_users.js  

29  Test check_users - parse_ok_number_of_users_logged_in  test/unit/test_check_users.js  

Table 99: NGSI Adapter Test Cases 

OpenStackDataCollector  

Test 

id 
Test description Test script  

1 

Collect summary info about 

OpenStack instance, number of 

VMs, cores, RAM usage, disk 

space usage, etc. 

https://github.com/SmartInfrastructures/openstack-data-

collector/blob/master/openstackDataCollector.py  

Table 100: OpenStackDataCollector Test Case 

The test consists to run the script from the same folder as the configuration file odc.conf where 

parameters about your OpenStack and the Context Broker instances are defined:  

$ python openstackDataCollector.py dump 

 

As a result, you get a file results.dumped with expected content like this:  

 

Dummy file generated for test purpose 

on: 2015-01-07 10:56:08 

#================================# 

https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_load.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_load.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_mem.sh.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_procs.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_procs.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_procs.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_procs.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/test/unit/test_check_users.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_users.js
https://github.com/Fiware/fiware-monitoring/blob/master/ngsi_adapter/src/test/unit/test_check_users.js
https://github.com/SmartInfrastructures/openstack-data-collector/blob/master/openstackDataCollector.py
https://github.com/SmartInfrastructures/openstack-data-collector/blob/master/openstackDataCollector.py
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Region id         : Lannion; 

VM active/tot     : x/y 

Core used/tot     : x/y/z 

RAM used/tot [MB] : x/y 

HD used/tot [GB]  : x/y 

timestamp         : 1420675024 

Images            : image1; image2... 

VMs               : vm1; vm2... 

#================================# 

 

Network Active Monitoring  

The Component owner provided the test cases in the public wiki page [2]. 

DEM  

Test tools 

Test id Test description Test script  

1 Verification of Openstack's metadata service see below  

Table 101: DEM Test Case 

PDEM uses OpenStack Metadata service in order to retrieve information relating to each VM and the 

node that has been deployed. There information consists of: the uuid, the NID (from blueprint 

deployments) and the region. It is necessary to ensure that Metadata service is available. To do so, we 

can execute a manual request by typing the following command from any VM.  

curl http://169.254.169.254/openstack/latest/meta_data.json 

 

The response must be something similar to the following:  

{"random_seed":"qmsKI/YXTisafsEEueV8J4HZdKPu0yXH74G8siSpkZclTpFFnFI4SxoZWUh

wEYMOrNHqm8x9KH9rKTbSx 

YPvCsuWBQevg5hDzL8lrrtmthO7IF1ZxRadCC888pCt3ywqiuMKTBhEZZKWWsrfZPpO+WSb5spI

KbqDhRgCDQ0RcJmKI3iYGY 

k5p0gwESimB4yBPMwJ1qNL1mBLAJMIRmh/Upx+Y6F0aW6k+UVDursHXiMHgtkLxXc/ui8ZOXeIK

lpifZ2Ak3yR9Odzb+tYHZY 

SLSAiMGtygdoTjPM+jYBHIPv6VIYyHxq6KIk2k+bHIZiFomyCez8fYZEzlrOpUbDfiLSULzUD05

6ugdgk4pcCxORvGp6WGciu 

5lY8MS847SWTf/wcs29au8hls30iBaJdhOy1fOcockLS/pYSQKZvRA89CnrhV5bs9X4erNGkjkX

/M9eBFYIxgE53ulOh/bNlL 

cF2Smu4NS81b0QC4ZBLlGtenp4dr+O8nX/B3DBSO0ezHkYMCNM+STy5otevgYauLvI1RVQewMdJ

G8rx1ZlYVT0sDSuV9feLy3 

0/uH1CG9iFQi0s/fNTi2pbyV538BFKuI3NRoiR3BoCgaX6SjdCASoJU1bf90D1602eg501mOigc

rotoIBIvvXRWRaFQv1IBQD 

MBu82NgDnXltJ/yNLbPo=", 

http://169.254.169.254/openstack/latest/meta_data.json
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   "uuid":"8cc96345ac14498a8e8d62cf2c474aa0", 

   "availability_zone":"nova", 

   "hostname":"myVM.novalocal", 

   "launch_index":0, 

   "meta":{"region":"RegionOne"}, 

   "public_keys":{ 

   "cri_keypair":"sshrsa  

AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAADAQABAAABAQDR4PMadpOYGnpYMf3HnXqsJmJt2o5q685aftLl//EvhCi

/e+BeqWtcwCQ1dUcx91148 

u0DRpYsdg3n4Qab3/6eBJOFQFDknn+JhGjU8wzsYtVzaFvUnCn1EA04GjzodDO+z8sAeCDiwqhl

LMI7gvCA+cyIX0mYwVV87M 

/m7f51Z//QT0M72z9JZDlc7j1lWSrf2BsbXln/BFj39PCtRxEbpZcwqaPldDX5Aq5/Dwdrn/G4X

sBlgI8vApDG7HRDiV5l/O5 

UWbqJHtDo5q+TuacBnI9UcEg6TYVmI1kU6gkPV5POp53Lqy+q710y3NK0e2vQvDJKnsh7yzbdse

+yUQeV Generated by  

Nova\n"}, 

   "name":"myVM" 

} 

 

In case there is no response (or the output is like the following) the OpenStack metadata service is 

inactive.  

1.0 

2007-01-19 

2007-03-01 

2007-08-29 

2007-10-10 

2007-12-15 

2008-02-01 

2008-09-01 

2009-04-04 

Federated Identity Manager  

The Component owner provided the test cases in the public wiki page: ref 

 

Test 

id 
Test description 

1  Test Galera Cluster Setup 

2  Test user synchronization across multiple nodes 

3  Test IdM App failover 

Table 102: Federated Identity Manager Test Cases 
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The results are reported in the next section as referred in the “Test result“ field of the table. 

 

Security Monitoring  

The Component owner provided the test cases in the public wiki page: ref 

 

Test 

id 
Test description 

1  Verification of the Security Probe installation 

2  Verification of Service Level SIEM installation 

3 
Verification of connectivity between Security Probes and Service 

Level SIEM server 

Table 103: Security Monitoring Test Cases 

The results are reported in the next section as referred in the “Test result“ field of the table. 

 

Security Dashboard  

The Component owner provided the test cases in the public wiki page: ref 

 

Test 

id 
Test description 

1  Verification of the integration with the IdM 

2  Verification of the Security Dashboard installation 

3  Verification of the Accountability Tool installation 

Table 104: Security Dashboard Test Cases 

The results are reported in the next session as referred in the “Test result“ field of the table. 

Federated Access Control GE 

A test tool to automate the tests has been provided by the component owner and now available on the 

XIFI SVN WP2 repository under filename authzforce-rest-api-test-XXX.zip where XXX is the current 

version. After unzipping the tool package, in the resulting directory, you specify the endpoint URL of 

the previously installed Access Control GE server, as value of the parameter named app.base.url in 

XML configuration file testng.xml, e.g. if deployed locally with default Tomcat configuration:  

... 

<parameter name="app.base.url" value="http://localhost:8080/authzforce" /> 

... 

 

https://xifisvn.esl.eng.it/wp2/software/trunk/Components/FederatedAccessControl/
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Then you run the following command from the same directory.  

On Windows:  

C:\authzforce-rest-api-test> java -cp "lib\*" org.testng.TestNG testng.xml 

On Linux:  

$ java -cp "lib/*" org.testng.TestNG testng.xml 

 

This test tool will run the tests 1 to 8 described below automatically. Test 9 (High-availability) is done 

manually. All tests consist of HTTP requests to Access Control GE's REST API (and validating 

responses): 

  

Test 

id 
Test 

description 
Test requests (HTTP/REST API calls)  

1  

Add new 

policy 

domain/tenant. 

Test run 

multiple times 

to verify 

uniqueness of 

created domain 

IDs.  

Address: http://localhost:8080/authzforce/domains 

Http-Method: POST 

Headers: {Content-Type=[application/xml;charset=UTF-8], 

Accept=[application/xml]} 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" 

standalone="yes"?> 

<ns5:properties 

xmlns:ns5="http://thalesgroup.com/authz/model/3.0/resource"> 

 <name>TestDomain</name> 

</ns5:properties> 

2  
List policy 

domains  

Address: http://localhost:8080/authzforce/domains 

Http-Method: GET 

Headers: {Content-Type=[application/xml], 

Accept=[application/xml]} 

3  
Get specific 

policy domain  

Address: http://localhost:8080/authzforce/domains/f38eaba2-

c6ae-11e4-b567-cd07672a3479 

Http-Method: GET 

Headers: {Content-Type=[application/xml], 

Accept=[application/xml]} 

4  

Get default 

PolicySet 

(XACML) of 

specific 

domain/tenant  

Address: http://localhost:8080/authzforce/domains/f38eaba2-

c6ae-11e4-b567-cd07672a3479/pap/policySet 

Http-Method: GET 

Headers: {Content-Type=[application/xml], 

Accept=[application/xml]} 

5  
Update and get 

new PolicySet 

(XACML)  

Address: http://localhost:8080/authzforce/domains/f38eaba2-

c6ae-11e4-b567-cd07672a3479/pap/policySet 

Http-Method: PUT 

Headers: {Content-Type=[application/xml], 

Accept=[application/xml]} 
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Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" 

standalone="yes"?> 

<ns4:PolicySet 

xmlns:ns4="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-17"  

 PolicySetId="P1" Version="1.0"  

 PolicyCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:policy-

combining-algorithm:deny-unless-permit"> 

 ...content omitted... 

</PolicySet> 

6  

Request 

authorization 

Decision 

(XACML 

Request) - 

expecting 

Permit 

(XACML 

Response)  

Address: http://localhost:8080/authzforce/domains/f38eaba2-

c6ae-11e4-b567-cd07672a3479/pdp 

Http-Method: POST 

Headers: {Content-Type=[application/xml], 

Accept=[application/xml]} 

Payload: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" 

standalone="yes"?> 

<ns4:Request 

xmlns:ns4="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-17"  

 ReturnPolicyIdList="false" CombinedDecision="false"> 

 ... content omitted ... 

</Request> 

7  

Request 

authorization 

Decision 

(XACML 

Request) - 

expecting 

Deny 

(XACML 

Response)  

Same as previous test, except XACML attributes in the payload (XACML 

Request) have different values to change the expected decision (Deny instead of 

Permit)  

8  
Delete policy 

domain  

Address: http://localhost:8080/authzforce/domains/f38eaba2-c6ae-11e4-b567-

cd07672a3479 

Http-Method: DELETE 

Headers: {Content-Type=[application/xml], 

Accept=[application/xml;charset=UTF-8]} 

9  

Check high 

availability. 

Done 

manually.  

Requires another Access Control server instance, e.g. base URL is 

http://server2:8080/authzforce/ and replication setup between the two instances, 

e.g. replication interval set to 5 minutes.  

1. Reproduce request of test 1 with curl tool. You get a domain ID in the 

response, let's call it domain ID.  

2. Wait for 10 minutes  

3. Reproduce request of test 3 with curl using this address instead: 

http://server2:8080/authzforce/domains/${domainId}. You should get 

status code 200.  

Table 105: Federated Access Control Test Cases 

http://server2:8080/authzforce/
http://server2:8080/authzforce/domains/$%7BdomainId%7D
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For the automated test cases (1 to 8), a summary of the test results is shown at the end of the test run 

and looks like this when succeeded:  

=============================================== 

Total tests run: 8, Failures: 0, Skips: 0 

Configuration Failures: 0, Skips: 0 

=============================================== 

 

A more detailed HTML view of test results is also available in folder test-output/index.html. Last, it is 

possible to rerun failed tests with the following command:  

$ java -cp "lib/*" org.testng.TestNG test-outputs\testng-failed.xml 

Cloud Portal 

Test tools 

Two Unit Tests are designed to test the functionality of the Web modules that implement the features 

of the Cloud Portal. They have been created by the developers of the Cloud Portal and are available at 

https://github.com/ging/fi-ware-cloud-portal/tree/master/test. These tests are JavaScript based, and 

involve interaction with the generated web page, using OpenStack API based Mock-ups instead of 

actual OpenStack components and other Cloud GEs.  

The test framework is based on Should.js, and all web pages are loaded in the test environment by 

using Zombie.js. They can be run using the next command:  

npm test 

 

Unit tests are divided into two parts: "library" that are the command line scripts to manage Cloud 

infrastructure; and "portal" that are the HTML views the user will use to manage in a more interactive 

way.  

Unit Test 1 

This Unit Test verifies the operation of essential storage container manipulation functions. It is 

composed of the following individual tests, all of which should pass:  

 it should authenticate user: tests the authentication of users in the Cloud  

 it should list instance: tests the read of instances from the API  

 it should create instance: tests the creation of new instances in the Cloud  

 it should get the instance detail: tests the read of instance details from the Cloud  

 it should delete instance: tests the removal of instances through the command-line  

 it should stop instance: tests to stop an instance through the command line  

 it should start instance: tests the start of instances through command line  

 it should resize instance: tests the resize operation of an instance in the Cloud  

 it should reboot instance: tests the reboot of instances through command line  

 it should create image: tests the creation of images through command line  

 it should list images: tests the read of all instances in the Cloud  

https://github.com/ging/fi-ware-cloud-portal/tree/master/test
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 it should get the image details in the portal: tests the read of image details in the Cloud  

 it should delete image: tests the removal of images from the Cloud  

 it should list flavors: tests the read of flavor lists through command line  

 it should get the flavor details: tests the read of flavor details through operations in the 

command line  

 it should delete flavor: tests the removal of a flavor through command line  

The unit test creates some test structures before running the above tests, and then removes all 

temporary test structures upon completion. To perform the tests execute the 'npm test' command.  

Unit Test 2 

This Unit Test verifies the operation of essential portal functions. The unit test creates some test 

structures before running the above tests, and then removes all temporary test structures upon 

completion. To perform the tests execute the 'npm test' command.  

SLA Manager 

Test tools 

In order to test SLA Manager the component owner provided a set of test cases showed in the 

following table  

Test 

id 
Test 

description 
Test script  

1  Add provider  
curl -u user: password -H "Accept: application/xml" -H "Content-type: 

application/xml" -d@provider-trento.xml localhost:8080/sla-service/providers -X 

POST  

2  List providers  curl -u user: password localhost:8080/sla-service/providers  

3  Add template  
curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" -

d@Template_vm_Trento.xml localhost:8080/sla-service/templates -X POST  

4  List templates  
curl -u user: password -H "Accept: application/xml" localhost:8080/sla-

service/templates  

5  
Add 

agreement  
curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" -

d@agreement_vm_Trento.xml localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements -X POST  

6  Get agreement  
curl -u user: password -H "Accept: application/xml" localhost:8080/sla-

service/agreements/agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB  

7  
Get 

enforcement 

job  

curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" localhost:8080/sla-

service/enforcements/agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB  

8  
Start 

enforcement 

job  

curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: application/xml" localhost:8080/sla-

service/enforcements/agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB/start -X 

PUT  

Check enforcement job status curl -u user: password -H "Content-type: 

application/xml" localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements/agreement-vm-

Trento:193.205.211.85-MonitoringB  

9  Get violations  curl -u user: password localhost:8080/sla-

service/violations?agreementId=agreement-vm-Trento:193.205.211.85-
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MonitoringB  

Table 106: SLA Manager Test Cases 

All test cases are executed in SLA_Manager\sla-core\trunk\samples.  

Federation Manager 

Test tools 

In order to test Federation Manager component the component owner provided a set of test cases 

showed in the following table. The files referenced can be found in the according svn project under 

src/main/resources/test_examples. When not running in development mode (see Installation Guide) 

the Authorization header must be set to a valid value.  

Test 

id 
Test 

description 
Test script  

1 post region 
curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" --data 

@postRegion.txt http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions  

2 get region 
curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions  

3 
get region 

by id  
curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}  

4 
update 

region 

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchRegion.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}  

5 
get region 

status 
curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}/status  

6 
update 

region 

status 

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchRegionStatus.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}/status  

7 
get region 

contacts 
curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}/contacts  

8 
add region 

contact  

curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" --data 

@postRegionContact.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}/contacts  

9 
get region 

contact by 

id 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}/contacts/{contactId}  

10 
update 

region 

contact  

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchRegionContact.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}/contacts/{contactId}  

11 
delete 

region 

contact 

curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}/contacts/{contactId}  

12 
add a 

service 
curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" --data 

@postService.txt http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services  

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D/status
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D/status
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D/contacts
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D/contacts
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D/contacts/%7BcontactId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D/contacts/%7BcontactId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D/contacts/%7BcontactId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services
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13 
list all 

services 
curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services  

14 
get service 

by id 
curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/{serviceId}  

15 
update 

service 

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchService.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/{serviceId}  

16 
add 

endpoint 
curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" --data 

@postEndpoint.txt http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints  

17 
list 

endpoints 
curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints  

18 
get 

endpoint by 

id 

curl -v -H "Content-Type:application/json+hal" -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/{endpointId}  

19 
update 

endpoint 

curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type:application/json" -H "Authorization: Bearer 

developer" --data @patchEndpoint.txt 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/{endpointId}  

20 
delete 

endpoint 
curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/{endpointId}  

21 
delete 

service 
curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/{serviceId}  

22 
delete 

region 
curl -X DELETE -H "Authorization: Bearer developer" 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/{uuid}  

Table 107: Federation Manager Test Cases 

Infographics and Status pages 

Test tools 

Test id Test description Test script  

1  Test the Infographics graphical interface  see description below  

Table 108: Infographics and Status Pages Test Cases 

Use the dummy federation monitor to test the Infographics graphical interface. Procedure: Configure 

the end point of the federation monitor in config/initializers/0infographics.rb to your local server:  

require_dependency 'fi_lab_infographics' 

 

FiLabInfographics.setup do |config| 

  # Node.js proxy for monitoring 

  config.nodejs = 'http://localhost:1339' 

 

end 

 

Launch the dummy federation monitor : 

http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/%7BserviceId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/%7BserviceId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/%7BendpointId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/%7BendpointId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/endpoints/%7BendpointId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/services/%7BserviceId%7D
http://localhost:8080/federationManager/api/v3/regions/%7Buuid%7D
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ubuntu@ubuntu:~/fi-lab-Infographics$ cd test/dummy_federation_monitor 

ubuntu@ubuntu:~/fi-lab-infographics/test/dummy_federation_monitor$ nodejs 

dummyAPI.js 

 

Launch the application : 

ubuntu@ubuntu:~/fi-lab-Infographics$ rails server 

 

Open your browser at http://localhost:3000/. The following screen should be seen: 

 

Figure 33: Infographics and Status Pages Test cases 

 

Interoperability tools 

Test Tools 

The following table lists a set of tests for the correct operation of a deployed instance of the 

Interoperability service v1.1 after it has been installed: 

 

http://localhost:3000/
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:Infographics.png
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Test id Test description Test script  

1  Add a new pattern  see below  

2  List patterns  see below  

3  View pattern  see below  

4  Execute simple interoperability test  see below  

 Table 109: Interoperability Tool Test Cases 

Each test case is a simple command line test that interacts with the interoperability service using curl 

prompt commands.  

Add a new pattern: 

With the running tool service operating at xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.xxxx:8192/interoperability (replace xxxx 

with IP address of the used instance), invoke a POST operation to add a pattern to the service to be 

stored in the pattern database: 

$ curl -X POST -d "name=pattern" -d "description=Simple publish-subscribe 

pattern" --data-urlencode 

"xml_content@src/main/resources/PublishSubscribe.xml" 

http://xx.xx.xx.xx:8192/interoperability/patterns 

  

A HTTP 200 OK message will be returned if the test is successful; and the following message will be 

displayed:  

> Pattern created and added to service.  

 

List patterns 

List the set of patterns currently installed on the running service. If a new instance with the prior test 

executed, a single element will be returned in the XML list.  

$ curl http://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:8192/interoperability/patterns  

 

The following content should be received:   

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<patterns> 

      <pattern> 

          <name>pattern1</name> 

          <description>A simple publish-subscribe pattern</description> 

          <xml_content> .... {not fully displayed here} </xml_content> 

      </pattern> 

</patterns> 

 

 View pattern 

This test will return the single XML content of the pattern:  

$curl 

http://xx.xx.xx.xx:8192/interoperability/patterns
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http://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:8192/interoperability/users/LOCAL_USER/pattern1 

 

The following content should be received:  

<pattern> 

   <name>pattern1</name> 

   <description>A simple publish-subscribe pattern</description> 

   <xml_content> .... {not fully displayed here} </xml_content> 

</pattern> 

 

 Execute simple interoperability test 

$ curl -X POST 

http://xx.xx.xx.xx:8192/interoperability/users/LOCAL_USER/pattern3 

 

The following should be received as a response to the original curl:  

Output from Interoperability Cradle 

 

Test started - run the application 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Starting trace at Node:A1 

        Guard test succeeded: http.from is orion.lab.fi-ware.eu 

        Guard test succeeded: http.msg is reply 

        Guard test failed: http.code is 401 which !=200 

 

Fail: no transition possible 

 

Test Tools v2.0 

Component owner has provided a set of tests for the correct operation of a deployed instance of the 

Interoperability service v2.0 after it has been installed. 

View FIOPS interoperability web tool 

Open a web brower and enter the following URL (replacing the 130.206.83.210 with the host name): 

http://130.206.83.210:8192/interoperability 

You will first be redirected to the FILAB login screen. Enter your credentials and you will be returned 

to the interoperability screen. 

Run compliance test within FIOPS interoperability web tool 

In the interoperability web page enter the following information into two of the text fields: 

In Test 1 URL Field enter: 
 

>> http://orion.lab.fi-ware.eu:1026/NGSI10 

http://130.206.83.210:8192/interoperability
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In Test 1 Token Field enter: 
 

>> Testing 

 

(If you have a valid token, you can run the compliance test 

successfully) 

The following text will appear in the text box to the right (when you use Testing token). 

Output from Interoperability Cradle 

 

Test started - run the application 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Starting trace at Node:A1 

        Guard test succeeded: http.from is orion.lab.fi-ware.eu 

        Guard test succeeded: http.msg is reply 

        Guard test failed: http.code is 401 which !=200 

 

Fail: no transition possible 

Execute standalone GUI pattern editor 

The standalone editor runs on a developer's local machine and is not meant to be hosted/deployed on a 

remote virtual machine. To install and run the pattern editor - follow the svn, Java, and mvn 

installation instructions above to install the code on the local machine. 

Then open the tool use the following command in a command prompt: 

mvn exec: java -

Dexec.mainClass="uk.ac.soton.itinnovation.xifiinteroperability.Graph

Editor" 

 

Resource Catalogue and Recommender  

The component owner has referred to WStore test cases described here 

https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Store_-_W-Store_-

_Installation_and_Administration_Guide#Sanity_check_Procedures  

Infrastructure Toolbox  

Test tools 

Test id Test description Test script  

1  Test Infrastructure Toolbox API Releases  see description below  

2  Test Infrastructure Toolbox API Tasks  see description below  

3  Test Infrastructure Toolbox API Nodes  see description below  

4  Test Infrastructure Toolbox API Cluster  see description below  

5  Test Infrastructure Toolbox GUI Environment Creation  see description below  

Table 110: Resource Catalogue and Reccomender Test Cases 

https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Store_-_W-Store_-_Installation_and_Administration_Guide#Sanity_check_Procedures
https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Store_-_W-Store_-_Installation_and_Administration_Guide#Sanity_check_Procedures
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Test 1: API Releases 

Once the node is deployed the following should be issued in the browser:  

curl http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/releases/ 

 

Test 2: API Tasks 

Once the node is deployed the following should be issued in the browser:  

curl http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/tasks/  

 

Test 3: API Nodes 

Once the node is deployed the following should be issued in the browser:  

curl http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/nodes/  

 

Test 4: API Cluster 

Once the node is deployed the following should be issued in the browser:  

curl http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/clusters/  

 

 Test 5: GUI Environment Creation 

Once the node is deployed the following should be performed:  

 Manually navigate the GUI and create different environment types. Could be replaced by 

behaviour driven tools later on perhaps.  

Deployment and Configuration Adapter  

The DCA Owner provides tests, which include:  

Test id Test description Test script  

1  Installation and configuration of Apache Tomcat  see below  

2  Installation and configuration of MySQL Server  see below  

3  Installation of the DCA binaries  see below  

Table 111: DCA Test Cases 

Installation and configuration of Apache Tomcat: 

To test the correct installation of configuration of Apache Tomcat, it needs to be verified the correct 

java version and that the Apache Tomcat service is running.  

Installation and configuration of MySQL Server: 

This test verifies the MySQL service is running and the DCA database has been created with the 

required tables.  

Installation of the DCA binaries: 

For the testing of the binaries, the DCA owner provides a command to list the virtual machines 

available in specific region (e.g. Trento).  

http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/releases/
http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/tasks/
http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/nodes/
http://10.37.160.222:8000/api/clusters/
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Appendix D  

The following table shows the list of GEs installed and tested on fiware.eng.it. The FIWARE GEis 

installed, tested in the XIFI project are thirteen: 

FIWARE Catalogue 
 

Instance GE 

Applications/Services 

Ecosystem and Delivery 

Framework 

Marketplace - SAP RI Marketplace - SAP RI Marketplace 

Applications/Services 

Ecosystem and Delivery 

Frame 

Applications/Services 

Ecosystem and Delivery 

Framework work 

Registry - SAP RI registry-ri Service Registry 

 
Store - WStore Store - WStore Store 

Cloud Hosting 

IaaS Data Center Resource 
Management GE - IBM 

Implementation 
  

 

Monitoring GE - TID 

Implementation   

 
Object Storage GE - FI-WARE 

Implementation   

 
PaaS Manager - Pegasus 

 
PaaS Manager - Pegasus 

 

Self-Service Interfaces - Cloud 

Portal (UPM) 
Cloud Portal 

Self-Service Interfaces - Cloud Portal 

(UPM) 

Data/Context Management BigData Analysis - Cosmos cosmos-master; machine02-05 Big Data Analysis (Cosmos) 

 

Publish/Subscribe Context 

Broker - Orion Context Broker 

Publish/Subscribe Context Broker 

- Orion Context Broker 
Publish/Subscribe Broker (Orion) 

Internet of Things Services 

Enablement 

Configuration Manager - Orion 

Context Broker 
- 

Configuration Manager - Orion Context 

Broker 

Security 

Access Control - THA 

Implementation 
Authorization PDP - 

AuthZForce 

Access Control - THA 
Implementation 

Access Control - THA Implementation 

 
Identity Management - KeyRock Keyrock Identity Management – KeyRock 

  
Keystone_proxy 

 

Table 112: List of GE installed and tested in XIFI project 

Tests Results of the FIWARE GEs on the Test Infrastructure  

The template to report test results for these tests includes the following field: 

 Components: name of FIWARE component tested 

 Component owner: name of FIWARE partner (is identified or the partners is owner of the 

component independently of the development done within FIWARE project) or FIWARE 

implementation (if developed the component within FIWARE project) 

 Integrated into XIFI component 

 Node: name of the FIWARE-Lab node used 

 Assigned to: name of the tester and partner 

 Test: PASSED or FAILED 

 Notes: additional information 
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Marketplace – SAP RI 

Components  Marketplace – SAP RI  

Component Owner (person contact)  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component Resource Catalogue and Recommender  

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  ENG, Mauro Peccetti  

Test done (Yes/No) – (YY/M/DD) – (PASS-FAILED-

On-going, pending)  
PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 113: MarketPlace –SAP RI 

 

Repository – SAP RI 

Components  Repository – SAP RI  

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component Resource Catalogue and Recommender 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  ENG – Mauro Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 114: Repository SAP-RI 
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Store – Wstore  

Components  Store – Wstore  

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component Resource Catalogue and Recommender 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 115: Store-WSStore 

IaaS Data Center Resource Management GE  

Components  IaaS Data Center Resource Management GE 

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component - 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro – Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 116: IaaS Data Center Resource Management GE 

Monitoring GE  

Components  Monitoring GE  

Integrated in XIFI component - 

Component Owner  TID 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro – Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 117: Monitoring GE 

Object Storage GE  

Components  Object Storage GE 

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component - 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  
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Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 118: IDM GE 

Configuration Manager - Orion Context Broker 

Components  Configuration Manager – Orion Context Broker 

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component - 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 119: Configuration Manager – Orion Context Broker 

PaaS Manager – Pegasus 

Components  PaaS Manager Pegasus 

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component DCA 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 120: PaaS Manager - Pegasus 

Self-Service Interfaces - Cloud Portal  

Components  Self-Service Interfaces – Cloud Portal 

Component Owner  UPM 

Integrated in XIFI component Cloud Portal 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 121: Self-Service – Cloud Portal 

BigData Analysis – Cosmos 

Components  Big Data Analysis - Cosmos 

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 
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Integrated in XIFI component 

Federation Monitoring NGSI Adapter 

NAM 

NPM 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 122: Object Storage GE 

Publish/Subscribe Context Broker - Orion Context Broker 

Components  
Public/Subscribe Context Broker- Orion 

Context Broker  

Component Owner  FIWARE implementation 

Integrated in XIFI component 
Federation Monitoring  

DEM 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 123: Publish/Subscribe Context Broker 

Access Control  

Components  Access Control 

Component Owner  Thales 

Integrated in XIFI component 

Federated Access Control GE 

Security Monitoring 

Security Dashboard 

Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro – Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  n/a 

Table 124: Access Control 

Identity Management – KeyRock; Keystone proxy 

Components  Store – Wstore  

Component Owner  UPM 

Integrated in XIFI component Federated Identity Management GE 
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Testbed Vicenza   

Assigned to  Mauro - Peccetti  

Test done  PASSED  

Notes  N/a 

Table 125: Self-Service – IdM GE 


